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ABSTRACT

The information and communication technology (ICT) sector is consuming an in-
creasing proportion of global electricity production. At the heart of ICT are com-
puter systems that perform computations on data. During the last two decades the
rate of improvement in their energy-efficiency has declined.

Although the best energy-efficiency is obtained with systems that execute a fixed
set of tasks, they are inflexible. The flexibility can be improved with programmabil-
ity in the form of instruction set support. However, the resulting instruction stream
incurs area and energy overheads. To reduce them, a variety of instruction stream
components have been proposed. In particular, first-level components closest to the
compute elements in memory hierarchy have been studied carefully. Although dy-
namically controlled components are easy to integrate into systems and allow a sim-
plified view for programmers, software-controlled components have been shown to
improve energy-efficiency. While they have been researched previously, the energy-
efficiency of programmable processors is not yet at the level of fixed function accel-
erators, and there is room for novel methods utilizing fine-grained software control.

In addition to the novel first-level components, memory technologies used in
the instruction streams have received wide interest in recent years. While emerging
memory technologiesmay result in extreme efficiency in future devices, customizing
the currently used technologies may offer benefits with less effort for the near future.

This thesis proposesmethods to improve the instruction stream energy-efficiency
with the goal of reducing the gap between instruction set programmable and fixed-
function computer systems. By evaluating design choices in first-level instruction
stream components and allowing fine-grained software control, energy consump-
tion is reduced. Similarly, efficiency of unconventional instruction memories is im-
proved by exposing their contents to the program compiler. These methods help
future computer systems to keep increasing their energy-efficiency and reduce the
proportion of ICT from global energy consumption.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the concept of internet-of-things (IoT) has emerged, and is expected to
result in enormous amounts of new compute devices connected to the internet in the
near future. These vary from large machinery to tiny battery-operated, low-power
devices. Simultaneously, workloads become more complex, and requirements for
computing become more demanding as novel application domains such as machine
vision and artificial intelligence develop. In addition to the IoT devices themselves,
these will create pressure on the internet infrastructure as well as data centers, as
more and more data is consumed and needs to be transferred over the network. A
tangible implication of the need for energy-efficiency is found in battery-powered
devices. Current mobile devices typically incorporate a lithium-ion battery and are
required to perform highly intensive workloads. With the energy density of con-
temporary batteries, their runtime under complex workloads is measured in hours.

Although various studies [1–6] on the global energy consumption of the informa-
tion and communication technology (ICT) sector report a wide range of predictions,
the majority of them suggests that the relative contribution of ICT to global energy
consumption is increasing. The ICT sector was estimated to consume 3.9% of global
energy consumption in 2007 [1], and 4.6 - 14 % in 2012 [1, 3]. Andrae et al. [3] esti-
mate that the proportion of global energy consumption could be 8 - 51 % in the year
2030.

While the ICT sector’s proportional energy consumption is increasing glob-
ally, the energy-efficiency of devices is improving at an inadequate pace. In 2011,
Koomey [7] observed, that in addition to performance improvement, the energy-
efficiency of computing has increased steadily throughout the last decades. Koomey
later re-examined the data used in the study and found that since 2000 the energy-
efficiency improvement has slowed down significantly. Clearly, in order to realize a
large amount of future compute devices and the infrastructure to support them, and
simultaneously keep the energy consumption in check, the energy-efficiency must

1



further improve.
Although the technology scaling resulting from silicon process node develop-

ment has enabled continuous improvements in performance and energy-efficiency,
the rate has slowed down [8] with newer process node generations. This is due to
physical limitations and phenomena such as quantum tunneling encountered at the
small feature sizes. However, there have been extensive research efforts to improve
the energy-efficiency by optimizing the computing systems built using the silicon
technology. Regarding system architecture, a variety of different approaches have
been proposed and used depending on the target application.

For the best performance and energy-efficiency, fixed-function accelerators (FFAs)
can be designed to perform a task or a set of tasks very efficiently, with no flexibility
for other use cases. However, designing and verifying them is expensive and time-
consuming [9] due to the non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs and design effort. In
addition, the limited or no programmability after fabrication allows very restricted
design reuse.

To allow running tasks not known at design time, programmable processors of-
fer more flexibility [10]. Wheras general purpose processors (GPPs) offer high flexibil-
ity, application-specific instruction set processors (ASIPs) trade off flexibility for area,
performance and energy-efficiency. While methods such as application-specific cus-
tomization have increased the processing power of compute devices, the memories
used to supply them with data and instructions have not kept up to the pace. The
memory wall [11] between these two results in high performance applications being
bottlenecked by the memory systems. In addition, memories used to store instruc-
tions and data can constitute up to half of the energy consumption in processing
systems [12]. In the case of instructions, the memory hierarchy as well as the logic
used to access it form the instruction stream.

As an example of a modern high-performance computing system, Figure 1.1 il-
lustrates the memory hierarchy used in a core complex constructed with four AMD
Zen 2 processor cores [13]. Each core has split level 1 (L1) caches for instructions
and data, and a unified L2 cache, where both instructions and data are stored. The
L3 cache in a core cluster is shared between the cores.

As instructions are typically consumed at each clock cycle during execution, and
they are effectively an overhead required for the actual computations, optimization
of the instruction stream is naturally appealing. In an ideal situation, a processor

2
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Figure 1.1 The architecture of an AMD core complex consisting of four Zen 2 cores [13].

would have the performance and energy-efficiency of a fixed-function accelerator,
but still work well with a wide range of applications. Methods targeted for program
data and instructions can be divided into their own research topics as their role in
computing and access patterns are inherently different.

While the system designer’s choice of memory systems has an impact on the
energy-efficiency, methods to improve it in the delivery of bits from memories to
compute elements have been studied. Boiling down to amount of data accesses and
their frequency, as well as the size and complexity of eachmemory hierarchy compo-
nent, approaches have been proposed on all levels of system design hierarchy. These
exploit the spatial and temporal locality, as well as the redundancy found in instruc-
tion sets in order to optimize the memory streams. Mainstream processors mostly
rely on hardware-controlled dynamic caches in the instruction stream, but research
has shown that there are interesting opportunities to improve energy-efficiency by
performing offline program analysis andmoving some of the control from hardware
to the program compiler.

The volatile static random access memory (SRAM) and dynamic random access
memory (DRAM) still hold their status as the workhorses of processing systemwork
memories. In contemporary systems, these are used to create a multi-level memory
hierarchy to store program instructions and data. At the lowest level of hierarchy,
registers are typically used in compute elements for very fast and short-lived data
accesses, but their data density is relatively low. Next levels in memory hierarchy
typically use SRAM technology in the form of dynamic caches and scratchpad memo-
ries (SPMs). Higher up in thememory hierarchy, DRAM is used as a large and dense,
but slow and power-hungry storage. The use of multiple memory technologies in
modern computing systems stems frompractical limitations: the silicon area of a sys-
tem is limited due to economical, process yield or performance reasons. Increasing
the silicon area results in increased manufacturing cost, decreases yield and increases

3



intra-chip communication delays and power consumption. Different memory tech-
nologies trade off area with power consumption, data volatility, performance or data
density.

To improve the efficiency of already existing memory technologies, previous
work has customized the memory cell designs. For example, by observing that pro-
gram instructions can be heavily biased towards one of the two binary logic values,
memories can be designed to favour that value.

Looking beyond the currently used memory technologies, researchers have stud-
ied various alternatives to enable future compute device memories. In recent years,
several memory technologies with various levels of maturity have sparked research
interest. Recently phase change memory (PCM), spin-transfer torque RAM (STT-
RAM) and resistive RAM (ReRAM) have seen the emergence of commercial prod-
ucts [14–16]. Although these are the most mature of the emerging technologies,
they have not offered extraordinary benefits, and each have their individual chal-
lenges such as limited write endurance.

Since clear winners in terms of performance and energy consumption for next
generation memories have not emerged, there are plenty of opportunities in less
researched technologies. Domain wall memory (DWM) [17] is one such memory
technology based on magnetic domains, which can be shifted along a thin nanotape
for reading or writing at access ports . However, the shifting incurs a variable access
latency depending on the distance of data to access ports, as well as an energy cost.
Assuming that the technological obstacles unique to DWM are solved, it can enable
future devices with non-volatile, energy-efficient, fast and extremely dense memo-
ries. Due to the unique shifting and previous work mostly concentrating on the
data memory side, there are opportunities for novel techniques to optimize DWM
in the context of instruction streams.

1.1 Objectives and Scope of Research

This thesis acknowledges the need to improve the energy-efficiency of compute de-
vices. There is a clearmotivation to reduce the energy needs of the increasing amount
of computing and to improve battery life of mobile devices. While customized
fixed-function accelerators offer the best energy-efficiency, they lack the flexibility
required for design reuse and usability in tasks not known at design time. This the-
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sis studies methods to reduce the overhead of instruction streams required for the
flexibility.

Contemporary computing systems implement hierarchical memory organiza-
tions, and methods for different hierarchy levels vary. Previous work in the area
of instruction stream energy optimization has presented diverse solutions, often or-
thogonal to each other. That is, methods can be often applied to systems in conjunc-
tion. While previous work has proposed methods on all system design hierarchy
levels as well as in different parts of system architectures, there is still room for novel
ideas to improve the energy-efficiency of programmable processors.

To narrow down the scope, this thesis focuses on components on the first mem-
ory hierarchy levels typically referred to as level 0 (L0) and L1, as well as scratchpad
instruction memories. It answers the following research questions:

RQ1 Howdo different design choices of instruction register files affect their energy-
efficiency?

RQ2 Can selective compression of instructions and compiler-based programming
improve energy-efficiency of programmable dictionary compression?

RQ3 Can shifting and latency overheads in DWM-based instruction memories be
improved by exploiting the sequential execution of instructions in programs?

RQ4 Can asymmetric SRAM technology together with program control flow anal-
ysis reduce instruction stream energy consumption?

1.2 Contributions and Results

Because it has already been noted that offline analysis and compiler control pro-
vide benefits when combined with hardware-controlled components, this thesis pro-
poses software and hardware co-designed methods to increase the energy-efficiency
of instruction delivery to processing elements. More precisely, fine-grained software
control methods targeting the underlying hardware of the first levels in instruction
memory hierarchy.

The first contribution is evaluation of optimal design choices for instruction regis-
ter file (IRF) implementation, upon which an IRF design is presented. The proposed
IRF is used as a small L0 component to improve energy-efficiency of embedded pro-
cessor cores. A case study of integrating the IRF to wide-issue IoT cores is also pre-
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sented.
The second contribution is a programmable dictionary compression scheme. Un-

compressed and compressed instructions are interleaved in program images, while
the supporting hardware allows fine-grained control over dictionary programming.
Bundling compressed instructions and using fixed-width fetch words allow straight-
forward instruction fetch logic. The combination of these together with an algo-
rithm to decide when to program dictionary entries provides an improvement over
the state-of-the art in programmable dictionaries.

Third, this thesis contributes the first instruction-optimized memory architec-
ture and placement strategy for the emerging DWM technology. With the assump-
tion that DWM becomes feasible and is adopted widely in the future, the method
allows improvements in embedded system energy-efficiency.

The final contribution of this thesis is, to the best of the author’s knowledge,
the first method targeting asymmetric SRAM technology in instruction streams. By
exploiting the characteristic, where reading one logic value from memory has sig-
nificantly lower energy consumption compared to the other, energy consumption is
reduced. In the proposed approach, instruction words are masked at compile time
to increase the amount of the less energy consuming bit values, and a lightweight
decoding is performed during execution.

1.3 The Author’s Contribution

The Author produced the original ideas, designs and implementations for the pro-
posed methods, unless otherwise stated here. The Author conducted most of the
measurements of the proposed methods, as well as wrote the text body for all of the
publications in this thesis. The ideas for each paper were refined in discussions with
the other authors. The other authors in each paper also assisted in proof-reading.

For [P1], the IRF window allocation algorithmwas developed together with Mr.
Heikki Kultala, who also implemented it in the program compiler. For [P3], Mr.
Kari Hepola assisted in integration of the instruction cache into the RISC-V core
and produced application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) synthesis results for it. Mr.
Kari Hepola also produced ASIC synthesis results for the evaluated core and over-
head logic required for the method proposed in [P4].
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1.4 Thesis Outline

This thesis consist of six Chapters. Chapter 2 covers the background on instruction
streams relevant to this thesis. Chapter 3 overviews energy-efficient components
used at the first levels in the instruction memory hierarchy. Chapter 4 summarizes
the research in the field of code compression. Chapter 5 reviews previous work on
asymmetric SRAMs and the most prominent emerging memory technologies. Fi-
nally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results of this thesis and provides suggestions on
future work. At the end of each Chapter, results and contributions of this thesis are
described. The five original publications are located at the end of the thesis.
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2 INSTRUCTION STREAMS

In designing a computer system, trade-offs between at least performance, power and
energy consumption, predictability, robustness, reusability, programmability and
cost have to be considered. In such a vast design space, researchers and designers
have proposed a wide variety of computer system architectures. FFA ASICs can be
designed to be extremely efficient by only implementing the hardware necessary for
a set of tasks decided at design time. However, FFAs are inflexible for tasks they
are not optimized for, or may not be able to execute them at all. From an econom-
ical point of view, there is a large NRE cost associated with FFAs, as designing and
verifying them is time-consuming. Another NRE cost comes from manufacturing
designs onto silicon. This can become a prohibitive factor if the required amount of
devices is small, as the unit price becomes excessively high.

Although FFAs offer the best efficiency, the constantly growing complexity of
applications and short time-to-market of products call for flexibility and reusabil-
ity in designs [10]. In practice this is realized by allowing devices to be configured
after manufacturing. Depending on the design requirements, the extent of config-
urability varies. Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) allow their underlying logic
elements (LEs) to be configured to perform functions of user-defined designs, and the
LEs are connected by a switching fabric. An approach to execute programs on FP-
GAs is to use soft core processors, where the processor design is configured onto the
FPGA and programs are executed on it. Although FPGAs are relatively inexpen-
sive as a means to implement custom designs, programmable hard core processors
implemented as ASICs offer lower energy consumption and higher performance.

Programmability can be implemented by designing an instruction set architec-
ture (ISA), which is an abstracted view of the available operations on the processor
microarchitecture. A program compiler then maps high-level language task repre-
sentations onto instructions of the ISA. During program execution, these are fetched
frommemory components and are used to control hardware execution units. As this
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instruction stream is effectively an overhead, it should be minimized, and an ideal
device would be extremely flexible while being as energy-efficient as an FFA. This
Chapter introduces the basic concepts used in computer programs from the view of
instruction streams, and components and design considerations for contemporary
instruction streams found in processors.

2.1 Control Flow

Programs consist of statements that define the program behaviour. For example, a
statement can express an addition operation between two values. In the context of
processing systems, statements translate into instructions. In the scope of this the-
sis, control flow and the statements used to direct it are introduced here. The control
flow of a program describes the order in which its statements are executed, and con-
trol flow statements are required in order to execute other than sequential code. In
contrast to the addition operation used as an example, control flow statements direct
the control flow.
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Figure 2.1 An example CFG, where edges have been annotated with branch condition evaluation out-

comes.

Branches are control flow statements whichmove the execution to a different code
region of the program. An unconditional branch is always taken, meaning that exe-
cution is always moved to the branch target of the branch instruction. Conditional
branches only move the execution to another region depending on a condition de-
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fined for them. When the execution of a statement depends on the outcome of an-
other statement, there is a control dependency between them.

Loops are control flow structures, that use a backward branch to iterate a piece of
code repeatedly. A loop is nested, when at least one loop is located inside another.
Loops can be used, for example, to perform the same operations on multiple data. If
this example is viewed in the context of program code, loops are useful as they pre-
vent unnecessary replication of the same code. However, this results in an overhead,
as the loop exit condition has to be evaluated on each iteration in the typical case.

Subroutine (function) calls are used to move execution to a subroutine. These can
be called from multiple locations in the program. Execution is moved to a callee
subroutine by a caller statement. After the subroutine is finished, execution returns
to the caller location. Similar to loops, subroutines allow utilizing a piece of code
multiple times, as it prevents replication of the subroutine code in place of each caller.

The control flow of a program can be visualized by using a control flow
graph (CFG). A control flow graph consists of nodes to which sequential statements
can be mapped to. Control flow statements result in edges drawn between the nodes,
drawn as arrows. In the context of instructions, sequential instructions are mapped
into basic blocks (BBs), and a branch or a call instruction always ends a BB. An ex-
ample CFG is shown in Figure 2.1. The CFG is entered from the start node, from
where executionmoves unconditionally into node 1 and 2. In this CFG, the edges are
annotated with true and false values, when the control flow statement is conditional.
For example, if the condition of the control flow statement in node 2 evaluates to
true, execution moves to node 4. Nodes 2, 3 and 4 form a loop, which is iterated
until the condition in node 4 evaluates to false. At this point, execution moves to
the exit node.

Conversion of control dependencies into data dependencies [18] is exploited in
predicated execution, where branches can be replaced by executing instructions from
both of the possible paths after evaluating the branch. Predicates are used to deter-
mine, which of the executed paths is allowed to modify the architectural state.

From the perspective of instruction stream optimizations, programCFGs can be
annotated with edge weights. For example, the static probability to enter a certain
node or trace based execution amounts of each node can be used for the weights.
This information can then be used to optimize execution for performance or power
and energy consumption.
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2.2 Instruction Level Parallelism and Program Scheduling

A useful metric to measure the performance of processing systems is throughput, the
number of operations executed in a given time period. Ideally, the throughput of a
system could be improved by reducing the latency of a single operation by simply
increasing the operating frequency, resulting in a single operation being executed in
less time. Although advancements in miniaturization of process technology have re-
duced the latency of logic, recent years have seen a trend in compute systems, where
the operating frequency is not rising or even has decreased [19]. This is a result of
limited power and energy budgets, as lowering the operating frequency allows re-
duced operating voltages, which has a quadratic effect on power consumption. As
this prevents additional improvements from operating frequency alone, methods to
improve performance by parallelizing computations have been developed.

In addition to having an efficient hardware architecture for processing, the
scheduling of instructions is as important for performance. As some program in-
structions have dependencies between each other and some do not, a program com-
piler or hardware dynamically can implement the control flow in multiple ways, as
long as correct functionality is ensured. Optimizing this scheduling of instructions
depends on the resources available on the target platform.

In the following, basic concepts of instruction level parallelism (ILP) and how
programs are scheduled in different approaches are explained. In the scope of this
thesis, approaches to increase data level parallelism are not discussed.
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Figure 2.2 The classic scalar RISC pipeline.

The execution of instructions can be described using the instruction cycle. Here,
an instruction is fetched, decoded, and executed. To improve ILP, instruction pipelin-
ing improves throughput by dividing the instruction cycle into pipeline stages. The
classic reduced instruction set computer (RISC) pipeline has five stages illustrated in
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Figure 2.2: instruction fetch (IF), instruction decode (ID), execute (EX), memory ac-
cess (MEM) and register writeback (WB).Here the operating frequency is determined
by the timing critical path of the slowest stage. This corresponds to a scalar proces-
sor, where one data item is processed at a time. After filling the pipeline, a scalar
processor (with no data parallelization) would ideally have a throughput of one in-
structions per cycle (IPC). That is, one instructionwould be executed each clock cycle.
However, as the following explains, this is typically not realistic.

Using the scheduled program, an approach typically used in scalar processors
allowing relatively simple fetch and issue logic is in-order execution, where instruc-
tions are issued and executed in the order as they are fetched. However, this does not
result in optimal performance, if the compiler cannot effectively analyze dependen-
cies between instructions. The dependencies cause data hazards, which are catego-
rized as read-after-write (RAW), write-after-read (WAR) and write-after write (WAW)
hazards.

The most straightforward approach to handle hazards are dynamic hazard detec-
tion and the incurred pipeline bubbles, where the processor hardware dynamically
detects dependencies between instructions and stalls execution upon detection of a
hazard. Once the data required by an instruction causing the hazard is ready, execu-
tion continues. However, this approach has a negative effect on the IPC. In operand
forwarding, or, bypassing, data from later pipeline stages are directly transported to
earlier stages without first passing them to a memory or a register file. This results
in added complexity, as additional connections are required between pipeline stages.

Another method to exploit ILP in programs and improve IPC is superscalar ex-
ecution, where the processor architecture contains parallel execution units in order
to execute multiple instructions in parallel. At runtime, a superscalar processor dy-
namically analyzes instructions and dispatches them to different execution units if
possible. Compared to scalar execution, complexity is increased as additional hard-
ware is required to analyze and dispatch the instructions. In the best case, hazards
can be avoided if there are enough instructions available for dispatch, that do not
have dependencies and do not rely on the same hardware resources.

Statically scheduled architectures such as VLIWs simplify the logic implementa-
tion by removing the need for dynamic data hazard detection. Instead, they rely
on the program compiler for correct execution order and resolving dependencies.
VLIWs improve performance by exploiting the underlying ILP in programs and is-
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sue multiple instructions per cycle, which are explicitly defined. This is seen in the
ISA as having parallel instruction slots. However, when there is not enough ILP in
the target tasks to fill each instruction slot or the compiler cannot deduce the data
dependencies between instructions with static analysis, no operations (NOPs) have
to be inserted. The static scheduling in VLIWs also increases the program compiler
design effort, as good performance is more dependent on it [20].

In the case of a variable latency operation, a statically scheduled processor either
has to programmatically poll for its completion or stall the execution until it is fin-
ished. This is addressed by dynamic schedulers [21], that sequentially fetch instruc-
tions, but dynamically check them for data dependencies, and arrange and issue them
out-of-order (OoO). This trades off the latency reduction for execution predictabil-
ity and logic complexity, as the dynamic scheduling logic and buffers required for
instruction queues and intermediate values result in a large amount of logic. Due
to the complexity, OoO processing introduces a large energy consumption over-
head [22]. Whereas the set of instructions called the instruction window that the
dynamic scheduler sees at a time is limited by the hardware implementation, static
scheduling can make decisions based on all program code visible to it.

Branching in programs can cause control hazards in pipelined processors, as in-
structions after a branch may not be executed if a branch is taken. An approach to
address this is using delay slots after branches. If possible, the compiler can schedule
useful instructions in the delay slots regardless if the branch is taken. However, if
there are no suitable instructions, the pipeline has to be stalled. Another approach
to minimize the impact of branches is branch prediction, which can be categorized
as static or dynamic. In static branch prediction, all branching decisions are made
during compilation. A straightforward approach is assuming that each branch is
either always taken or not taken. Based on the assumption, the corresponding in-
structions are fetched. Another approach is to add compiler hints in the program
code for branch prediction. Dynamic branch prediction utilizes hardware to track if
branches were taken or not. By assuming that frequently taken branches will also be
taken when they are next executed, performance can be improved. However, in pro-
grams displaying sporadic branch behaviour, the performance may not be increased,
along with power and energy overheads from the additional predictor logic.
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2.3 Instruction Set Architecture

Modern processors are designed using digital logic, where complex operations are
constructed using relatively simple logic gates. Although multi-value logic has been
researched and could be implemented, in practice devices are constructed with bi-
nary logic where two logic values are used. On physical level, the two logic values
are mapped to a transistor that is either conducting between two terminals or not.

Computer programs ultimately consist of sequences of these logic values that in-
struct the underlying hardware. Although programmers could directly write pro-
gram code using the binary values, this would be a time-consuming and error-prone
process. This has resulted in programming languages that abstract the low-level
instructions into high-level constructs. Languages such as C can be used to write
portable and platform-independent code, but they need to be compiled into a target
ISA dependent assembly code.

An ISA provides programmers an interface to execute operations on the target
architecture hardware. Typically ISAs are categorized into RISC and complex in-
struction set computer (CISC). RISC ISAs offer relatively simple instructions to the
programmer. In CISC, complex instructions are decoded into multiple simpler op-
erations or microcode, that is then executed on the device.

The CISC approach originally emerged as a dense representation of program in-
structions, as implementing memory in early computers was expensive. In addition,
assembly language was directly used to program computers and complex operations
allowed by the ISA were convenient for the programmer. The RISC approach later
emerged, as it was considered easier for compilers to map functions onto it, and de-
sign time and logic complexity was reduced [23].

While CISC and RISC are useful to distinguish between design approaches, com-
puter systems can implement any kind of ISAs consisting of a combination of the
two categories. For example, a RISC ISA can be extended to contain complex oper-
ations. In application or domain-specific systems, this approach is used to accelerate
and improve the efficiency of critical tasks.

As the execution probability of different operations varies, there is redundancy
in programs. In a general-purpose instruction set, a small portion of operations typ-
ically contributes the majority of executed operations [24]. This has been the moti-
vation for compressed instruction sets: the frequently executed instructions can be
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represented with shorter encodings compared to the infrequently executed ones. In
a sense, CISC operations can be thought of as compressed instructions: they repre-
sent a number of operations which, during execution are broken down into RISC
instructions for the processor to execute. Examples of compressed instruction sets
are ARM Thumb [25] and the RISC-V compressed (RVC) [26], where only a subset
of the processor functionality is available depending on the instruction mode. In
the compressed mode, each instruction uses 16 bits instead of the 32 bits used in
uncompressed instructions.

To illustrate howprogram code ismapped onto a target ISA, Figure 2.3 first shows
an example C++ implementation of the classic Fibonacci algorithm. The function
"fibonacci" has an input integer parameter called "num", which is nth value to return
in the Fibonacci sequence. The two first values in the sequence are 0 and 1, and they
are initialized in the first part of the code. In the second part, a loop is iterated to
obtain the nth value. Finally, the value is returned.
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Figure 2.3 Fibonacci algorithm implemented in C++.

Figure 2.4a illustrates the assembly code after compiling the C++ code onto
ARM ISA using the GCC compiler, and a corresponding CFG is shown in Fig-
ure 2.4b. In the CFG, each rectangle corresponds to a BB. The code under labels .L5
and .L6 correspond to the for loop in Figure 2.3, denoted by the backward branch
from .L6 to .L5. The branching condition is evaluated by the "cmp" instruction,
which compares the values in registers r2 and r3. On the next line, the conditional
branch instruction "ble" is taken, if r2 is less or equal to the value of r3.
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(a) Assembly code.

start

.L1

sub      s p ,  sp ,  #28
add      r 7 ,  sp ,  #0
ls t r       r0 ,  [ r7 ,  #4]
m o v s    r 3 ,  # 0
ls t r       r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #20]
m o v s    r 3 ,  # 1
s t r        r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #16]
ldr        r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #4]   
c m p      r 3 ,  # 1
bne      .L2

ld r   r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #20]
b    .L3

.L2

ldr       r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #4]
c m p     r 3 ,  # 2
bne     .L4

 

.L3

mov     r0 ,  r3
a d d s     r 7 ,  r 7 ,  # 2 8
mov     sp ,  r7
ldr        r7 ,  [ sp] ,  #4
r e t

ld r   r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #16]
b    .L3

.L4

ld r       r2 ,  [ r7 ,  #20]
ldr       r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #16]
add      r3 ,  r3 ,  r2
s t r       r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #12]
m o v s   r 3 ,  # 3
s t r       r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #8]
b         .L5

.L5

ldr      r2 ,  [ r7 ,  #8]
ldr      r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #4]
cmp    r2 ,  r3
ble     .L6

.L6

ld r      r2 ,  [ r7 ,  #20]
ldr      r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #16]
add     r3 ,  r3 ,  r2
l s t r     r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #12]
ldr      r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #16]
l s t r     r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #20]
ldr      r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #12]
l s t r     r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #16]
ldr      r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #8]
a d d s   r 3 ,  r 3 ,  # 1
s t r      r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #8]

ld r   r3 ,  [ r7 ,  #12]

exit

(b) Control flow graph.

Figure 2.4 Assembly code of the Fibonacci algorithm after compiling with ARM GCC compiler, and the

corresponding CFG.
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2.4 Memory Hierarchy

As program complexity grows, more code is required. Although its implementation
would be relatively simple, a single large instruction memory is usually not feasi-
ble to meet performance and energy requirements. As transporting instructions
and data over large distances to the compute elements is costly in terms of latency
and energy consumption [27], modern compute systems use multi-level instruction
memory hierarchies. Large, power-hungry [12] and dense DRAMs are typically
used relatively far from the compute elements to store whole programs and their
data. As programs can have multiple phases separated from each other temporally,
only a small region of a program is accessed at a time [28]. For this reason, caches
are used closer to computations. This allows faster access times and reduced access
energy with the assumption that program instructions and data are spatially and
temporally related and reused.

Examples of memory hierarchies found in contemporary processors are pre-
sented in Figure 2.5. A contemporary, commercial, multi-core processor used in
desktop computers typically implements a fairly complex instruction stream to sup-
port operating systems and large programs as well as multi-threading. An example
of such a processor is depicted in Figure 2.5a. Typically there are two to four levels of
caches in a memory hierarchy [13, 29]. Caches can be split to only store instructions
or data, or they can be unified. In this case, both instructions and data are stored. In
multicore systems, caches can be shared between the cores. Memory hierarchies can
consist of a combination of split, unified and shared caches.

On the other hand, an embedded system with a limited amount of functionality
and requirements for low power or energy consumption can implement a straight-
forward instruction stream, as depicted in Figure 2.5b. To improve the energy-
efficiency of such a system, an L0 cache is implemented in Figure 2.5c.

This thesis focuses on L0 and L1 caches as well as on-chip scratchpad memories,
as they are accessed the most frequently. For the scope of this thesis, storage class
memories are excluded.
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(c) An embedded processor

with an L0 instruction mem-

ory component.

Figure 2.5 Examples of instruction memory hierarchies. (a) depicts a multicore, where each core has

split L1 instruction and data caches, as well as a unified L2 cache. The L3 cache is shared.

The embedded processor in (b) similarly uses L1 instruction and data caches. However, a

scratchpad memory is placed on the next level. (c) is identical to (b) with the exception of an

additional L0 component.

2.5 Dynamic Cache

As dynamic caches are a cornerstone of modern processor architectures, they are dis-
cussed here in more detail from the aspect of energy-efficiency. In many processing
systems, lower levels of memory hierarchy consist of dynamic caches placed hierar-
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chically so that smaller caches are placed close to the processing units. Instruction
caches exploit the temporal and spatial locality [28] of instruction accesses found in
applications. Upon a cache miss, a block of instructions is fetched into the cache. As
the replacement of cache entries is controlled by hardware, and the program com-
piler does not need to have visibility to them, caches are easy to integrate into a
system. They also do not require ISA modifications, maintaining binary compati-
bility between devices. However, cache design requires careful consideration to find
the Pareto point of performance, energy consumption and reliability [30].

While dynamic caches are easy to integrate into systems as they do not require
ISA changes or software control, the hardware control results in an overhead, as valid
and tag bits are stored for each cache block. Additional overheads are incurred from
set-associativity, which is used to improve cache hit ratios. Figure 2.6 illustrates a
direct-mapped and the overhead logic in a set-associative cache. As seen in 2.6b,
a set-associative cache requires each way to have an individual tag comparator. To
maintain good performance, the tag comparisons have to be done in parallel, as there
is no way of knowing which ways a cache line can be located in. Moreover, the
worst case execution time (WCET) analysis of a fully hardware-controlled cache is
difficult [31], and may prevent usage in hard realtime systems.

Although this is not shown in Figure 2.6, a set-associative cache requires some
kind of a replacement policy in addition to tag comparisons to decidewhich cacheway
to replace. Although the block to evict can be selected randomly, replacement poli-
cies typically have to store information about the blocks in order to achieve good hit
ratios andminimize unnecessary and energy-consuming writes to the cache. This, in
turn, results in additional overheads as the information is stored and accessed during
cache operations.

Another technique used to gain performance and hide memory latencies is in-
struction prefetching [32], where code is fetched to the lower levels in memory hier-
archy before its execution. This can be designed as software-controlled [33], where
special instructions are inserted at compile time and are used to fetch blocks of code
speculatively before their execution. Hardware-controlled methods intend to do the
same by using only logic to do the predictions. While these methods improve perfor-
mance, they increase the memory accesses and energy consumption, because code
blocks are fetched regardless of being executed or not [34, 35].
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(a) Direct-mapped cache
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(b) Two-way set-associative cache

Figure 2.6 Complexity of dynamic caches grows when set-associativity is added. Compared to the direct

mapped cache in (a), the set-associativity in (b) requires each cache way to have individual

tag comparison.
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3 ENERGY-EFFICIENT STATIC INSTRUCTION

STREAM COMPONENTS

While processor designers choose dynamic caches for their ease of integration, pro-
grammer or compiler controlled instruction memory components, referred to here
as static caches, can result in better performance or energy-efficiency depending on
the application [36]. Controlling the location of code in the memory hierarchy
from software allows opportunities to co-optimize hardware and software to im-
prove performance and energy-efficiency. However, whereas the integration of a
dynamic cache to a processor is straightforward, implementation of a static cache
component requires program analysis as well as architecture-specific hardware mod-
ifications in the worst case. This results in increased design and verification efforts
for the hardware and the program compiler.

This chapter overviews the state of the art in the main types of components used
for energy-efficiency at the first level of instruction memory hierarchy. Although
SPMs can be placed on other hierarchy levels than the first, they have been proposed
as energy-efficient alternatives to caches, and instructions can be directly fetched
from them during execution. It is important to understand the background and the
research development of the different memory hierarchy components, as they help
place the contemporary design choices into context. This chapter also shows that
there are many similarities between different component types, and some are hard
to distinguish from each other. After presenting the background, the contributions
of this thesis are described.

3.1 Instruction Cache

Cache effectiveness can be improved by allowing software control over the cache
contents. Depending on the method, there are trade-offs in the design complexity
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and ease of integration. The following introduces previous work on approaches to
improve the energy-efficiency of caches. As there is a large amount of work mainly
targeting performance improvement, the field is narrowed down to meet the scope
of this thesis.

3.1.1 Locking Cache

To allow a degree of software control, the hardware-controlled eviction and refill-
ing of instructions can be disabled in locking caches (LC) [37]. Previous work has
proposed static [37, 38] and dynamic [39–41] locking schemes. In the static scheme,
cache contents are loaded once during reset and are not changed during execution.
In the dynamic scheme, the cache can be locked and unlocked during program ex-
ecution. Software control such as special instructions for locking and unlocking is
required, as well as program analysis to determine when to perform these during
execution. In addition to making the WCET analysis easier in an instruction cache,
locking the cache can result in improved hit rate, if the program can be effectively
analyzed during compile time. This in turn improves the system energy-efficiency,
as the more energy-consuming accesses to the next memory hierarchy levels are re-
duced.

Martí-Campoy et al. [40] evaluated dynamic LCs to result in worse predictability
when compared to the static locking scheme. However, dynamic locking allowed
better performance, when cache size was smaller than program code size. Anand
and Barua [42] arrived to the same conclusion.

Although the work by Adegbija and Gordon-Ross [43] targeted the data cache, it
is included here as modifying their proposedmethodmight allow use for instruction
cache energy reduction. The authors used a hardware design to identify program
phases, where the cache contents to lock were determined dynamically. The authors
were able to improve the hit ratio and energy consumption with their approach,
when compared to a non-locking cache.

To select the optimal contents to store in locking caches, previous work has also
presented heuristic methods [44, 45].
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3.1.2 Filter Cache

Su andDespain [46] evaluated the effect of cache parameters on the trade-off between
performance and power consumption. The authors determined that relatively small,
direct-mapped caches resulted in the best power consumption for instruction caches.
Later, filter caches (FCs) [47] were proposed using similar concepts. Kin et al. ar-
gued that although it can decrease the performance, a small direct-mapped L0 cache
placed between the L1 cache and the processor core can improve energy-efficiency.
Although the access latencies of L0 and L1 can be designed equal, the FC has a lower
access energy due to its smaller size and direct-mapped architecture.

Bellas et al. [48] used offline execution profiling to rearrange code in a system
with a filter cache. The authors arranged programBBs inmemory to line upwith the
cache sets in order to improve the hit ratio and reduce the FC performance impact.

Tang et al. [49] used a prediction scheme to access the L1 directly, if instruc-
tions were not present in the filter cache. This allowed an improvement in energy-
efficiency due to the smaller performance overhead. Vivekanandarajah et al. [50]
proposed to use a pattern prediction technique, where a shift register and execution
history information was used to improve the hit predictions and further improve
the energy-efficiency. Vivekanandarajah et al. [51] proposed to selectively disable
the filter cache to improve energy-efficiency.

Hines et al. [52] proposed the tagless hit instruction cache (TH-IC), where meta-
data was used to track contents of the L0 cache. The authors were able to save energy
due to fewer tag comparisons, that are not required on an L0 hit.

3.1.3 Trace Cache

Based on the idea that some program execution paths are more likely than others,
previous work has proposed to use trace caches (TC), where the executed sequences
of program BBs are stored. The assumption behind TC is, that performance and
energy gains can be achieved by storing frequently executed instruction traces into
the TC. Rotenberg et al. [53] proposed to store execution traces into a TC along-
side a regular instruction cache. Executed sequences of program basic blocks were
placed into the trace cache with the assumption that the same sequence would be
executed on the next iteration. This approach significantly improved performance.
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The TC did not require the whole stored trace to be read, but allowed the reading
of only some blocks of it. This aspect was coined as partial matching by Friendly
et al. [54]. The authors proposed to use it in conjunction with inactive issue to im-
prove TC efficiency. Inactive issue is a form of predicated execution, where traces
are executed, but not allowed to change the architectural state in case of a branch
misprediction. Patel et al. [55] used branch promotion, where frequently executed
paths were switched to use static branch prediction, and trace packing where trace
cache segments were constructed from multiple blocks to improve the trace cache
hit rate.

Ramirez et al. [56] proposed the software trace cache (STC). During compile time
instructions were rearranged with the help of a dynamic execution profile to im-
prove the trace cache efficiency. Program BBs were arranged so that the most likely
execution path did not contain any taken branches. The authors noted that combin-
ing software techniques such as the STC with hardware methods seems beneficial to
overall results.

Black et al. [57] proposed the block-based trace cache, where traces were stored
as pointers to program BBs. The authors evaluated their approach to reach results
relatively close to perfect branch prediction.

Ramirez et al. [58] analyzed the redundancy of stored code between the instruc-
tion cache and trace cache. The authors then selectively placed code sequences into
the trace cache, allowing drastic reductions in the trace cache size with no significant
loss in performance or even improving it. The authors categorized traces into two
groups: blue traces that only contained consecutive instructions, and red traces that
contained sequence breaks following, for example, from taken branches. The red
traces were identified and written into the trace cache at run time, while blue traces
were identified by the compiler.

Rosner et al. [59] proposed to organize trace caches into two levels of hierarchy:
a filter trace cache (FTC) and a main trace cache (MTC). Infrequently executed code
sequences were placed into the FTC, while frequently executed ones were placed
into the MTC. A heuristic filtering mechanism for the traces residing in the FTC
was used before they were selected to be written to the MTC.

Hu et al. [60] first proposed to use a selective trace cache, where dynamic execu-
tion profile was used to store instructions into the trace cache. Then, the authors
improved their approach [61] by using hardware-only branch predictors with the
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trace cache. Depending on the prediction, only the trace cache or the regular in-
struction cache was accessed. Their approach resulted in similar power reduction
and performance as a selective trace cache, but with smaller design overhead. This
approach required no compiler code reordering and did not require ISA changes.

To reduce energy consumption of trace caches, Chaver et al. [62] divided pro-
grams into phases and selected a fetch mechanism from four variants for each phase.
In addition to a generic caching scheme, the authors used two variants from Roten-
berg et al. [53], and the sequential method from Hu et al. [60]. This adaptive ap-
proach allowed the authors to reduce energy consumption, while maintaining per-
formance.

Co et al. [63] improved performance and energy-efficiency in trace caches by us-
ing an ahead pipelined next trace predictor. The authors performed the branch pre-
diction ahead of time before taking branches.

3.1.4 Cache Access Strategies

For good performance, caches typically contain parallel hardware for tag checking.
Only one cache way is ultimately used to retrieve the stored data, resulting in an en-
ergy overhead due to accessing the other ways. Previous work has proposedmethods
to optimize the tag checking. Moreover, as the eviction and refilling of instructions
critically impacts the cache miss ratio, previous work has proposed several hardware
approaches for cache replacement policies.

Although Inoue et al. [64]were not the first to use way prediction in caches, they
were the first to target it to improve energy-efficiency. Combined with a most re-
cently used (MRU) prediction policy, the authors reported significant improvements
in energy-delay product (EDP) over caches with no way prediction. Powell et al. [65]
combined way prediction with selective direct-mapping. The authors devised a cache
containing set-associative ways, as well as direct-mapped ways. By default, cache
blocks were based into the direct-mapped ways. The number of times each block
got evicted was stored, and if the number exceeded a preset value, the block was
placed into a set-associative way on subsequent replacements.

Kaxiras et al. [66] reduced leakage power consumption by powering off cache
lines based on their usage. The authors noted, that upon entering the cache, lines
are initially accessed frequently, after which they enter a "dead" state. By powering
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these "dead" cache lines off, the authors improved the cache energy-efficiency.
With the observation that the execution time of many programs largely consists

of loops, Kalla et al. [67] proposed the distance-based recent use (DRU) replacement
policy. With the reasoning that instructions belonging to the same loop should be
kept close to each other, it intends to place instructions that are sequentially close
into the same cache ways. The authors reported significant energy reductions with
negligible overheads.

Panwar et al. [68] reduced the amount of required tag comparisons by exploiting
instruction sequentiality. In the case of consecutive instructions belonging to the
same block, no tag comparison was required. Further reducing the amount of tag
comparisons, Inoue et al. [69] used the branch target buffer (BTB) to store additional
information about tag hits in their history-based tag-comparison (HBTC) cache. This
approach exploited the fact that unlike data, instructions are not written into the
cache until a miss occurs. For repetitive code structures such as loops, only the first
tag comparison is required for any given instruction in the cache.

3.2 Scratchpad Memory

While the dynamic caches offer simplicity of integration due to their hardware-
controlled operation, software-controlled SPMs have been shown to result in better
energy-efficiency [36]. They do not require tags for the stored data, and compiler
analysis can be used to optimize replacement of instructions in the SPM. On the
other hand, efficient utilization of SPMs may depend on the access to all of a pro-
gram’s code during compile time. If the compiler cannot access linked libraries,
efficiency decreases.

Banakar et al. [36] evaluated the SPM to provide energy reductions as well as
better area-energy metric when compared to caches. Steinke et al. [70] proposed a
compile-time algorithm to place code into SPM. Their approach utilized dynamic
execution traces to compute the energy cost of fetching each program BB, and the
most energy-saving BBs were placed into the SPM.

Verma et al. [71] argued that an SPMmay be underutilized, if its contents are not
dynamically updated during execution as is done with caches. The authors proposed
a technique, where programs were analyzed at compile time and special instructions
to update the SPM contents were inserted into the programs. The method achieved
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significant reductions in energy consumption and execution time, but resulted in a
large code size overhead.

Verma et al. [72] developed a method to place instruction into scratchpad mem-
ory in a system, where instructions can be accessed from either the scratchpad or an
L1 cache. The authors evaluated that their cache aware scratchpad allocation (CASA)
algorithm resulted in lower energy consumption when compared to a direct-mapped
cache.

Egger et al. [73] tracked page execution amounts and placed instructions into an
SPM or a "minicache" depending on the frequency. This approach moved the SPM
control to hardware, but without the expensive tags found in caches. The authors
proposed to use a hardware scratchpad memory manager (SPMM) unit to control the
SPM contents. The authors arranged each critical program loop to fit into a minimal
number of pages, and these were placed into a region of the memory that was moved
into the SPM during runtime when it was accessed. With this approach, the authors
were able to significantly reduce execution time and energy consumption.

Deng et al. [74] also used a system with an L1 cache and an SPM in parallel.
Although the authors evaluated their method by placing data and not instructions
into the SPM, it is included here as it would be interesting to evaluate in instruc-
tion use. Random sampling logic was used to determine which data blocks to place
into SPM and which into the cache. The authors used a memory reference sampling
unit (MRSU) to provide random numbers for the sampling. With the combination
of SPM and cache, the authors were able to significantly reduce energy consumption,
when compared to a cache-only system.

Park et al. [75] compared SPMs to L0 filter caches. The authors proposed an
algorithm to select loop instructions to dynamically place into an L0 SPM during
execution. In their approach, program control could be transferred to the SPM. Spe-
cial copy instructions were inserted at compile time between program BBs to write
instructions into the SPM, as well as jump instructions to move control to the SPM,
or to branch inside the SPM. The method allowed for moving arbitrary-sized blocks
of instructions to the SPM, with a granularity of one instruction. The authors eval-
uated using an L0 SPM to be more efficient than loop or filter caches in terms of
energy-efficiency.
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3.3 Loop Buffer

Since loops are typically program hot spots, previous work has extensively re-
searched methods to optimize them in software and hardware. Loop buffers, also
known as loop caches, intend to remove the iteration amount and tag checking over-
head and, thus, minimize the overheads of executing loops. Although a dynamic
cache can be used to store critical program loops, they are not guaranteed to always
work efficiently. In a sense, the filter cache discussed in Section 3.1.2 is a loop buffer:
A loop that fits into the bounds of the filter cache provides good hit ratios and allows
a reduction in energy consumption. The more specialized locking caches and trace
caches can be used to improve the efficiency, but they still require cache tag checking
during execution.

In a zero-overhead loop buffer (ZOLB) [76], the amount of loop instructions and
the number of iterations are defined before starting the loop execution, removing the
need for loop exit condition checking. However this requires the iteration amount
to be known at compile time, and has a trade-off of reduced flexibility as static loop
buffers cannot execute complex code structures.

Uh et al. [76] proposed known compiler methods such as function inlining and
loop splitting to improve the utilization of zero-overhead loop buffers found in com-
mercial digital signal processors (DSPs). The ZOLB the authors used for evaluation
allowed changing the loop buffer contents with special instructions, but did not al-
low loops to contain branches. To reduce the instruction stream energy consump-
tion Lee et al. [77] similarly proposed to use a small tagless loop cache to store tight
program loops. Instructions could be executed from either the loop cache or the
next level cache. The authors utilized conditional short backward branch (sbb) in-
structions to indicate a branch inside the loop buffer. The loop cache was filled and
activated if the same sbb instruction was encountered twice in a row. Loops exceed-
ing the loop cache size were not stored in it. This design was also unable to execute
complex loop structures, such as nested loops or loops containing branches.

In the context of VLIW architectures Jayapala et al. [78] proposed to use a clus-
tered loop buffer scheme, where individual L0 loop buffers were used in parallel for
different fields of thewide instructionword. Function units in the target architecture
were clustered together to reduce the overhead of loop buffer control. The clusters
were decided by analyzing a static code profile, dynamic execution profile, and an
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energy consumption model. The authors used an activation trace (AT) to selectively
activate the loop buffers during execution. The clustering allowed energy reductions
compared to a centralized loop buffer organization.

Gordon-Ross et al. [79] proposed to only preload the loop cache at initialization,
and not update it during program execution. The assumption here was that in em-
bedded systems that only execute a single application in their lifetime, the loop cache
should be designed to accommodate only the most critical loops of the application
in order to maximize efficiency. Gordon-Ross and Vahid then studied [80] using a
two level hybrid loop cache (HLC) structure: a small main loop cache was used to
execute loops from, and a larger memory element was used to store the preloaded
loops. The preloaded loops were moved into the main loop cache upon detection
of compiler-inserted bit patterns. Gordon-Ross et al. [81] concluded that preloaded
loop caches allowed reducing the performance overhead compared to dynamic loop
caches and filter caches when the loop cache was designed with the help of program
profiles. However, filter caches resulted in significantly lower energy consumption
compared to preloaded loop buffers.

Previous research has also studied dynamic control of loop buffers. Rivers et
al. [82] proposed to use the dynamic loop buffer (DLB), where loops were detected
by hardware during runtime instead of using special control instructions. This ap-
proach allowed to store complex loops containing branches. Compared to the loop
cache by Lee et al. [77], the authors added an overflow state to the loop buffer con-
trol, allowing partial loops whose size exceeded that of the DLB to be stored.

Rawlins and Gordon-Ross [83] also avoided the need for offline program analysis
in their adaptive loop cache (ALC). Compared to the HLC this approach reduced en-
ergy consumption when the loop cache entry amount was small. Although a filter
cache resulted in less energy consumption than the ALC in some test cases, it also
resulted in significantly larger execution time overhead. As the ALC supported com-
plex loop structures, it required overhead logic to control filling and execution, as
well as address translation between the globalmemoryALC space. This approach al-
lowed to execute nested loops consisting of one inner and one outer loop. An ALC
with nested loop support resulted in worse efficiency as an ALC with only inner
loop support. This was due to the evaluation benchmark set containing programs
with small outer loops holding several inner loops. In these cases, the ALC was not
able to efficiently select the beneficial instructions to store. The authors concluded,
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that loop buffer preloading resulted in lower energy consumption compared to the
ALC at small loop buffer sizes. This was due to the ALC overheads and the ALC
instruction filling required at runtime.

3.4 Instruction Register File

IRFs borrow the idea of data register files commonly used in processing systems. The
IRF contents are dynamically changed during execution. Similar to loop buffers,
IRFs remove the need for tags, but require software control from the compiler. How-
ever, the main difference is that IRFs allow any kind of code to be stored in them
instead of only loops. Although previous work has proposed to directly execute in-
structions from SPM, it is more common to see in IRFs. The term IRF was first
coined by Hines et al. [84]. The authors packed 2 to 5 instructions referencing the
IRF into bundles. The IRF contents were updated only at the program start. This
work allowed instructions to be executed directly from the next level in instruction
memory hierarchy (bypassing) or from the IRF.

The authors extended their work, adding dynamic programmability [85] to the
IRF by grouping program BBs into instruction windows. These were a group of en-
tries that could simultaneously exist in the IRF. The authors proposed two heuristic
algorithms: the first algorithm constructed the instruction windows, and the second
selected points in the program, when the windows were programmed into the IRF.
The entries to be written to the IRF were selected from a dynamic execution pro-
file. Initially all program functions were placed into a single window, that was split
in a greedy fashion, if partitioning a function was beneficial for energy consump-
tion. During execution, instructions were loaded into the IRF using special load_irf
instructions.

IRF designs have been later proposed to have their own program counter. This
removes the need for fetching from the next memory hierarchy level, when the IRF
is used. Black-Schaffer et al. [86] proposed to directly execute instructions from the
IRF using the current PC, and not requiring a fetch from cache or memory.

IRFs have later been proposed to use indirection in their addressing. This was
introduced by Black-Schaffer et al. [86] in the form of a control and index mem-
ory (CIM), where branch control bits and indices to the IRFwere stored. Program in-
structions were replaced with indices pointing to the CIM. The IRF itself contained
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instruction encodings. The authors first divided their target VLIW instructions into
fields corresponding to register files and function units. To account for differences
in the number of used encodings, each field had an individually sized component
containing the field entries. Using indirection in the form of the two-level hierarchy
allowed the authors to reduce the IRF size.

In schemes where the program is divided into instruction windows and the IRF
can be dynamically programmed to contain their entries, a method to assure the
validity of entries has to be used. If execution from the IRF is allowed simultaneously
while filling entries, a forward branch inside the IRF breaks the correct functionality
if the target entry has not been fetched and no presence assurance is used. Black-
Schaffer et al. [86] used presence bits to indicate, if an instruction for the current
instruction window had already been loaded into the IRF.

direct

type control execution description

cache

Adegbija &
Gordon-Ross [43]

LC HW �
phase-based cache

locking

Su & Despain [46] FC HW �
evaluation of small
direct-mapped caches

Kin et al. [47] FC HW � the first FC

Tang et al. [49] FC HW � prediction

Vivekanandarajah
et al. [50]

FC HW � pattern prediction

Vivekanandarajah
et al. [51]

FC HW �
pattern prediction +
dynamic enabling

Rotenberg et
al. [53]

TC HW � first TC

Friendly et al. [54] TC HW � inactive issue

Jacobson et
al. [87]

TC HW � next trace prediction

Patel et al. [55] TC HW �
branch promotion &

trace packing

Ramirez et al. [56] TC SW � software TC
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Black et al. [57] TC HW �

indirection with
pointers, block-based

TC

Ramirez et al. [58] TC HW + SW �
software TC + red
and blue traces

Rosner et al. [59] FC + TC HW + SW � filter TC +main TC

Hu et al. [60] TC HW + SW �
dynamic direction
prediction based TC

Chaver et al. [62] TC HW �
Caching adapts to
program phases

Co et al. [63] TC HW �
ahead-pipelined next
trace prediction

SPM

Banakar et al. [36] SW �
first evaluation of

SPM energy benefits

Verma et al. [71] SW �
dynamic overlay of

SPM

Verma et al. [71] SW �
cache-aware SPM

allocation

Egger et al. [73] SW �

pageable & cacheable
code regions +
"minicache"

Deng et al. [74] HW � random sampling

Park et al. [75] SW �
fine-grain instruction

placement

loop
buffer

Uh et al. [76] SW �
Compiler

optimizations

Rivers et al. [82] SW �
backward branches
inside loop buffer

Jayapala et al. [78] SW � clustered loop buffer

Gordon-Ross et
al. [79]

SW �
static preloaded loop

buffer

Gordon-Ross &
Vahid [80]

SW �
main loop buffer +
static preloaded
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Rawlins &
Gordon-Ross [83]

HW � adaptive loop buffer

IRF
Hines et al. [84] SW the first IRF

Hines et al. [85] SW
dynamically

programmable IRF

Black-Schaffer et
al. [86]

SW � separate PC for IRF

Table 3.1 Comparison of instruction stream first-level components targeting energy-efficiency.

3.5 Summary

As an overview of previous work on energy-efficient instruction hierarchy compo-
nents on L0 and L1, Table 3.1 compares attributes of the different components.
As can be seen, research targeting energy-efficiency has mostly proposed dynamic
hardware control methods for caches, with a limited amount of software assistance.
Small, direct-mapped filter caches have been shown to improve energy-efficiency
over set-associative caches, even though they incur a performance overhead. Pre-
vious work has proposed to use the FC in conjunction with an L1 cache, and incor-
porate FChit predictionmethods to improve the performance and energy-efficiency.

Another approach is to exploit the biased execution probabilities of execution
paths in programs. On the hardware side, this is done most prominently in trace
caches, where frequently executed paths are stored. Although most TC approaches
are hardware-based, some researches have proposed to improve TC efficiency with
offline program analysis.

While trace caches rely on dynamic control, SPMs have been shown to improve
energy-efficiency by removing the cache tag bits andmoving control to the compiler.
On the other hand, the previously proposed SPMs and IRFs intend to remove the
cache tag checking overhead, and are mostly software-controlled. Methods using
static CFG and execution profile analysis have been proposed to select instructions
and program locations to program them into these static caches.

On the other hand, loops have been identified as dominating program execution
time especially in signal processing applications. To this end, loop buffers have been
studied. While in the best case they allow removing the loop iteration overhead, they
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cannot execute complex loop structures. While IRFs keep the iteration overhead,
they allow the execution of arbitrary code structures.

It is difficult to distinguish the architecture and functionality between different
instructionmemory hierarchy components. A loop buffer is used to store loops, but
its operation is close to that of an IRF or an SPM, although some loop buffer designs
remove the loop iteration overhead. Another difference is that IRFs and SPMs can
be used to store any kind of code structures. By inspecting the different approaches,
convergence over time on some design choices improving energy-efficiency can be
observed. First, using a small L0 component and reducing its miss ratio is common
for energy-saving methods. Second, removing the dynamically stored information
such as cache tags seems to be beneficial. Third, allowing complex code structures to
be stored while keeping the overhead low is beneficial. This implies that intelligent
compiler strategies improve the efficiency.

Some research has stated, that allowing software control over hardware improves
the energy-efficiency more than only using specialized hardware. In order to sur-
pass FCs in energy-efficiency, fine-grained control is required. The research seems
to limit to L0 and L1 in memory hierarchy, and assumes the higher hierarchy levels
to consist of dynamic caches and large memories. As fine-grained software control
improves the instruction stream energy-efficiency, it would be interesting to study
if fully controlling the instruction stream by software further improves the energy-
efficiency. However, modern heterogeneous system-on-chips (SoCs) consist of appli-
cation or domain-specific cores, and the static instruction stream control would re-
quire handling instructionmovements to all of them. This might result in a complex
software implementation.

3.6 Contributions and Results

As discussed in 3.5, there are many similarities between energy-efficient instruction
stream components. This thesis focused on improving the energy-efficiency of IRFs.
Although some SPM designs [75] operate similarly to IRFs, the term IRF is used in
this thesis as it highlights the use in instruction streams. Previous work has concen-
trated on the instruction placement strategies for IRFs and SPMs, but the effect of
different filling strategies has received less attention. The contribution in this the-
sis is the evaluation of different IRF fill schemes in terms of effect on critical path
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Figure 3.1 The IRF design proposed in [P5]

and energy-efficiency. In addition, in [P2] a case study incorporating an IRF in an
energy-efficient IoT core is described.

3.6.1 IRF Design Choices

The IRF evaluated in [P1] is presented in Figure 3.1. Bypassing the IRF was allowed
so that instructions could be fetched from a scratchpad memory with same latency
as the IRF itself. In addition, the IRF had a separate PC to allow direct execution
as used by Black-Schaffer et al. [86]. As the first design choice, methods for assuring
the validity of IRF entries was studied. Previous work has used presence bits [86] to
indicate if an entry from the current instruction window has already been fetched to
the IRF. This is similar to valid bits widely used in caches, and as proposed for loop
buffers by Rawlins and Gordon-Ross [83]. If a presence bit is set, the IRF entry for
the current instruction window has been fetched, and is valid. This was used as a
baseline for evaluations in [P1].

Two software-based methods were compared against the baseline. In the first ap-
proach, iw-fill, all the entries of an instruction window are loaded into the IRFwhen
entering the program region corresponding to the window. In the second approach,
fw-jump-fill, the compiler analyses the programCFGs to determine the earliest execu-
tion cycle of each BB in instruction windows. This guarantees that forward branches
do not break the correct functionality. The analysis produces the number of in-
structions required to fill before resuming execution upon setting a new instruction
window. Both of the software-basedmethods use a special header instruction to con-
vey the amount of entries in the instruction window. The fw-jump-fill method also
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contains a separate field for the number of instructions to fill into the IRF before
starting execution. Similar to as first proposed for IRFs by Hines et al. [85], in [P1]
special instructions to operate the IRF are inserted at compile time.

Although the fw-jump-fill approach requires the compiler to analyze the earli-
est execution cycle, it significantly improves the IRF energy-efficiency. In [P1] we
concluded that energy consumption was reduced by 9% on average with EEEMBC
Coremark andCHStone benchmarks. EDPwas improved by 23%on average. In the
best case, mips, EDP was reduced by 47%. As a conclusion, software-based presence
assurance methods can be considered to be beneficial compared to hardware-based
approaches. Moreover, using the presence bits [86] resulted in a decreasedmaximum
operating frequency over the software-based methods.

Second design choice was the pipelining of the instruction fetch stages when in-
corporating an IRF. In an embedded scenario where the core can fetch instructions
directly from a low-latency scratchpadmemory in addition to the IRF, flattening the
instruction fetch stages allowed for branching to use less clock cycles. However, the
baseline design with no pipelining resulted on average in 33% longer timing critical
path. The reduced operating frequency resulted in worse energy-efficiency when
compared to pipelined instruction fetch.

At small IRF sizes, there was no notable difference in the area consumption.
However, an IRF with 512 entries using the fw-jump-fill or iw-fill consumed 5% less
area compared to the baseline, as the number of presence bits increases according to
the number of IRF entries.

3.6.2 IRF Case Study

As a case study of the IRF design choices evaluated for this thesis, IRF was inte-
grated into two variants of a wide-issue, statically scheduled transport triggered ar-
chitecture (TTA) [88] core in [P2]. The TTA cores were used, as their explicit pro-
gramming model results in wide instruction words. Thus, reducing the instruction
stream impact in them is appealing. The first, low-power TTA (LoTTA) used an ini-
tial IRF design where the validity of instructions was examined with hardware using
presence bits. In order to minimize branch delays, the instruction fetch, decode and
execution stages were merged into one pipeline stage. For conditional operations
LoTTA used predicated execution.
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Using the beneficial design choices studied in [P1], performance variant of the
LoTTA (PeLoTTA) targeted energy-efficiency instead of aiming to reduce branch-
ing latency. This core used the improved IRF. Here, the software-based fw-jump-fill
validity checking for instructions in the IRF was used, as opposed to hardware pres-
ence bits. Moreover, as [P1] found that pipelining the instruction fetch increases
energy-efficiency, the instruction fetch stage of the pipeline was separated from de-
code and execution. In addition the core utilized conditional branch operations for
execution from the IRF.

A comparison of the cores used for evaluation in [P2] is presented in Table 3.2.
In addition to the two TTA cores with IRF, a high-performance SuperLoTTA vari-
ant was implemented. To compare the effect of the TTA programming model and
IRF against traditional RISC architectures, LatticeMico32 (LM32) and a RISC-V core
Zero-riscy [89] were used.

instr. pipeline instr. Max. Cf

core issue stages width IRF (MHz) EDP

LM32 scalar 6 32 - 1667

Zero-riscy scalar 2 32 - 1230 1.00

LoTTA wide 1 49 basic 1333

PeLoTTA wide 2 45 improved 1790 0.84

SuperLoTTA wide 3 43 - 2630 1.01

Table 3.2 Comparison of studied cores.

The study found, that increasing the amount of IRF entries beyond 256 did not
improve its utilization or energy-efficiency. This is due to the nature of the bench-
mark programs, which did not contain larger loops. Even though the TTA cores
used more overall energy due to their wide instruction word, PeLoTTA resulted in
the best energy-delay product of all the cores evaluated in [P2] thanks to the lower
execution cycles, higher operating frequency and the IRF. On average, the EDP was
16% lower compared to Zero-riscy.

The main limitation of the IRF design in [P1] and [P2] was the inability to par-
tially execute loops. IRFs with a small number of entries are impacted by this, as
large loops do not utilize the IRF at all. Although compiler techniques such as loop
splitting could alleviate this, in the future more fine-grained IRF allocation and pro-
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gramming mechanisms could be developed to improve the results.
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4 CODE COMPRESSION

To ensure programmability for tasks not known at design time, processing system
ISAs offer a set of operations for the programmer. As discussed in 2.3, ISAs can be
categorized as CISC or RISC, or a combination of the two. In compiling a program,
the algorithms or tasks are mapped to the target architecture ISA operations. As
the ISA typically contains templates that divide instructions into fields, different in-
structions can contain similar values for the individual fields. As a result, instruction
encodings are repeated multiple times in programs and contain redundancy.

Although programs are biased towards subsets of operations, ISAs intended for
general-purpose computing contain a large amount of instructions that are seldom
executed. As a response to mitigate the overhead from this operation redundancy,
code compression in processors aims to represent instructions in fewer bits com-
pared to their original format. It was first developed to reduce thememory footprint
of programs [90], as well as to ease memory bandwidth requirements [91]. As op-
posed to data compression where some loss of precision may be tolerable depending
on the application, code compression utilizes lossless compression methods.

As a metric for the effectiveness of code compression, compression ratio (CR) can
be used:

C R=
com p r e s s ed s i ze

o r i g i nal s i ze
(4.1)

The (static) CR metric indicates the size of the program after compression relative
to its original size. While it is commonly used to compare compression approaches,
it does not translate to the best energy-efficiency or fastest performance.

As the complexity of encoding and decoding instructions differs largely between
compression methods, designers have to consider the trade-offs between encoding
latency, logic area, performance and energy consumption depending on the target
system’s requirements. Code compression can be divided into two main categories:
statistical methods and dictionary based methods. Statistical methods such as arith-
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Figure 4.1 Example of code compression. Instructions are denoted by individual letters. (a) Original

code. (b) Variable-length compression applied to the instructions. (c) Code after compression

and aligning to original codeword size.

metic encoding offer good compression ratios by building a statistical model of the
input code and then encoding it. They utilize variable-length codewords, whose de-
coding results in more complex decoding logic when compared to dictionary based
compression. An example of variable-length compression is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
After compression, the instructions occupy less memory bits than originally, shown
in Figure 4.1c. However, since modern memory systems are typically word or byte-
addressed, care must be taken to identify boundaries of the variable-width instruc-
tions. This results in overhead logic, and depending on the compression method,
variable-latency decompression.

This chapter first reviews research and state-of-the-art in the statistical and dic-
tionary based compression categories. Although there are more recent works in the
field of code compression, this thesis does not overview them in detail as their con-
tributions are very minor, or they are heavily architecture or application-specific.
Finally, the contributions of this thesis are described.

4.1 Statistical Methods

Statistical methods consist of two phases: first, statistical properties of the code to
be compressed are calculated in the modeling phase. This results in a model, which is
then used in the coding phase to compress the code. When the code is decompressed,
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the same model is used to obtain the original code words. Common methods in
statistical code compression are Huffman coding [92] and arithmetic coding.

Wolfe andChanin [93] compressed programswithHuffman coding. Upon cache
fill, instructionswere decoded andwritten to the cache. To avoid fixing branch target
addresses after compression, the authors proposed to use a line address table (LAT),
where a base address alongwith eight entries of address relocation info for each cache
line generated during compression was stored. In Huffman coding, a rarely occur-
ring encoding is assigned a longer codeword than for an often occurring one. To
prevent some encodings from decreasing the CR, and to keep decoding latency rea-
sonable, the authors limited the maximum codeword size in their bounded Huffman
code to 16 bits. One codeword was used to indicate an uncompressed instruction
in the code. Although this method allows good compression ratios, it is unclear
how much impact the LAT and the variable-latency Huffman decoding have on the
system performance and energy-efficiency.

Lekatsas et al. [94] used arithmetic coding to compress instructions in their semi-
adaptive Markov compression (SAMC)method. This resulted in better CR compared
to previous dictionary and statistical compression methods. Their approach used a
Markov model customized per application and instruction set. To address the costly
decompression of arithmetic coding, the authors replaced the arithmetic operations
with table look-ups. Although reaching impressive CR, the authors state that dictio-
nary compression would allow faster decompression than their method.

Whereas Huffman and arithmetic coding are fixed-to-variable algorithms, Xie et
al. used variable-to-fixed (V2F) encoding to compress instructions in VLIW archi-
tectures. As an input to their algorithm, they first form a Markov model of the
input progam dynamic profile. Using the model, the program is compressed into
Tunstall codewords which are stored in a codebook. Because the codewords were
fixed-sized and independent of each other, the authors were able to parallelize their
decompression. Moreover, the authors introduced a method to reduce instruction
bus toggles, that was orthogonal to their compression approach. First, the authors
constructed a codeword transition graphwhere the nodes were the codewords, edges
the transitions between them, and edge weights were determined by the Hamming
distance between codewords. Next, the authors modified the codewords based on
the graph to reduce toggles. As this was anNP-hard problem, the authors proposed a
greedy selection algorithm. Although the authors claimed that their method reduces
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the instruction bus power consumption, they did not provide power consumption
numbers or estimate the decompression scheme overhead.

Lin. et al [95] proposed to use branch blocks (superblocks), as their Lempel-Ziv-
Welch (LZW) based compression performs well on relatively long input sequences.
Branch blocks are groups of BBs where branch targets are only allowed as the first
instruction of the branch block. Due to this, the authors were also able to optimize
the LAT usage by only storing the addresses of branch targets. In their approach,
the symbol size for the LZW compression is one byte. During encoding and decod-
ing, a dynamic compression table is used to store encountered encodings. In their
approach, the authors reset the table upon encountering a branch target. They also
used 9-12 bit codewords to optimize the compression. For each branch block, a
choice of three different compression methods could be selected. This approach al-
lowed the reduction of decompression overheads with a CR comparable to previous
work. The authors did not evaluate energy consumption.

4.2 Dictionary Based Methods

Dictionary based code compression methods replace full instructions or their sub-
fields with indices pointing to a dictionary, where the replaced full instruction pat-
tern is stored. As discussed inChapter 3, different energy-efficient instruction stream
components share similar characteristics. Straightforward dictionary compression is
also similar to early IRF designs [84]. The instruction patterns can be decompressed
by replacing them with the dictionary entry that they point to. Lefurgy et al. [90]
proposed to use a single dictionary per program to reduce program size. They find se-
quences of instructions and replace themwith dictionary indices. The final program
contains compressed and uncompressed instructions. Since their work, research has
built upon and proposed a variety ofmethods to improve the efficiency of dictionary
compression, which are described in the following.

4.2.1 Interleaving Uncompressed and Compressed Instructions

Dictionary compression works well, when the repetition amount of instructions is
high in a program. However, compressing all instructions in a program can nullify
the performance and energy consumption gains, if the instructionmix is diverse. In a
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hypothetical worst case program, all the instructions would be different. This would
result in an excessively large dictionary, increasing latency and energy consumption
of reading instructions from it.

Benini et al. [24] evaluated various placements to interleave uncompressed and
compressed instructions in programs. While their original instruction word had 32
bits, they used 8 bits to indicate compressed instructions in a dictionary compression
scheme. One dictionary entry was reserved as a mark indicating that the next 32-bit
word contains the actual instruction in uncompressed format.

Netto et al. [96] proposed to use 32-bit comPackets, where a fixed number of dic-
tionary indices were placed. These were interleaved with 32-bit uncompressed in-
structions. To take into account both memory usage and performance, the authors
used both static and dynamic program analysis to determine the dictionary entries.

4.2.2 Multiple Dictionaries

Lefurgy et al. [97] first proposed to divide instruction words into fields that were
individually compressed using parallel dictionaries. Their approach divided the in-
struction into two 16-bit fields in an IBM PowerPC processor.

Ishiura and Yamaguchi [98] proposed a heuristic algorithm to partition VLIW
architecture instructions into fields. The fields were formed in parallel by greedily
iterating over the fields and merging them.

Benini et al. [99] used a large and a small dictionary to store instructions. Fre-
quently executed instructions were placed into the small dictionary located close to
the processor core, while the more infrequently accessed instructions were placed
into the main memory along with program code. The authors evaluated three dic-
tionary compression schemes and concluded that static CR can be sacrificed for im-
provements in instruction bus traffic, energy consumption, and performance.

Although there aremore recentworks [100] on dividing instructions into parallel
dictionaries, they do not significantly contribute to the field of code compression.

4.2.3 Dictionary Content Selection

Selecting the optimal dictionary entries is an NP-hard problem according to Li and
Chakrabarty [101]. This has resulted in previous work proposing various heuristic
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algorithms in schemes, where the program code contains both uncompressed and
compressed instructions.

Lin et al [95] selected dictionary contents based on superblock analysis identified
fromprogramCFGs. Although the authors did not propose to use this on dictionary
compression specifically, it is included here as it may be applied to dictionary based
compression methods.

As some dictionary entries have only minor differences at the bit-level, previous
work has looked at storing the difference along with dictionary contents. Prakash et
al. [102] as well as Ros and Sutton [103] used shared dictionary entries for encodings
whose Hamming distance was within a certain limit. Seong and Mishra [104] pro-
posed to store the difference as a bitmask along with compressed instructions. This
allows further improving the CR, becausemultiple entries with small differences can
use a single entry.

4.2.4 Runtime Programmable Dictionaries

Majority of the previous work proposes to update dictionary contents once at the
beginning of each program. A less researched topic is changing the dictionary con-
tents at runtime. This requires deciding the granularity at which dictionaries are
updated, as well as a method to signal to the hardware that new dictionary entries
are to be programmed into the dictionary.

Brorsson & Collin [105] studied the effects of updating the dictionaries at differ-
ent granularities during program execution. They found that by using an execution
profile as a guide, updating dictionaries at context switches reduced energy consump-
tion and improved dynamic CR.

Thuresson et al. [106] proposed to dynamically program dictionaries at the BB
level and compress all instructions in a program. They presented an algorithmwhere
at the beginning of each BB, dictionary programming instructions were inserted. If
the unique instructions in a BB did not fit into the dictionary, the BBwas split. Then,
the algorithm recursively inspected the BB parents. The cost of programming entries
at each BB was evaluated. If the cost was lower at a parent BB, or if a required entry
was not already programmed in any of the parent BBs, a programming instruction
for that entry was inserted at the BB under inspection. The cost for each entry was
determined from an execution trace profile.
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4.3 Summary

While statistical compression methods are able to compress programs more effi-
ciently, the variable-length codewords result in complex decompression logic. Origi-
nally code compression was introduced as a method to reduce the memory footprint
of programs by improving the static CR. Later it has been used to improve systems
performance and energy-efficiency by improving the dynamic CR as well as develop-
ing low-overhead decompressionmethods. Previous work has noted, that this can be
achieved by analyzing the static and dynamic program profiles. Differences between
program phases is a less researched direction.

The methods proposed to improve code compression are similar to those used in
instruction stream first-level components: efficiency is improved by statically ana-
lyzing program CFGs or execution profiles and compressing instructions that yield
the most benefits. Similarly, allowing fine-grain software control over dictionary
compression at runtime seems to improve results. However, with fine-grained con-
trol, compressing all program instructions can be harmful for energy-efficiency. This
is because software-controlled approaches intend to keep the instruction dictionary
small to keep overheads low. In the case of loops exceeding the dictionary size, com-
pressing all instructions would lead to dictionary programming at each iteration,
resulting in excessive energy and performance overhead.

4.4 Contributions and Results

This thesis proposes a novel programmable dictionary compression scheme for the
aim of improving processor energy-efficiency. The implementation and evaluation
of the scheme were presented in [P3]. The method divides the target ISA instruc-
tions into fields and uses an individually sized dictionary for each as illustrated in
Figure 4.2.

To keep the dictionary small yet effective, the dictionary contents can be swapped
during program execution. This is similar to the approach by Brorsson and
Collin [105], which allows the dictionary contents to be selected according to pro-
gram phases. Although Thuresson et al. [106] argued that compressing all instruc-
tions in a program and loading them into the dictionary using fine-grained control
improves the energy-efficiency in programmable dictionaries, [P3] showed that this
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Figure 4.2 The programmable parallel dictionary decompression proposed in [P3]. Special instructions

are used to program dictionary entries or indicate a bundle of compressed instructions.

is not the case in programs containing loops whose size exceeds the dictionary. In-
stead, to avoid unnecessary dictionary programming, we propose a greedy algorithm
to selectively compress only certain instructions. This is combinedwith fine-grained
dictionary control, but the programming locations are selected by a CFG analysis,
and are always outside of loops. The compressed instructions are interleaved with
uncompressed instructions, as has been done by Benini et al. [24]. To keep overheads
low, compressed instructions are grouped into fixed-size bundles and aligned to the
uncompressed instruction width. The fixed size ensures that either a bundle or an
uncompressed instruction can be delivered to the processing elements with a single
fetch.

Table 4.1 summarizes the evaluated results when compared to the uncompressed
RISC-V programs. RVC reaches the best static CR of 0.75, whereas the approach
of Thuresson et al. [106] and the method from [P3] end up increasing the program
size, with a static CR of 1.42 and 1.12 respectively. However. RVC results in the
least dynamic CR improvement at 0.83, whereas the method of Thuresson et al. and
[P3] reach significantly better ratios of 0.69 and 0.72.

Although Thuresson et al. obtain the best dynamic CR, their method increases
the average runtime by 31%, whereas the effect in the other methods in negligible.
The increase results from excessive dictionary programming required in loopswhose
unique entries exceed the dictionary size. Some entries are fetched and programmed
at each iteration as the whole loop does not fit into the dictionary. In our method,
interleaving compressed and uncompressed instructions and selectively compress-
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ing instructions in fixed size bundles results in nearly as good dynamic compression
ratios, while the execution time overhead can be kept negligible.

When compared against the RVC instruction set, our method results in a 21%
best case reduction in energy consumption and 5.5% on average with CHStone
benchmark suite. In terms of system energy consumption, the method in [P3] re-
duces energy consumption by 28%when compared to the uncompressed RISC-V. As
noted by previous work, code size can be traded off for energy-efficiency. Although
our proposed dictionary compression increases the energy-efficiency, it increases the
memory usage. As future work, the code size could be decreased by utilizing meth-
ods where dictionary entries are reused such as the approach proposed by Thuresson
et al. [106].

avg. static CR avg. dynamic CR runtime

RVC [26] 0.75 0.83 1.02

Thuresson et al. [106] 1.42 0.69 1.31

[P3] 1.12 0.72 1.01

Table 4.1 Comparison of the evaluated compression methods.

As the method evaluated in [P3] analyzes program procedure CFGs separately,
loops containing calls are problematic for good compression. This is due to the pro-
posed method hoisting the dictionary reprogramming outside of loops to avoid re-
programming overheads inside the loops. Moreover, as the method does not cur-
rently perform whole-program analysis, it takes the cautionary approach of assum-
ing that the callee can reprogram the dictionary. Due to this, loops containing calls
are not compressed. The compression scheme in [P3] relies on the compiler’s abil-
ity to inline functions in order to remove loops containing calls. A relatively easy
method to address this problem would be compressing programs based on their dy-
namic execution profiles. This could allow efficient compression, with the exception
of programs where the execution path is heavily input data dependent. It was left
as an open question, if and how much program-wide analysis to find compression
regions would increase the dynamic compression ratios.
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5 UNCONVENTIONAL AND EMERGING

MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES

The well known memory wall [11] remains a challenge in applications requiring
high performance. Although the instruction stream components presented in Chap-
ter 3 improve energy-efficiency, the underlying memory technology is still prohibit-
ing large gains. Although conventional memory technologies such as SRAM still
remain dominant in processing systems [107], last years have brought increasing in-
terest in the research of new and exotic memory technologies.

While many emerging technologies have been introduced [15, 17, 108–110], only
a few have been commercialized. Even though some of these technologies have
not seen large scale working prototypes, concurrent research has already developed
methods and optimization techniques for using them in processing systems.

In recent years, three emerging memory technologies have received the most
interest in research, and to a limited extent, industrial use. Phase change mem-
ory (PCM) [109] has been used commercially [14]. Magnetic RAM (MRAM) is an
umbrella term for a variety of technologies, where bit values are represented bymag-
netic orientation. Spin-transfer torque RAM (STT-RAM) is the most prominent of
MRAMs, with commercial products released in recent years. In research STT-RAM
has been considered for use in caches [111] and main memories [112]. The key
component in STT-RAM is magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) device illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.1. In an MTJ, one layer has a fixed magnetic orientation and is separated from
a free magnetic layer by a tunnel barrier. Bit values in anMTJ are represented by the
magnetic orientation of the free layer. By inducing a current through the MTJ, its
resistance can be measured. As the resistance depends on the relative magnetic ori-
entation of the two layers, the bit value in the layer can be determined. ReRAM [16]
has also been recently demonstrated as a physical device.

Compared to the commercialized PCM and STT-RAM, DWM [17] is a relatively
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Figure 5.1 A magnetic tunnel junction device used in magnetic memories.

less researched technology. Of the emerging memory technologies, DWM has been
presented to have very high data density, extremely low leakage power consump-
tion and operation speeds comparable to or faster than SRAM. If the technology
can be scaled up to memories of usable size, it can enable future devices with area
and energy-efficient, non-volatile, memories. To narrow down the previous work to
the purposes of this thesis, methods targeting DWM as main memory are omitted.
For the same reason, technological advances in DWM materials and fabrication are
excluded. After reviewing the previous work, the thesis contributions in this area
are described.

Simultaneously, research has proposed to customize the "traditionally" used
memory technologies. Although the emerging memory technologies currently re-
searchedmay offer significant benefits in data density and energy efficiency, integrat-
ing themon the same chipwithCMOS logic is not as straightforward aswith SRAM.
This is due to toolflows and manufacturing processes for SRAM being at a mature
stage. This chapter also presents contributions in utilizing asymmetric SRAMs in
instruction streams.

5.1 Domain Wall Memory

Similar to bubble memory technology [113–115] that was mostly researched during
the 1970’s, DWM uses shift operations to align data with access ports. However,
DWMutilizes spin-polarized current to shift the domains, separating the technology
from previous magnetic memories [116]. DWM uses thin nanotapes to store bit
values in an extremely dense fashion. An example nanotape and a read-write port
used to access data in it proposed by Venkatesan et al. [117] is shown in Figure 5.2.
Read operations are controlled via the RWL wires and write operations with the
WWL wires. Small notches are fabricated onto the tapes, resulting in the domains
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Figure 5.2 A nanotape and wiring used in DWM [117]. This configuration consists of seven domains and

one read-write access port.

that each store a single bit value. A domain can have two different orientations for
its local magnetic field, indicating the logical bit values ’0’ and ’1’. If a sufficiently
strong current is induced between the ends of the nanotape via the SWLwires, all the
domain values will be moved to the next domain in lockstep. The current direction
dictates if the domains are shifted left or right. The shifting is a major source of
energy consumption in DWM and a natural target for optimization. To read or
write data in the nanotapes, access ports consisting of transistors and an MTJ are
typically used.

Because DWM requires shifting to operate withmultiple bits per access port, pre-
vious work has proposed both hardware architectures and software approaches for
DWM based caches and scratchpad memories. The approaches range from generic
caches to application domain specific scratchpad memories with accompanying data
placements.

Before DWM can be scaled up to memories sufficiently large to be used in sys-
tems, research must overcome two key issues. Currently the accurate shifting of the
domains is an unsolved problem, as well as 3D-fabrication of the nanotapes which
would allow extreme density.

5.1.1 Efficient DWM Designs

Previous work has optimized DWM by proposing efficient hardware architectures.
Venkatesan et al. [118] proposed TapeCache, an L1 cache architecture where the data
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array was implemented with DWM. As the DWM latency is dependent on the cur-
rent position of domains, the authors proposed to use SRAM for the cache tag bits.
The authors grouped nanotapes into domain wall block clusters (DBCs), which were
shifted in lockstep. This work described a head status array which holds the shift
position of each DBC in the DWM. The authors also evaluated eager and lazy head
management policies.

Venkatesan et al. [117] modified TapeCache by replacing the SRAM tag bits and
the DWM multi-bit nanotapes in TapeCache with 1-bit DWM cells. This allowed
removal of the variable latency inherent to designs where multiple domains are ac-
cessed using a single access port. The authors also proposed to use a two-level DWM
based cache hierarchy, where the L2 cache was similar to the L1 cache with the ex-
ception of the data array being composed of multi-bit DWM. The authors were able
to obtain improvements over SRAM and STT-RAM with the 1-bit DWM due to
domain wall motion based writes instead of the MTJ based writes.

Sun et al. [119] and Ranjan et al. [120] optimized the performance of DWM-
based caches by limiting the effective cache size. By using only a subset of the bits
per DBC, performance was improved.

Exploiting the large density and position-dependent read latency of DWM, Xu et
al. [121]merged the L1 and L2 caches into one component. The L1 cache lines were
aligned to the domains at access ports, while L2 lines used rest of the domains. In
this manner, L1 hits require no shifts.

Previous work [121–123] has also explored cache optimization across design ab-
straction layers. In these approaches, the DWM cells, cache arrays and data place-
ment strategies are co-designed for synergistic benefits in area, performance and en-
ergy consumption.

Mao et al. [124] explored the use of DWM in general purpose GPU register files.
The authors proposed a register mapping scheme and racetrack memory aware warp
scheduling (RMWS). With these methods, the authors reported performance similar
to SRAM while halving the energy consumption.

Xu et al. [125] explored the use of lightweight compression schemes to improve
DWM based cache energy-efficiency. The authors proposed to use four different
compression methods to compress cache lines.
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5.1.2 Software Approaches for Shift Amount Minimization

While previous work has described various hardware architectures and techniques to
improve the efficiency of DWM, software based methods have been introduced to
reduce the amount of the costly shifts. These use offline program analysis to identify
data access patterns in order to reduce the amount of shifts. Reduction in the shift
amount is directly translated to improved performance and energy-efficiency. While
previous work has proposed integer linear programming (ILP) algorithms [126, 127]
to provide optimal solutions for the data placement problem, theymay not complete
in reasonable time in many cases. For this reason, heuristics have been proposed.
These are reviewed in the following.

Mao et al. [128] used a genetic algorithm place data in a DWM scratchpad mem-
ory. The authors use three simple placement algorithms as input for the genetic
algorithm in order to improve the quality of placement.

Chen et al. [129] proposed grouping-based data placement (GBDP) a heuristic data
placement algorithm. In this approach, a data access graph is first constructed. Then,
consecutive data are arranged to be accessed via different access ports in a singleDBC.
Chen et al. [126] expanded the approach to handle multiple DBCs at a time. Khan
et al. [127] further expand this work in a heuristic called ShiftsReduce, where the
temporal locality of data accesses is exploited. The authors feed the output of the
heuristic to a genetic algorithm to improve the data placement.

To reduce shifts, Gu et al. [130] used integer non-linear programming (INLP) to
co-optimize the scheduling of data memory access instructions and the data place-
ment in DWM. To produce results in reasonable time, the authors also propose the
instructions group schedule (IGS) algorithm.

5.2 Customized SRAM Technology with Data Encoding

Optimizations

Previouswork has proposed to design asymmetric SRAMcells to favour one bit value
over the other. Although there are designs that explicitly target memory reliability
improvements or area reduction, these are excluded from the thesis. Instead, designs
targeting the reduction of energy consumption are discussed here in detail.
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5.2.1 Asymmetric SRAM Designs

Azizi andNajm [131] state that both the instructions and data in ordinary programs
are heavily biased towards zeroes. The authors then proposed an asymmetric SRAM
design to reduce leakage power consumption in caches.

Imani et al. [132] proposed an asymmetric SRAM and a cache architecture using
FinFET technology. The authors present two SRAM cells: one targeting robustness
and low power consumption, the other targeting low power consumption and high
performance.

Teman et al. [133] designed a 5T asymmetric SRAM to reduce leakage power
consumption. The SRAM was fully functional at sub-threshold voltages. Leakage
power consumption of a single cell was significantly lower when holding the ’1’ bit
value.

Similarly, Chang et al. [134] designed a cache with SRAM cells where writing
the ’0’ value consumed significantly less power than ’1’. The authors evaluated their
SRAM cell to result in significant power savings when used in an L1 cache.

Alouani et al. [135] designed the AS8-SRAM cell, which had significantly higher
soft error resilience compared to a 6T SRAM cell. In addition, the proposed cell
resulted in significantly better EDP.

5.2.2 Maximizing the Preferred Logic Value Occurrences

Although the asymmetrical design by itself can provide good results, previous work
has also proposed to modify encoding of the data stored in the SRAM. Mori et
al. [136] designed an asymmetric SRAM consisting of 8T cells. The SRAM was
biased so that reading a ’1’ bit consumed significantly less energy than reading a ’0’
bit. The SRAMwas designed for an image processor, where the image data contained
more ’0’s in dark pixels and more ’1’s in brighter pixels. To improve the occurrence
of the ’1’ values, the authors implemented an analogmajority voting circuit to invert
the data when writing to the memory. Depending on the value of an extra status bit
stored with each data word, the data was inverted upon reading from the SRAM.

Similarly, Låte et al. [137] designed an SRAM, where storing the bit value ’1’
has significantly lower leakage power than value ’0’. The authors also implement a
majority voting circuit to conditionally invert data when writing it to the memory.
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This work also utilized an extra bit to store the inversion status of each word.

5.3 Summary

Due to the growing gap betweenmemory and processing efficiency, research has pro-
posed to use non-volatile memory technologies to allow energy-efficient computing
devices in the future. At the time of writing this thesis, several emerging memory
technologies are researched concurrently, while a clearly superior technology is yet
to be announced. In the last years, PCM and STT-RAM have seen the first com-
mercial products. However, the current characteristics have not resulted in mass
adoption of these technologies, leaving SRAM, DRAM and flash still widely used
memory technologies.

DWM is a technology that has great incentive for research, as it is expected to have
high data density, as well as fast access times and low energy consumption. Although
questions on the materials, physical phenomena, and large scale manufacturing are
still not completely answered, research has already developed methods to reduce the
amount of costly shifts required to operate DWM.

Although an emerging memory technology might replace SRAM as the onchip
memory of choice in the future, customizing the existing SRAM technology to im-
prove energy-efficiency requires less design effort, as the design and simulation tools,
as well as manufacturing processes are mature and widely used.

To summarize the previous work in asymmetric SRAM designs, it can be divided
into two categories: publications proposing memory cell designs and publications
that, in addition, encode the data to increase the occurrence of data bits favourable
for the memory’s characteristics. The efficiency can further be improved by condi-
tionally inverting data before writing it to memory [136]. Although this has been
proposed for data memories, there is to our knowledge no work targeting or evalu-
ating asymmetric SRAM in instruction streams.

5.4 Contributions and Results

This thesis first proposes an instruction analysis and placement technique to improve
DWM performance and energy-efficiency when used as an instruction scratchpad
memory. Second, with the observation that many programs compiled for different
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(a) Linear instruction placement
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(b) Interleaved placement.
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(c) SHRIMP placement

Figure 5.3 Illustration of the problem when placing a BB with instructions a..n into DWM. Although (a)

results in the most dense memory, each iteration of the BB requires 26 shifts. With the

interleaved placement (b), 12 shifts are required. However there is a shifting latency before

the next iteration can start. SHRIMP (c) addresses this by splitting the BB and reversing the

order of instructions in its lower half. This allows the same amount of shifts as (b), but there

is not latency between iterations.

instruction sets are heavily biased towards one logic value over the other, it proposes
an execution profile guidedCFG analysis and encodingmethod tomask instructions
in programs for use with asymmetric SRAM designs. When the masking scheme
is combined with an asymmetric SRAM and a lightweight decoding logic, energy
consumption can be reduced. The two contributions are described in detail below.

5.4.1 Improving DWM in Instruction Stream Usage with SHRIMP

While the use of DWMs as data memories and generic caches has recently received
research interest, there has been no work explicitly targeting the use of DWM for
instruction streams. This thesis proposes the first method explicitly targeted for
instruction streams, where the characteristics of domain wall memory are exploited.

In [P4], a hardware and software co-designed approach was presented to exploit
the sequential memory access patterns of program BBs when using DWM as in-
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struction scratchpadmemory. The proposed shift-reducing instruction memory place-
ment (SHRIMP) method utilizes a DWM architecture, where one read-write port
and one read port are used per nanotape. Multiple nanotapes are grouped into DBCs
and the shifting status of each DBC is stored in a head status array as proposed by
Venkatesan et al. [118].

Although using a single access port per nanotape in a DWM based instruction
memory results in the best memory density, this results in excessive shifting and
latency between consecutive iterations of a program BB. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.3. In Figure 5.3a, a program BB is stored in a single memory DBC using linear
placement, where all instructions are read from consecutive addresses. With the as-
sumption that the domains can be shifted by one per clock cycle and one of the n data
is read out each clock cycle, Figure 5.3a shows the memory state at clock cycles 0 and
n− 1. In the context of DWM based data memories, previous work has studied the
use of multiple access ports per nanotape [118, 119] to reduce the worst-case access
times due to the variable latency shifting. Combined with this approach, previous
work has proposed to interleave data arrays at access ports so that consecutive array
elements are aligned at different access ports, requiring no shifting in between. This
has been done to reduce the worst-case and average shifting latency. However, this
trades off DWM density as the access transistors dominate DWM area utilization.
When used with instructions, simple interleaving incurs a latency overhead between
consecutive iterations of a program BB. This is illustrated in Figure 5.3b.

Although interleaving would result in reduced shifts also with instructions, fre-
quently executed BBswould require shifting back to the their first instruction at each
iteration. Exploiting the sequential nature of program BBs, the SHRIMP method
splits BBs into two halves: the first half is placed into DWM as is, and the order of
instructions in the second half is reversed. Then, after assigning individual DBCs
for each BB, the halves are aligned with DBC access ports. This is depicted in Fig-
ure 5.3c. During execution, reading the halves requires only one shift between each
instruction, and the halves are shifted in the opposite direction when reading. After
reading out the BB, the DBC is left at its original position or off by one, allowing
the next iteration of the BB to resume instantly. As the approach assumes that the
final memory addresses of the BB halves are known at compile time, the shift di-
rection is determined with hardware by checking one bit of the instruction address.
In our implementation the control hardware effectively determines, if the program
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counter is incremented or decremented between sequential instructions, resulting in
the opposite shifting directions.

As a proof-of-concept, the SHRIMP method was implemented and evaluated on
Zero-riscy, a RISC-V processor core. The baseline design had a 64 KiB SRAM in-
struction scratchpad memory. First, the SRAM was replaced with a DWM, where
one read-write port and one read port were implemented per nanotape, as well as the
shifting and control logic required for DWM. In this design, linear instruction place-
ment was used. Next, the SHRIMP approach was implemented using an identical
DWM along with the necessary shifting and control logic. For the "back-and-forth"
operation of SHRIMP, the instruction fetch unit of Zero-riscy was modified, and
program BBs were aligned with DBC ports. Also the order of instructions in BB
lower halves was reversed. The CHStone and EEMBC Coremark benchmarks were
used to evaluate all three designs.

With 8 effective domains per nanotape, SHRIMP reduced shifts on average by
37% compared to the linear placement. With a relatively longer nanotape length
of 64, the reduction was 25% on average. In terms of runtime overhead, the linear
placement used on average 80% more clock cycles with a nanotape of 8 effective
domains when compared to the baseline SRAM. For SHRIMP, this overhead was
56%. At nanotape length of 64, the overheads were 137% for linear and 98% for
SHRIMP.

In terms of energy consumption, the linear placement and SHRIMP resulted in
similar reductions of 70% and 73% when compared to the SRAM baseline. While
SHRIMP results in less shifts and reduced cycle counts, it requires the insertion of
jumps between the aligned BBs. This results in more memory reads compared to
the linear placement. With a nanotape of 64 effective domains, the linear placement
reduces 66% of energy consumption and SHRIMP 71%.

As ameans to estimate the energy-efficiency impact of themethods, EDPwas cal-
culated. The linear placement resulted in 55% average EDPwith 8 effective domains,
whereas SHRIMP achieved 42%. The relatively better improvement of SHRIMP
when compared to energy consumption was due to the reduced cycle counts. With
64 effective domains, the EDP results were 80% for linear and 60% for SHRIMP. In
overall system energy consumption, SHRIMPwas estimated to reduce 14-19%when
evaluated on three embedded processor cores with SRAMmemories.

In addition, the results showed that the energy and area overhead of the logic
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required for DWM is significant in embedded systems. The overhead energy con-
sumption was 9-10% in all evaluated cases, mainly due to the head status array. The
area overhead was 225% compared to the area of the Zero-riscy core with 8 domains
and 67% with 64 domains.

Themain limitation of SHRIMP is the high amount of unusedmemory locations
with long nanotapes. As SHRIMP only places a single BB per DBC, this is empha-
sized when there are many BBs containing only a small amount of instructions. The
effect of more complex compiler analysis and placement of multiple BBs per DBC
was left as future work. The second limitation concerns code that is not available
for the offline analysis. In these cases, a separate memory address space without the
back-and-forth operation of SHRIMP could be used to store the code.

5.4.2 Improving Asymmetric SRAM Efficiency with Xor-Masking

In the context of asymmetric SRAMs and instruction streams, this thesis contributes
a method, where the characteristic of an asymmetric SRAMwas exploited to reduce
instruction memory energy consumption. This was studied in [P5]. To our knowl-
edge, there are no prior publications considering statistical program analysis to im-
prove the instruction stream energy-efficiency with asymmetric SRAMs, although
research has used majority voter encoding (MVE) to encode data before writing to
memory [136]. The MVE dynamically performed Hamming distance calculation
for words to be written into the data memory, and inverted the data bits if it in-
creased the favourable bit values. Using the memory characteristics from Mori et
al. [136], reading the bit value ’1’ consumed significantly less energy compared to
’0’. The xor-masking method in [P5] uses the logical xor operation to mask instruc-
tions at compile time to contain more of the less energy consuming value. Evalua-
tions were performed in two scenarios: first, a single mask was used for the whole
program. Second, a dynamically programmable mask scheme was evaluated. In the
single mask scheme, execution traces were analyzed to form a single xor-mask, that
was loaded into the instruction fetch unit. An additional mask status bit was stored
with the instructions to indicate if it needed decoding.

To better match instructions in different program phases, design alternatives for
using multiple dynamically programmable masks were considered. Numbers were
produced with a scheme where a special mask register was implemented. To find a
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(a) A set of instruction bits and the
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(b) The xor-masked instruction

bits.

Figure 5.4 An example of applying xor-masking to instructions, assuming that the logic value ’1’ is pre-

ferred. In (a) the number of ones for each bit position across an execution profile is calculated

and if majority of the values are zeroes, ’1’ is assigned to that position of the xor-mask. Us-

ing the mask, each instruction is examined and masked, if it increases the number of the

preferred logic value. A toggle bit is added to each instruction, with value ’1’ indicating it is

masked.

number of masks per program, [P5] presented a heuristic based on execution traces
to find a number of masks for program hot spots, along with a generic mask for the
rest of execution.

To show the applicability of the xor-masking scheme on different ISAs, it was im-
plemented on a LM32 RISC architecture, as well as a wide instruction word image
signal processing (ISP) core. As there were no methods directly targeting instruc-
tion memories in conjunction with asymmetric SRAMs, the scheme was compared
against a the MVE approach by Mori et al [136].

In a scheme with a single xor-mask, the average energy reduction for LM32 over
MVE was 6.2%. In terms of system energy consumption, xor-masking reduced the
energy consumption on average by 22%. Using multiple masks resulted in small re-
ductions in energy consumption when compared to a single mask, but were up to
8-9% in two benchmarks. For the ISP core, a single xor-mask reduced the instruction
memory energy consumption by 38%. Using multiple masks resulted only in mi-
nor improvements, as the wide instruction word programs contained many NOPs,
resulting inmany of the additionalmasks being similar. In terms of energy consump-
tion, overhead of the additional logic for xor-masking was on average 1%. Analysis
on the optimality of the xor-masking scheme revealed, that there is room for future
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improvements, as the energy consumption of LM32 was 61% higher than the opti-
mal case on average. The ISP core consumed 93%more energy on average compared
to the optimal case.

As is the case with software-controlled methods, our approach has the limitation
that it cannot encode instructions that are not available for offline analysis. In our
scheme, these would be marked as not encoded using the mask status bit. The effec-
tiveness of xor-masking could be enhanced by well-known methods orthogonal to
it. The target ISA could be customized to increase the amount of maskable instruc-
tions in programs. Also if the high-level language in a program allows it, operations
could be mapped to machine instructions with encodings that improve maskability.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

As computational requirements for compute devices from data center servers to tiny
mobile devices keep increasing, the slowing down of process technology scaling
has resulted in researchers exploring novel solutions to improve performance and
energy-efficiency. As memories can consume most of the power and energy bud-
get in a compute device, they are a natural target for optimizations. With the goal
of programmable devices having the energy-efficiency of fixed-function accelerators,
the instruction stream has to be carefully considered in order to not result in an ex-
cessive instruction fetch overhead in terms of latency and energy consumption.

Although fully hardware-controlled dynamic caches used in hierarchical mem-
ory systems can improve the energy-efficiency and are often used due to their ease
of integration, further improvements in energy-efficiency can be gained by moving
more of the instruction stream control to the compiler with static caches. This can
be achieved by analyzing programs and implementing special instructions to con-
trol the instruction stream. While research on instruction streams has been ongoing
for a relatively long period of time, there is still room for improvements in energy-
efficiency, with the goal of programmable processors having the energy-efficiency of
fixed-function accelerators.

As modern instruction memory systems are hierarchical, and the first hierarchy
level is the most accessed and critical one, research has proposed to replace generic
dynamic caches with filter caches, trace caches, loop buffers, and instruction regis-
ter files. Whereas a dynamic cache does not make assumptions about the program
structure, static cache components can be used to better exploit the characteristics
typical to the control flow of programs. While the current research efforts on caches
has been ongoing for decades, there is room for novel ideas regarding fine-grained
control of static caches. Although research has proposed hardware implementations
that result in a relatively low overhead, the compiler analysis typically results in an
NP-hard problem and the resulting heuristics can be improved.
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While the mainstreamCMOS transistor technology provides a stable foundation
for current devices and experimenting novel architectural ideas, research has looked
at various other technologies with the hopes of improving performance or energy-
efficiency drastically. There is especially great potential for improvement in comput-
ing device memories. While recent years have seen the commercialization of some
new non-volatile memory technologies, they all have limitations such as write speed,
durability or energy. In this light, researching the less prominent memory technolo-
gies is still an interesting option. Although these emerging memory technologies
such as DWM are not yet mature, research has studied techniques to optimize their
usage as main memories, caches, and scratchpad data memories. Approaches to op-
timize these technologies for instruction stream use have received relatively low in-
terest. A less risky approach is customizing the existing SRAM-based technologies
to biased SRAMs in order to favour one bit value over the other in terms of energy
consumption. This is beneficial due to programs being heavily biased towards one
bit value depending on the target architecture.

6.1 Summary of Results

This thesis presented novel methods for improving the energy efficiency of instruc-
tion streams in programmable compute devices. More specifically, the approaches
target the first levels (L0/L1) in instruction memory hierarchy as well as scratchpad
instruction memories. Compared to dynamic caches, the proposed methods utilize
offline analysis and software control to simplify the control hardware and improve
energy-efficiency.

RQ1 studied the effect of different design choices of instruction register files on
energy-efficiency, and evaluated two IRF design choices by implementing them in a
statically scheduled wide-issue core. In a dynamically programmable IRF, instruc-
tion windows are loaded into the IRF during execution. To avoid a performance
overhead, execution should continue while still filling the current instructions to
the IRF. To this end, a method to check instruction validity has to be used. Using a
software-based fw-jump-fill method instead of hardware presence bits to indicate IRF
entry validity was found beneficial for energy-efficiency. Although flattening the in-
struction fetch stages allowed for fast branching, pipelining the stages was found to
result in better energy-efficiency when incorporating the IRF. Combined with not
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forcing all instructions to be executed from the IRF but instead allowing them to be
bypassed further improved the energy-efficiency.

RQ2 set out to answer if the energy-efficiency of programmable dictionary com-
pression can be improved by selective compiler-based programming. This thesis pro-
posed a programmable dictionary compression method and a novel algorithm to
select instructions to compress and group them into bundles. In order to improve
energy efficiency, the method targeted the reduction of dynamic compression ratio.
While the state-of-the-art in programmable dictionary compression allowed impres-
sive dynamic CR, it was not optimal for loops larger than the dictionary. The result
was an excessive amount of dictionary programming required during execution of
loops. This was addressed by selectively choosing instructions to compress, and only
programming the dictionary outside of loops. Moreover, to avoid having variable
length fetch words due to interleaving compressed and uncompressed instructions,
compressed instructions were bundled and instructions were always fetched either as
an uncompressed instruction or a bundle. The method was implemented on a RISC
core. Compared to the baseline RISC-V compressed instruction set, the method re-
sults in better dynamic CR and less energy consumed.

RQ3 asked if the sequential execution of instructions in program BBs could be
exploited in the context of DWM based instruction memories, where shifting of
domains is required to access bits. This was answered by proposing the first method
optimizing DWM technology explicitly for instructions. To retain good bit density
while improving the performance and energy-efficiency of DWM when used as a
scratchpad instruction memory, the DWM was organized to have two access ports
per nanotape. Then, an offline instruction placement algorithm identified program
BBs with a possibility to be executed multiple times, reversed their lower halves,
and aligned the halves to the two access ports. This allowed reading them in a back-
and-forth fashion and reduce the latency between consecutive BB iterations. The
method was evaluated on a RISC core implementing the RISC-V ISA. Shift amounts
from frequently executed BBs were decreased, reducing the access latency and energy
consumption.

Finally, RQ4 studied if program control flow analysis in the context of asym-
metric SRAM technology can reduce instruction stream energy consumption. This
thesis presented a low-overhead method to exploit the biased occurrence of logic val-
ues of programs, and the logic value dependent energy consumption of asymmetric
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SRAM.An answer toRQ4was provided by exploring using the logical xor operation
to increase the occurrence of the logic value consuming less energy. Evaluated on a
RISC processor core, and a statically scheduled wide-issue DSP core, the method
reduced the system energy consumption.

Moving more control from hardware to software with methods such as studied
in this thesis allow further energy-efficiency gains in processor systems in the fu-
ture, if the current compilation methods can be developed to allow fine-grained,
hardware-aware control over programs. The techniques presented in this thesis al-
low programmable processors to maintain their flexibility, yet bring them closer to
the energy-efficiency of fixed-function accelerators.

6.2 Future Work

For both the IRF and programmable instruction dictionary compression presented
in this thesis, there is still room for optimizations. As the programmable dictionary
was in some cases hindered by procedures called from loops, it seems that whole
program analysis in the compiler would improve the dynamic compression ratio,
further reducing the energy consumption. Methods such as ISA customization and
compression-aware scheduling could be used to enhance the compression effective-
ness. It could also be fruitful to evaluate the overall effect of orthogonal use of the
proposed methods, such as combining IRFs with programmable dictionary com-
pression as this might allow IRFs to store more instructions while keeping their size
constant. Similarly, the SHRIMP method proposed for DWM and the xor-masking
method for asymmetric SRAMs would likely benefit from applying code compres-
sion in conjunctionwith them. Applying and optimizing SHRIMP and xor-masking
for other first-level instruction stream components than SPMs could also be worth
studying.

Even with decades of research in energy-efficient instruction streams, general-
purpose embedded systems and high-performance processor memory hierarchies
rely mostly on dynamic caches. This is understandable due to requirements for flexi-
bility and good performance under varying tasks. Unlike static caches, the efficiency
of dynamic caches does not depend on analyzing source code that may not avail-
able at compile time. Code visibility remains a challenge due to real-world conven-
tions such as intellectual property ownership. Perhaps if we want to further improve
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the energy-efficiency of statically controlled memory hierarchies in the future, they
should be researched in this context. On the other hand, embedded systems have
adopted static caches into their memory hierarchies, with scratchpad memories and
loop buffers being common especially in digital signal processors.

ARM Thumb and RVC are examples of code compression in modern embedded
processors. Whereas they offer a fixed subset of the full ISA, allowing the program
compiler more fine-grained control and modifying the compression state during ex-
ecution could result in improved energy-efficiency.

Although previous work has proposed various hardware architectures and sup-
porting software techniques for reducing the shift amount in DWM used in caches
and as datamemory,methods directly targetingDWMfor instructionmemory usage
have not been proposed before this thesis. As the SHRIMPmethod described in this
thesis still leaves a large margin to the optimal memory utilization and shift amount
reduction, there is room for further research on instruction placement strategies.
Another finding is that, although the effect is less significant than those of placement
strategies, the results in this thesis indicate that energy consumption in instruction
DWMs can be further reduced by considering the headmanagement policy carefully
with the help of program flow analysis.

Currently, as it is not feasible to raise the operating frequencies and realize energy-
efficient systems with only general-purpose processors, designers use heterogeneous
designs to improve processing efficiency. In addition to general-purpose processors,
it is common to see programmable accelerators for signal processing and neural net-
works in chips. The trend of heterogeneity is likely to continue, and emergingmem-
ory technology researchmay provide future devices with non-volatile 3Dmemories,
that are dense and highly energy-efficient.
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Abstract—In order to decrease latency and energy con-
sumption, processors use hierarchical memory systems to store
temporally and spatially related instructions close to the core.
Instruction register file (IRF) is an energy-efficient solution for the
lowest level in the instruction memory hierarcy. Being compiler-
controlled, it removes the area and energy overheads involved in
cache tag checking and adds flexibility in the separation of the
instruction fetch and execution. In this paper, we systematically
evaluate for the first time the effect of three IRF design variations
on energy and delay against an unoptimized baseline IRF. Having
instruction fetch and decode with IRF in the same pipeline stage
allows minimal delay branching, but results in low operating
clock frequency and impaired energy delay product compared
to splitting them into two stages. Assuring instruction presence
in IRF before execution with software reduces the area and
increases maximum clock frequency compared to assurance
with hardware, but requires compiler analysis. With a proposed
compiler-analyzed instruction placement and co-designed hard-
ware implementation, energy consumption with the best IRF
variant is reduced by 9% on average with EEMBC Coremark
and CHStone benchmaks. The energy delay product is improved
by 23% when compared to the baseline IRF approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

The era of Internet-of-Things (IoT) increases demands for
the energy-efficiency and performance of devices. Battery-
dependent devices, such as surveillance cameras, drones and
sensor nodes operate on a limited energy budget. Their ap-
plications often require “burst style” execution: After idling
for long periods, they might be waken up to react to external
events and execute demanding data and control oriented tasks
with low response latency.

For maximal energy-efficiency, fixed function accelerators
are typically used. However, they offer poor flexibility as
tasks not known at design time cannot likely be executed
on the same fabricated hardware. Modern applications prefer
programmable solutions due to the complex, growing compu-
tational needs [1].

Application-specific instruction-set processors (ASIPs) can
deliver efficiency and flexibility, but the instruction supply can
be considered as an additional overhead; software instructions
just control the processor execution, but do not perform actual
data processing. The instructions are typically read from on-
chip caches or memories implemented with SRAMs, which
can consume up to half of the power consumption [2], [3] of
the processing. Ideally, a processor would be programmable,
but offer the performance and energy-efficiency of a fixed
function accelerator.

Processors include hierarchical instruction memory orga-
nizations to keep temporally related code close to the core,

in order to allow accessing instructions from faster and more
energy-efficient storages. For this purpose, various different
storage components have been developed. Dynamic caches
fetch instructions from the next hierarchy level upon a cache
miss. Their benefit is that they require no knowledge of the
cache details from software developers, but their unpredictable
timing can become an issue in timing-critical applications.
Locked caches address this by allowing fetching to be disabled
for the duration of a task with special locking instructions.
Loop buffers are dedicated to cache loops of the program,
exploiting the observation of them usually being the hot spots
in the program.

Instruction scratchpad memories (SPMs) are a more
generic structure; they can store also blocks with more com-
plex control flow while streamlining the caching hardware by
removing the cache tag checking, but require the programmer
or the compiler to add instructions to load their content and
usually need separate instructions to branch around inside the
SPM. Instruction register files (IRFs) [4] are like SPMs, but
typically smaller in size to enable implementation with small
register files instead of memories leading to even better energy
efficiency and latency. Efficient utilization of IRFs and SPMs
require careful compiler code analysis in order to determine
optimal instruction placement.

Previous work considers design alternatives only for the
distribution of IRFs among processor function units and
concentrates on evaluating the IRF as a means to reduce
energy consumption. However, as compute demands on low-
power devices increase with IoT and edge computing, energy-
efficiency has become at least as critical design aspect as
performance. This paper presents the first in-depth evaluation
about the implementation of three different fetch strategies
compared to a baseline IRF from our previous work [5] and
evaluates the energy and delay trade-offs of each strategy.

II. INSTRUCTION REGISTER FILE CONCEPTS

IRFs are programmer visible, thus presenting different
design choices at the architecture and microarchitecture level.
At the architecture level, IRFs require the compiler to decide
and control when to execute from the IRF and when to load
instructions to it from the lower hierarchy level. For this, a
user-visible control interface such as control bits are added to
instructions, or special IRF control instructions are typically
used.

When considering the internal implementation details (mi-
croarchitecture), some sort of presence assurance is required
to ensure that the instructions to be executed from the IRF

978-1-5386-7656-1/18/$31.00 c©2018 IEEE
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Fig. 1. The core used as evaluation platform for IRF variants.

are present. An alternative is to use a software-based im-
plementation by prefilling all or some of the instructions in
the instruction window (IW) (a set of instructions that can
be placed simultaneously in the IRF) before their execution.
Another option is to include hardware logic, such as a presence
bit for each IRF entry and fetch the missing instructions on
demand.

In IRF bypassing, instructions are fed directly from the next
instruction hierarchy level to the core. As it is not beneficial to
execute instructions that are executed only once from the IRF,
and as the IRF allows isolation of instruction fetching from
their execution, some consideration is required for two aspects
of IRF instruction placement:

1) Which instructions to place in the IRF?
2) When should the instructions be fetched to the IRF?

A special design consideration results from how to handle
fallthroughs which occur when the program execution does not
branch at the last instruction of a basic block (BB), but con-
tinues from the next sequential instruction address. Alternative
solutions include hardware detection of IW boundaries, or by
inserting branches out of the IRF in software.

III. EVALUATED IRF DESIGN VARIANTS

We chose interesting IRF implementation variants for
closer inspection and integrated them into the instruction fetch
unit of a processor core as shown in Fig. 1. In all of the
variants, we used special header instructions as the control
mechanism. As there are unused bit combinations available
in the core immediate control field, we used them to indicate
header instructions. The instruction fetch unit pre-decodes the
immediate control field and reads the header upon the correct
pattern. The processor is stalled for one cycle during this time,
while the length of the instruction window is read from the
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Fig. 2. Simplified logic of the Baseline/pipelined instruction fetch unit.

header into the IW size register seen in Fig. 2. Then, execution
starts from the first index of the IRF.

In the baseline IRF [5], instructions are fed directly to
the core when bypassing and filling the IRF. This has the
advantage of minimal delay in branching, as the branch target
is available on the next cycle. However, this is detrimental
to maximum clock frequency as the critical path starts from
the next level instruction storage data read port, going through
both the instruction fetch and decode units and looping back
into the instruction address port.

For presence assurance in the baseline, a presence bit
register is read during each IRF execution. If the presence
bit for an entry to be executed next is not set, that instruction
is fetched and the presence bit is set.

In all of the evaluated alternatives, fallthroughs are detected
by hardware and cause the next instruction to be fetched from
the next level in hierarchy. At this point a new instruction
window can be loaded and started via a header instruction,
or the execution can start bypassing the IRF. At each IRF
execution cycle, the IW size register is compared to the IRF
next PC. Upon detection of a fallthrough to the next code
BB, execution is stalled and the next instruction address is
calculated as addr reg + IW size reg.

The differences in the evaluated variants are described in
the following.

A. Pipelined

To address the long critical path incurred from bypassing
instructions in the baseline IRF, we insert an instruction
register, where bypassed instructions are pipelined into, as
seen in Fig. 2. Increasing the maximum clock frequency in
this way presents a trade-off of increased clock cycles due to
the additional fetch stall cycles. Compared to the baseline, a
stall cycle is incurred when execution branches out of the IRF
or when an instruction is not present.

B. iw-fill

A simplified logic diagram of the iw-fill variant is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. This variant of the IRF fetches an entire
instruction window into the IRF, when starting execution from
it. The whole instruction window is fetched in order to ensure,
that due to forward branching, IRF execution cannot reach an
instruction which has not been fetched. This variant removes
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Fig. 3. Simplified logic of the instruction fetch unit with iw-fill variant.
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Fig. 4. Simplified logic of the instruction fetch unit with fw-jump-fill variant.

the need for a presence bit register, but incurs additional clock
cycles, as execution is stalled for the length of the instruction
window.

C. fw-jump-fill

Similar to iw-fill, this variant removes the presence bit
checking. Since the reason for prefilling instructions are for-
ward jumps, this variant stalls the execution for a compiler-
analyzed amount of cycles that guarantees that it is not possible
to execute an instruction that has not yet been fetched, if the
window contains forward jumps. The prefill amount is encoded
into the header instruction along with the instruction window
length. A logic diagram is presented in Fig. 4. Compared to the
iw-fill, prefill logic and the prefill amount register are added.
This is required, since the variant continues filling the IRF
while IRF execution starts.

IV. COMPILER SUPPORT

As a first step to the placement of more complicated control
structures, our implementation focuses on loops and nested
loops, as they are typically program hot spots. We implemented
an algorithm for allocating the instruction windows as a post-
pass after instruction scheduling as presented in Fig. 5 and
detailed in the following.

First, all program basic blocks are split into blocks whose
maximum size is the IRF size and assigned as individual
instruction windows. These windows are then merged with two
conditions:

1) Incoming jumps must target the first instruction in
the IW.

2) Function calls are not allowed inside an IW.

The IW, however, can end in an function call. Conforming
to the second condition, if a function call is encountered, the
instruction window is split to exclude it.

The algorithm starts allocation from inner loops and con-
tinues to outer loops if the IRF capacity allows them. As it
is only beneficial to write instructions to the IRF if they are
executed multiple times, blocks with no backward jumps into
itself are discarded. Instead, these blocks are bypassed into the
instruction register.

As a last step, branch target addresses are fixed, taking into
account the inserted header instructions. For jumps inside the
IW, we implemented a near jump instruction, whose target is

1: for all basicblocks in CFG do
2: if basicblock.size > irfsize then
3: split basicblock to irfsize
4: end if
5: create a new instructionwindow for basicblock
6: queue created instructionwindow
7: end for
8: for all instructionwindow in queue do
9: nextblock ← instructionwindow.successor
10: if instructionwindow does not end in a call and nextblock has no incoming jumps

from outside these two blocks and instructionwindow.size + nextblock.size <
irfsize then

11: merge current instructionwindow with next
12: requeue(instructionwindow.predecessor)
13: else
14: remove instructionwindow from queue
15: end if
16: end for
17: for all instructionwindow in instructionwindows do
18: if instructionwindow contains no backward jumps then

19: instructionwindow.setbypassblock
20: else
21: create instruction window header instruction for fetch and execute with IRF
22: end if
23: end for
24: for all instructionwindow in instructionwindows do
25: if not instructionwindow.isbypassblock then
26: for all jump in instructionwindow do
27: if jump destination is inside same instructionwindow then

28: convert jump to local irfjump
29: end if
30: end for
31: end if
32: end for

Fig. 5. The instruction window allocation routine.

an IRF index. For other jumps, a global jump is used, targeting
the actual memory address space.

For presence assurance in the fw-jump-fill variant, analysis
of the prefill amount is required. First, for each BB in an in-
struction window, the compiler calculates the earliest possible
execution cycle. This cycle is relative to the execution cycle of
the first instruction in the IW. The earliest possible execution
cycle is calculated by traversing the control flow graph (CFG)
in top-down direction, with the first BB in the IW having a
minimum execution cycle of 0.

When encountered, the blocks are queued for processing.
When processed, a basic block inherits the minimum execution
cycle of its predecessor, to which its individual minimum
execution cycle is added, unless the successor has a smaller
minimum execution cycle count. When the minimum execution
cycle of a BB is updated, the block is queued again in order
to propagate the update to its successors. As backward control
flow edges from backwards jumps of loops always imply a
higher execution cycle than the first iteration of the loop, these
do not propagate and are discarded.

The compiler then compares the earliest possible execution
cycle of each basic block to the position of the BB inside the
IW. The largest individual count is selected as the prefill/stall
count for the IRF.

TABLE I. BENCHMARK INSTRUCTION TYPE DISTRIBUTION (%).

control mem ALU NOP data move & RF

coremark 4.7 9.9 17.1 38.7 29.5
adpcm 0.6 12.8 17.5 45.0 24.2
aes 1.7 11.1 20.8 37.8 28.7
blowfish 1.4 11.9 22.0 31.4 33.3
gsm 2.8 6.3 20.3 38.4 32.3
jpeg 2.6 9.6 15.3 30.3 42.2
mips 6.1 7.9 23.0 33.2 29.8
motion 1.9 13.0 18.4 37.8 28.9
sha 0.8 8.9 24.7 26.5 39.1
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Fig. 6. Cycle count increase (%) compared to baseline across IRF variants and IRF size.

V. EVALUATION

The processor core [5] used in the evaluation was designed
with the TTA-based Co-Design Environment (TCE) [6] tools.
The evaluation setup is illustrated in Fig. 1. The exposed
datapath processor architecture utilizes a long instruction word
control similar to very long instruction word (VLIW) archi-
tectures and thus benefits greatly from efficient low level
instruction caching. The processor design used in the evalua-
tion features a 50-bit instruction word with fields controlling
each data bus. However, as the measurements do not relate
to the datapath organization, the evaluation results can be
generalized to other statically scheduled processor paradigms
as well. The instruction memory cached by the IRF was
implemented as a 8192x50-bit (51.2 kB) onchip SRAM. An
overly large instruction memory would likely result in over-
optimistic energy comparison in favor of the IRF, so the
smallest 2n-entry memory able to fit all the benchmarks was
chosen.

To evaluate performance in control-oriented program code,
EEMBC Coremark [7] was used. To emphasize another appli-
cation domain of interest for IoT applications, we added eight
fixed-point signal processing benchmarks from CHStone [8].
The benchmarks are characterized according to different in-
struction types in Table I. Coremark and mips have more
program control instructions, whereas the other benchmarks
are more straightforward, typical to signal processing. The
benchmark programs were compiled using the compiler of the
TCE toolset with the described compiler support implemented
on top. Generation of the IRF instructions and hardware was
integrated into the TCE tools and performed automatically.
Hardware simulations were performed with Mentor Model-
Sim 10.4. Topographical synthesis results were obtained with
Synopsys Design Compiler using a 28 nm FD-SOI process
technology. SRAM timing, power and energy characteristics
were obtained from Cacti-P [9].

To take into account the instruction storage access timings,
conservative values of 0.40 ns access time for the data read port
and 0.15 ns address hold time were manually inserted to the
core’s corresponding ports in Design Compiler. These values
were obtained from Cacti-P for the 8192x50-bit memory.

A. Effect of IRF Fill Strategy on Cycle Count

Cycle counts normalized to the baseline are presented in
Fig. 6. As expected, all the IRF variants incur a cycle count
penalty compared to the baseline. In all but two cases, motion
with IRF sizes 256 and 512, the fw-jump-fill incurs the least
additional cycles. In these cases, as the IRF size is quite
large, the compiler-analyzed prefill amount grows compared to
those of smaller IRF sizes. As a result, the amount of prefill
cycles of total execution time increases, but a branch in the
benchmark causes the execution to exit from IRF, leaving most
of the fetched instructions unused. In this case, the hardware
presence assurance performs better, as the amount of stalls at
the beginning of every IW in fw-jump-fill is far larger than the
stalls incurred in the pipelined variant.

B. Area

Area comparison of the evaluation core with different IRF
sizes is depicted in Fig. 7. On small IRF sizes, there is no
notable differences in the core area. However, as the IRF
size increases, the baseline and pipelined designs incur more
area overhead, as the size of the presence bit status register
increases. At IRF size of 512, iw-fill and fw-jump-fill both
occupy 5% less area compared to the baseline.

C. Maximum Clock Frequency

In the baseline design, as the instruction fetch and decode
stages are executed in the same pipeline stage, the next level
instruction storage access timing becomes a part of the critical
path. When the access time (data valid relative to clock edge)
and the address setup time are large enough, the critical path
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Fig. 7. Area (μm2) comparison of the evaluation core with IRF variants.
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Fig. 8. Energy consumption compared to baseline across IRF sizes with instruction memory size of 51.2 kB. IRF variants per benchmark from left to right:
baseline, pipelined, iw-fill, fw-jump-fill.

forms from the data read port through the instruction fetch and
decode, looping back to the instruction address.

In the IRF variants with hardware presence assurance,
with small next level storage access timings, the critical path
goes through the data read port and the presence inspection
logic to the global lock port. The global lock is connected
to each function unit and is used to stall their execution in
case of dynamic external events. Thus here the drawback of
using a hardware presence assurance mechanism is clearly in
decreased maximum operating clock frequency.

D. Energy-Delay Trade-Offs

Maximum clock frequencies after synthesis are listed in
Table II. As the differences between the three variants were
not large, the maximum critical path between the three variants
at each IRF size (bold) was chosen as the operating frequency
for evaluation. For the baseline, the differences were larger,
so each IRF size for the baseline was evaluated with its own
maximum clock frequency.

As indicated by Table II, the timing critical path of the
baseline design is on average 33% compared to the IRF
variants, due to the instruction registers added to the variants
to cut the critical path. As seen in Fig. 8, although the baseline
design executes all benchmarks in the least clock cycles, the
energy consumption of the IRF variants is not significantly
larger, 3-7%, on small IRF sizes. With IRF size of 512, the
fw-jump-fill variant consumes 9% less energy compared to
the baseline. This is due to not having the presence assur-
ance logic. With coremark and motion, the variants consume

TABLE II. TIMING CRITICAL PATH (NS) AFTER SYNTHESIS. LONGEST
CRITICAL PATH BETWEEN VARIANTS PER IRF SIZE IN BOLD.

IRF size baseline pipelined iw-fill fw-jump-fill

8 1.00 0.73 0.71 0.72
16 1.09 0.76 0.76 0.78

32 1.09 0.80 0.82 0.80
64 1.10 0.83 0.82 0.82
128 1.19 0.87 0.87 0.86
256 1.16 0.96 0.90 0.94
512 1.23 1.07 0.90 0.99

more energy compared to the baseline because of preloaded
instructions that do not get executed increasing the energy
consumption. The best case with an IRF size of 512, mips,
consumed 40% less energy compared to the baseline.

As the average energy consumption of the benchmarks at
each IRF size is quite similar, it is interesting to calculate the
energy delay product (EDP) to add weight to execution time of
each benchmark in conjunction with the energy consumption.
The EDP per benchmark for each IRF size is presented in
Fig. 9. The cases with a higher EDP value compared to the
baseline correspond to the relatively high energy consumption
cases in Fig. 8. In almost all cases, the fw-jump-fill variant has
the best EDP value. The best reduction, 47%, was achieved
in mips with an IRF size of 512. The geometric mean over
benchmarks is presented in Table III. The fw-jump-fill variant
is the only one to achieve lower EDP value on each IRF size
when averaged over the benchmark set.

VI. RELATED WORK

Various IRF designs have been proposed in the past. In
our work we picked various design choices we believe are
interesting for a closer study and systematically evaluated
them. Here we list the considered IRFs and their features.

IRFs were first proposed by Hines et al. [4]. They used
a 32-entry IRF that was updated at the beginning of program
execution and used in a dictionary fashion. Instructions ref-
erencing the IRF, containing 2 to 5 packed instructions, were
fetched from cache and were used to address the IRF. From

TABLE III. GEOMETRIC MEAN OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION/ENERGY
DELAY PRODUCT COMPARED TO BASELINE.

IRF size pipelined (%) iw-fill (%) fw-jump-fill (%)

8 104/79 103/78 103/78
16 105/79 103/77 104/77
32 104/83 103/83 102/80
64 106/89 107/91 102/80
128 109/94 105/89 99/77
256 104/103 104/102 99/88
512 97/100 97/100 91/86
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Fig. 9. Energy delay product compared to baseline across IRF sizes with instruction memory size of 51.2 kB.

this design, we evaluated executing instructions directly from
the IRF or from the next level in hierarchy (bypassing).

Hines et al. later added compiler support to dynamically
update the instruction register contents [10]. Also this approach
is evaluated in this paper. The authors used dynamic program
profiling to determine the instructions to be placed into reg-
isters and used register windows to indicate instructions that
could simultaneously exist in the IRF. In our evaluation we
used static (compiler-based) analysis of instructions without
dynamic profiling.

Black-Schaffer et al. [11] added indirection in addressing
the instruction register file in a VLIW processor. Each subfield
of the instruction had an IRF, with a size customized to the
instruction field. Each control & index memory (CIM) entry
contained a complete VLIW instruction in the form of indices
addressing the IRFs. All instructions were executed from the
IRFs via the CIM and could not be bypassed. Simultaneous
loading and execution of instruction was enabled with presence
bits, an approach evaluated in the IRF variants of this paper.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we designed, implemented and systematically
evaluated four instruction register files to evaluate the effect of
fetch strategy and implementation to processor performance,
energy consumption and area. Minimal branch delay and the
least cycle counts in all benchmarks were achieved by having
instruction fetch and decode in the same pipeline stage, at the
expense of a low maximum clock frequency. Separating them
into two stages increases the cycle counts, but allows for a
1.5x increase in clock frequency and results in better energy
delay product.

In ensuring that instructions are fetched before their execu-
tion, hardware presence assurance limits the clock frequency
at relatively large IRF sizes. Software presence validation
mitigates the issue and consumes less overall area, but requires
additional compiler analysis.

In the best case, careful compiler analysis along with
optimized hardware implementation and software presence
assurance achieved a total core energy saving of 9% on
average with EEMBC Coremark and CHStone benchmarks
when compared to the baseline instruction register file. Best

individual benchmark reduction was 40%. Energy delay prod-
uct on average was 23% better and in the best case 47% better
compared to the baseline.

Future work involves studying further variations of IRF
designs with, e.g., capabilities to prefetch code blocks ahead
of time.
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Abstract Advanced Internet-of-Things applications

require control-oriented codes to be executed with low

latency for fast responsivity while their advanced signal

processing and decision making tasks require computa-

tional capabilities. For this context, we propose three

multi-issue core designs featuring an exposed datap-

ath architecture with high performance, while retaining

energy-efficiency. These features are achieved with ex-

ploitation of instruction-level parallelism, fast branch-

ing and the use of an instruction register file.

With benchmarks in control-flow and signal pro-

cessing application domains we measured in the best

case 64% reduced energy consumption compared to a

state-of-the-art RISC core, while consuming less silicon

area. A high-performance design point reaches nearly

2.6 GHz operating frequency in the best case, over 2x

improvement, while simultaneously achieving a 14% im-

provement in system energy-delay product.

1 Introduction

It is estimated, that the information and communica-

tion technology (ICT) sector will consume up to 20% of

global energy production by 2025 [1]. From an environ-

mental point of view, there are estimates that around

14% of total greenhouse gas emissions emerge from the

ICT sector by 2040 [2]. The era of Internet-of-Things

(IoT) and its increasing demands on computational

complexity are expected to result in the introduction of

billions of compute devices. Many of these small form

factor devices are battery-powered or use energy har-

Faculty of Information Technology and
Communication Sciences, Tampere University
E-mail: firstname.lastname@tuni.fi

vesting for their power supply, requiring energy-efficient

and low power operation.

While maintaining low energy consumption, devices

such as always-on surveillance cameras, small drones,

and sensor nodes, are required to react to events and

perform demanding signal processing and artificial in-

telligence tasks, and also to handle external events with

low control code execution latency. Besides their low

power and energy consumption requirements, this calls

for the devices to be highly performance scalable.

For maximal energy-efficiency, fixed function accel-

erators are typically used. Compared to programmable

devices, their hardware is optimized at design-time to

match pre-defined requirements. This allows removing

instruction delivery overheads and tailoring the data-

path, resulting in high computational capability and

energy efficiency in small chip area. The clear draw-

back is that the accelerators perform poorly or not at

all with tasks not defined at design time. Moreover,

their design, optimization and verification is a costly,

time consuming process requiring manual effort [3, 4].

In contrast, software programmable devices offer flex-

ibility [5] in terms of non-predefined tasks and reduce

the design cost and time with reusable compute and

logic elements, but incur overheads due to the flexible

software based control.

In this article, we propose energy-efficient, pro-

grammable processor cores for always-on applications.

The cores feature fast branching and efficient ex-

ploitation of exposed datapath instruction-level par-

allelism (ILP) to achieve high performance. In order

to reduce the energy overhead of instruction delivery,

a compiler-controlled instruction register file (IRF) is

used. The cores are compared to a publicly available

LatticeMico32 (LM32) [6] core offered by Lattice Semi-

conductor and zero-riscy [7], a RISC-V [8] ISA imple-
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mentation using benchmarks representing both control

oriented and signal processing tasks. All the cores are

evaluated on a 28 nm ASIC standard cell technology.

For this article we extended our previous conference

paper [9] with the following additions:

– The previously proposed LoTTA design was

adapted to two additional design targets: high

energy-efficiency and high clock frequency.

– More accurate results obtained by place & route as

opposed to original synthesis results.

– A comparison to a state-of-the-art low power RISC-

V based core, zero-riscy was added.

– Extended textual presentation with detail added

specifically to parts that were pointed out by the

conference paper reviews.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2

overviews related work. Section 3 describes the three

core variants along with an explanation of their under-

lying architecture and programming model. Section 4

details the concepts of instruction register files and the

two implementation variations used in this work. Sec-

tion 5 presents the evaluation results, and Section 6

concludes the article.

2 Related Work

The emerging era of IoT has resulted in plenty of

processor proposals suitable for always-on energy con-

strained scenarios. The approaches vary from generic

to highly domain-specific. SleepWalker [10] and the

IoT SoC [11] proposed by Klinefelter et al. are tar-

geted for scenarios, where energy delivery is difficult

and solutions such as energy-harvesting are required to

power the device, such as wireless sensor networks. The

latter is targeted for biomedical applications and in-

cludes domain-specific accelerators to maximize energy-

efficiency with the trade-off of computational flexibil-

ity. Recryptor [12] is an ARM Cortex-M0 based IoT-

targeted cryptoprocessor, where energy-efficiency stems

from near-threshold voltage operation and in-memory

computing. Senni et al. [13] leverage the non-volatility

and low leakage power consumption of magnetic ran-

dom access memory (MRAM) to reduce processor en-

ergy consumption when idling. Wang et al. [14] pro-

pose a dual-core processor system, where one core has

high performance and the second core has relatively

low performance, but is 3x more energy-efficient. The

authors utilize their two-core system with a proposed

energy-aware task scheduler. Roy et al. [15] utilize sub-

threshold voltage operation in their implementation of

MSP430 targeted for IoT domain and especially for

biomedical applications.

The recently proposed zero-riscy [7] implements the

popular RISC-V instruction set architecture (ISA). It

includes lightweight instruction prefetching and com-

pressed instructions, and thus seems to be closest to

our work in terms of processing capabilities and target

context. Since its implementation is available as open

source, it was picked for closer comparison to this arti-

cle.

Another openly available alternative is the Lat-

ticeMico32 [6]. It is a 32-bit microprocessor core with

a Harvard architecture and a RISC ISA, with optional

configurable multiplier and shifter units.

Sleepwalker [10] is also close to our work. It uses

adaptive voltage scaling along with sub-threshold volt-

age operation to achieve energy-efficiency. Both of these

techniques could be applied on top of our proposed

cores to improve the energy efficiency even further. In

fact, there is already previous work of a chip implemen-

tation of an application-specific sub-threshold voltage

transport-triggered architecture (TTA) core developed

using the same tools and the processor template as the

cores proposed in this paper [16].

The most apparent feature differentiating the pro-

posed processor is its transport-triggered programming

model, where data forwarding is controlled by software,

eliminating the forwarding logic hardware overheads

and supporting instruction-level parallelism with sim-

pler register files. Maxim Integrated commercialized a

TTA-based microcontroller in 2004. The microproses-

sor called MAXQ [17] uses the transport programming

model to simplify the processor structure and is opti-

mized for control oriented codes characterized by heavy

branching. From their white papers we observe that the

key difference of MAXQ to the cores presented in this

article are is its 16b scalar data path, while the proposed

cores include a 32b data path and integrate additional

features to reduce the instruction stream energy foot-

print and to support higher maximum clock frequencies

combined with instruction-level parallelism.

3 Proposed Cores

In previous work [9], we designed the Low-power Trans-

port Triggered Architecture (LoTTA) by using the

TTA-based Co-Design Environment (TCE) [18] proces-

sor design tools. Fig. 1 shows LoTTA in the TCE pro-

cessor designer with an overview of the databus inter-

connection network and individual function units. The

same interconnection network and function unit organi-

zation was used as a basis for all three of the proposed

cores. As increasing the number of connections in the

interconnection increases the logic required, often ends

up in the critical path, and widens the instruction width
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Fig. 1 TCE view of the function unit and interconnection
architecture common to the proposed cores. LSU – load-store
unit, IO – standard input-output, MUL – multiplier, ALU –
arithmetic logic unit, RF – register file, IU – immediate unit,
CU – control unit

Table 1 Operations implemented in the proposed cores.
†LoTTA core uses predicated execution instead of conditional
branch operations.

Function unit operations

LSU {8, 16 & 32} bit load/store
IO write to stdout
MUL multiply
ALU abs, add, and, eq, gt, gtu, ior,

max, maxu, min, minu, ne, neg, shl,
shr, shru, sub, sxhw, sxqw, xor

RF read/write register
IM load/store 32 bit immediate
CU jump, call, {bz, bnz}†

of the bus transport programmed architecture, it is im-

portant to prune the interconnection network carefully

to a minimal level, that can still maintain good perfor-

mance.

The core intends to combine qualities needed for

fast execution of control code along with signal pro-

cessing, and is designed with the mindset to support

various workloads. Therefore, special purpose function

units were not utilized in addition to generic load-store

units, register files, ALUs and multipliers. This mindset

was continued in the other two proposed cores. Opera-

tions implemented in the cores are listed in Table 1. The

cores utilize software based data forwarding enabled by

a transport-triggered programming model which result

in a very simple and energy efficient control unit and

reduced register file microarchitecture complexity.

This paper extends our previous work by proposing

two design points modified from the original processor

core. For the purposes of this paper we set the instruc-

tion bit width to the exact number derived from the

core features, even if it is not a power of two or even

byte-aligned. Instead of extending the instruction width

to a byte alignment or a power of two, we assume that in

an application-specific processor, the memory architec-

ture can be customized for maximal energy-efficiency. If

needed, the instruction width can be aligned depending

on the use case.

Next we describe the underlying architecture and

programming model in the proposed cores, followed by

details of the core variants.

3.1 Transport Triggered Architecture

Transport triggered architecture (TTA) belongs to the

family of “exposed datapath architectures”, where the

datapath interconnection network is controlled by the

programmer. TTAs feature a long instruction word

to describe instruction-level parallelism in applica-

tions. Compared to similar very long instruction word

(VLIW) processors, having an exposed datapath allows

TTAs to transport data values between function units

via software bypassing. This has the advantage of not

requiring hardware to detect data hazards when for-

warding. Optionally registered input and output ports

of function units reduce unnecessary register file traffic,

allowing TTAs to reach equal performance with a sim-

pler register file, with fewer physical ports when com-

pared to a VLIW [19].

An understudied advantage of TTA is its simplified

execution pipeline. Similar to traditional RISC proces-

sors with multiple pipeline stages, the first stages in

TTA pipeline are instruction fetch and decode. How-

ever, whereas different types of operations are fixed to

a distinct stage in a RISC pipeline, TTAs can perform

any type of operation after the decode stage. These

include memory operations, register file transfers, or

any kind of ALU or custom operations. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 2, where the three different TTA ex-

ecution pipelines of the proposed cores are compared

against a classic RISC pipeline and two of its variants

implemented in the reference cores.

While TTAs have been targeted and studied exten-

sively as overcoming some of the shortcomings of VLIW

processors since the 1990s, they were first originally in-

troduced as control processors in the 1970s [20]. Here,

only a single data move instruction was used to trans-

port data between memory mapped control registers.

The pipeline flexibility, simplified register files and

elimination of data forwarding hardware allow TTAs

to merge the instruction fetch and decode stages, while

retaining a high clock frequency. This results in fast

branching and, therefore, efficient execution of control

code. This is done while still providing ILP required by

more complex algorithms.

The next sections describe the details of the pro-

posed cores. Execution pipelines of the cores are com-

pared in Fig. 2. Comparison of the differences in the

architecture of the proposed cores is listed in Table 2.
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Fig. 2 Execution pipelines stages of the evaluated cores compared with a classic RISC pipeline organization.

Table 2 Feature comparison of the proposed cores.

instr. branch predicated cond. branch ALU optional Design
width delay slots execution operations delay IRF style target

LoTTA 49 0 � 1 basic branch delay
PeLoTTA 45 1 � 1 improved energy-efficiency
SuperLoTTA 43 3 � 2 clock frequency

3.2 LoTTA

In the LoTTA core, the primary design goal was to min-

imize the use of hardware resources and to minimize

branching delays for fast execution of control-oriented

code [9], while maintaining good signal processing per-

formance. For fast branching, we merged the instruction

fetch, decode and move stages into the same pipeline

stage. This is feasible thanks to the straightforward,

yet efficient fetch and decode logic of the TTA pro-

gramming model. LoTTA utilizes predicated execution

for streamlining conditional codes. However, together

with the merged fetch and decode, this results in a long

critical path delay [9] as the instruction SRAM imple-

mented in the processor system ends up in the critical

path.

3.3 PeLoTTA

PeLoTTA is a clock frequency optimized high-

performance version of LoTTA. Here, the target was to

optimize the maximum clock frequency, while still sup-

porting the fast branches and energy-efficient operation

of the original LoTTA. To achieve this, the instruction

pipeline was split from one to two stages; the first, in-

struction fetch stage, retrieves an instruction from the

memory, with decode and the move/execute in the sec-

ond.

In order to further optimize the clock frequency, the

predicated execution of LoTTA, which ended up in the

critical path [21], was replaced with conditional branch

operations branch equal to zero (bz) and branch not

equal to zero (bnz). This also reduced the instruction

width, as the boolean RF used to hold predicate val-

ues was removed, saving bits in the instruction word

that were used to control it. Likewise, the instruction

decode unit was simplified, as the predicate evaluation

was removed.

3.4 SuperLoTTA

As a design point targeting maximum operating clock

frequency even with the trade-off in additional opera-

tion execution latencies that need to be dealt with in

the software side, we designed the SuperLoTTA core.

In order to achieve this design target, we added ex-

tra pipeline registers to the ALU, load-store unit and

multiplier unit, isolating them from the interconnection

network. The same was done to the control unit, which

allowed to isolate instruction memory from the critical

path.

As with PeLoTTA, to further optimize the clock

frequency we added conditional branch operations. This

allowed us to simplify the decoder logic compared to full

predicated execution capabilities.

4 Instruction Register File

While “exposed datapath processors” have benefits in

terms of simplified hardware, they incur a trade-off in

increased compiler complexity due to the additional

programmer responsibilities. Moreover, increased pro-

grammer control translates to a wider instruction word

and increased code size in general, which conflicts with

the need to optimize the instruction stream’s energy

consumption. [22]

Instruction memory hierarchies typically employ

small storages close to the core to store temporally and

spatially related code, while larger but slower storages

are kept farther away. Traditionally, caches controlled

by hardware have been used as lower level instruction

storages. Their operation requires keeping track of val-

ues present in the cache with separate tag bits, which
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need to be checked upon a cache read. If the value re-

quested is not present in the cache, execution stalls

while the cache miss is resolved from higher levels in

memory hierarchy.

Caches can be integrated into a system with rela-

tively small effort, due to being hardware-controlled,

but with the cost of control logic overhead. This over-

head can be removed, if control is moved to software,

such as in an instruction register file. An IRF is ex-

plicitly instructed to fetch new instructions, with the

additional benefit of possibility to separate the fetch-

ing of instructions from their execution. While this al-

lows a type of speculative fetching, the compiler is re-

quired to efficiently decide the placement of special IRF

load instructions for good performance. With their fine-

grained control qualities, IRFs have been shown to be

suitable for low power architectures. [23]

IRFs require certain design choices for their imple-

mentation. Bypassing allows instructions to be read di-

rectly from the next level in memory hierarchy without

first storing them into the IRF. However, the access

time of the larger instruction memory unit is likely to

add to the design’s critical path. With a smaller unit

such as IRF, the effect on the critical path is smaller.

This requires analyzing the application for instructions,

that are beneficial to be executed from the IRF such as

loops, and instructions whose writing to the IRF would

incur an energy overhead in relation to their execution

amount. In the latter case, bypassing the instruction

would be preferred.

Common to both of the two IRF design variations

we used in our cores introduced in the next section,

IRF execution starts with a compiler-inserted header

instruction, which contains the number of entries to fill

into the IRF. At compile time, the instruction scheduler

groups sequential instructions into IRF instruction win-

dows. These are groups, that can simultaneously exist

in the IRF, and are indicated by the header instruc-

tions.

4.0.1 Basic IRF

The basic IRF from our original work [9] is described

in Fig. 3. Two program counter registers are utilized

here: one for addressing the global instruction memory

address space and another for addressing IRF entries.

In cases where execution does not fall through from

the IRF and a conditional branch exits IRF execution,

instructions in the branch not taken would not be ex-

ecuted. To eliminate unnecessary fetching, the IRF is

accessed using presence bits, which use a single bit per

IRF entry to indicate, whether an instruction has been

fetched or not. If the presence bit is not set, the in-
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Fig. 3 Instruction fetch unit of the proposed cores when us-
ing the basic IRF.

struction is fetched and then executed. The presence

bits are reset at the start of a new IRF window exe-

cution. This differs from the state-of-the-art work [23],

where no presence bits are used.

The presence bits also prevent cases, where an in-

struction branches forward inside the IRF and the tar-

get instruction is not fetched. Without presence bits the

compiler would be forced to discard every instruction

window containing forward jumps from being placed to

the IRF.

As a design choice, we implement IRF bypassing

to avoid writing instruction with low execution counts

to the IRF while simultaneously maintaining zero de-

lay slot branching. In other words, we allow execution

of code directly from the next level in the instruction

memory hierarchy. To maintain good performance, this

would require low access times for the next level in

memory hierarchy. Otherwise, the maximum clock fre-

quency would be limited by the memory access times.

Previous work [23] avoids this issue by writing all in-

structions to the IRF and then executing them with no

option for bypassing.

In order to not increase the instruction width due to

the addition of new IRF control instructions, we imple-

mented the special header instruction into the immedi-

ate control field of the TTA instruction, where enough

free bit combinations were available. A comparator pre-

decodes this field during the instruction fetch stage and

stalls execution for one clock cycle, as the header in-

struction is only used by the instruction fetch unit and

not executed by the rest of the core. At this time, length

of the IRF instruction window and prefill amount are

read from the instruction and stored into a register in

the instruction fetch unit. Next instruction following

the header is the first instruction in the instruction win-

dow.

To differentiate between global and IRF address

spaces, we implement a new branch instruction tar-
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Fig. 4 Instruction fetch unit of the proposed cores when us-
ing the improved IRF.

geting the IRF address space and use existing branch

instructions to target the global address space. The un-

conditional irfjump instruction is only allowed when ex-

ecuting from the IRF and branches to a target inside

the current instruction window. Regular branches are

allowed anywhere in the code. Encountering them dur-

ing IRF execution transfers execution into bypassing

the IRF.

When IRF execution reaches the last instruction in

the current instruction window or the last physical IRF

entry and execution does not branch back into the IRF,

execution is again transferred into bypassing the IRF

with a fallthrough to the next code block. We imple-

ment these with hardware comparators in the instruc-

tion fetch unit.

Adding the irfjump instruction to LoTTA core,

where guarded execution is used for branching, in-

creased the instruction size from 49 bits to 50 bits.

4.0.2 Improved IRF

According to our investigation [21] of IRF design

choices, we optimize the IRF design in order to improve

its energy-efficiency and maximum operating clock fre-

quency. The improved IRF is depicted in Fig. 4. We

remove the hardware presence assurance, which guar-

antees that instructions are written into the IRF before

trying to execute them and instead, we move the pres-

ence assurance to software. This removes the status bit

register from the IRF.

During compilation, groups of instructions, instruc-

tion windows, to be placed into the IRF are analyzed

for forward branches. Different from the basic IRF, if

there are forward branches in the window, the com-

piler writes the number of instructions to prefill when

starting IRF execution, into the header instruction, in

addition to the current window size. The prefill guar-

antees the presence of instructions, removing the need

to check each IRF entry individually.

As an optimization to improve clock frequency, we

implement conditional branches into the IRF in addi-

tion to the irfjump operation: irfjumpnz and irfjumpz

correspond to branch not equal to zero and branch

equal to zero instructions. To minimize the hardware

overhead, these are implemented as having 1-bit condi-

tion operand.

4.1 Compiler Support

Efficient utilization of the IRF requires consideration

of two questions: which instructions should be executed

from the IRF and when should the IRF be filled. Pro-

gram control analysis in the context of IRFs has been

previously studied in detail [24]. We implement com-

piler support primarily targeting loops and nested loops

as these are typically the most heavily executed code

structures in applications. Forming the instruction win-

dows is done as a post-pass following the compiler in-

struction scheduling.

Our IRF instruction window allocation algorithm is

presented in Fig. 5. Overall, on lines 3 to 9 the algorithm

first splits program basic blocks (BBs) into blocks that

fit into the IRF and merges them (lines 10 to 18) with

two constraints:

1. Incoming jumps must target the first instruction of

the instruction window.

2. Function calls are only allowed as the last instruc-

tion of an instruction window.

Respecting these constraints, upon encountering a

function call, instruction windows are split at function

calls, which are left as last instructions of a window. Re-

turning from the function, execution continues from the

next instruction address, which can contain a header

instruction to start a new IRF instruction window, or

start direct execution, bypassing the IRF.

Instruction windows with no backward branches are

assigned to bypass the IRF on lines 19 to 26. For in-

struction windows with backward branches, the win-

dow’s first local branch target and the last local branch

instruction are marked on lines 23 and 24, as these are

effectively the loop boundaries. The algorithm first as-

signs inner loops into IRF instruction windows and con-

tinues to outer loops if the IRF capacity allows, as inner

loops are expected to be program hot spots.

On lines 27 to 38, code outside loop boundaries is

removed from each instruction window, as this is code

that is only expected to execute once each time an in-

struction window is programmed into the IRF.
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1: windowFitsToIRF: irfWindow.size + nextWindow.size < irfSize

2: canMergeIRFWindows: NOT irfWindow.endsInCall and
nextWindow has no incoming branches from outside these two
windows and irfWindow.fitsToIRF

3: for all basicBlocks in CFG do
4: if basicBlock.size > irfSize then

5: split BB to irfSize

6: end if
7: create a new irfWindow for bb

8: place irfWindow into queue

9: end for
10: for all irfWindow in queue do

11: nextWindow ← irfWindow.successor

12: if canMergeIRFWindows then

13: merge(irfWindow, nextWindow)

14: requeue(irfWindow.predecessor)

15: else
16: remove irfWindow from queue

17: end if
18: end for
19: for all irfWindow in irfWindows do

20: if irfWindow.hasNoBackwardBranches then

21: irfWindow.setBypassed

22: else
23: mark first local jump target

24: mark last local jump position

25: end if
26: end for
27: for all irfWindow in irfWindows do

28: if NOT irfWindow.isBypassed then

29: if NOT irfWindow.startsWithLocalBranchTarget then

30: split irfWindow from beginning

31: mark beginning as bypassed.

32: end if
33: if NOT irfWindow.hasLocalBranchAtEnd then

34: split irfWindow from end

35: mark the end as bypassed.

36: end if
37: end if
38: end for
39: for all irfWindow in irfWindows do

40: if NOT irfWindow.isBypassed then

41: calculate stall cycles needed due to forward jumps

42: createHeaderInstruction(irfWindow)

43: end if
44: end for
45: for all irfWindow in irfWindows do

46: if NOT irfWindow.isBypassed then

47: for all branch in irfWindow do

48: if branch.destination inside irfWindow then

49: convert branch to local branch
50: end if
51: end for
52: end if
53: end for

Fig. 5 The IRF Block allocation routine.

When the instruction windows are completed, a

header instruction is inserted into the beginning of the

window on lines 39 to 44. As we stall execution during

IRF programming, the minimum amount of stall cycles

required (prefill amount) is calculated according to for-

ward branches in the instruction window. Instructions

in IRF windows branching back into the window are

converted into IRF branch instructions on lines 45 to

53 and their targets are converted into IRF indices. As

a last step, all branch targets are fixed with respect to

the additional header instructions.

As an improvement over our previous work [9], code

that is executed only once is removed from the end of in-

struction windows. This further eliminates unnecessary

writes to the IRF registers, saving energy. Moreover,

support for conditional IRF branches is added. For the

software presence assurance of instructions, on line 41

the minimum amount of stall cycles is calculated, if the

IRF supports it. In this work, this is done for PeLoTTA

core, which uses the improved IRF.

As the improved IRF is used in PeLoTTA core, IRF

operations for the conditional branching were required.

Irfjumpz and irfjumpnz, corresponding to the bz and

bnz for regular branching were added to PeLoTTA, re-

sulting in an increase of the instruction word from 43

to 45 bits.

5 Evaluation

The proposed cores and the reference cores were eval-

uated with benchmarks from two different use cases

typical to always-on microcontrollers. All benchmarks

were compiled with tcecc, the program compiler of TCE.

Coremark [25] was used to evaluate the performance in

control-oriented code. Competence in the other area of

interest, digital signal processing (DSP), was evaluated

with eight fixed-point benchmarks from CHStone [26].

To verify the correct functionality of the C language

benchmark programs, they were compiled for the pro-

cessor and simulated using ttasim, TCE’s instruction

cycle-accurate simulator. Hardware level correctness

was ensured by generating memory images from the

compiled programs and then simulating them at regis-

ter transfer level (RTL) with Mentor Graphics Model-

Sim 10.5.

For the RISC cores, benchmarks were compiled with

’-O3’ optimization level. Zero-riscy uses a custom com-

piler of the PULPino project, based on GCC 5.4.0

and LatticeMico32 uses a custom compiler from Lat-

tice Semiconductor, also based on GCC.

To compare the LoTTA core with a traditional mul-

tistage RISC architecture in our previous work, the

LatticeMico32 core was used as a reference point. In

addition to comparing LoTTA with LatticeMico32, in

this extended work we compare PeLoTTA with a closer

match, the recent low-power zero-riscy [7] core. Super-

LoTTA is also compared to zero-riscy and PeLoTTA,

as its architecture is closer to the latter than that of

LoTTA.

For comparison to LatticeMico32, hardware op-

erations, their latencies, and register file sizes were

matched in LoTTA. Arithmetic and logic operations in

both cores were made very similar with separate multi-

plier and barrel shifter units. Register files in all cores

are 32 x 32 bit, with two read ports and one write port.

Physical area of the LatticeMico32 and LoTTA was val-

idated to be roughly the same via ASIC place and route.

Synthesis and place and route were performed with

Synopsys Design Compiler and Synopsys IC Compiler

using a 28nm fully depleted silicon on insulator (FD-

SOI) process technology.
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Table 3 Architecture comparison of evaluated cores.

instruction architecture issue HW HW mul div pipeline data mem.
width (bits) width mul div latency latency stages access delay (cc)

LoTTA 49 TTA 3 � 3 cc 1 1
PeLoTTA 45 TTA 3 � 3 cc 2 1
SuperLoTTA 43 TTA 3 � 5 cc 3 3
LatticeMico32 32 RISC 1 � � 3 cc 34 cc 6
zero-riscy 32 & 16 RV32IMC 1 � � 3 cc 36/0 cc 2 1

Table 4 Cycle counts and program sizes.

coremark adpcm aes blowfish gsm jpeg mips motion sha

cycle count

LatticeMico32 582818 88355 75184 798794 26798 3018543 27348 7757 677708
zero-riscy 407036 149865 45268 942344 19872 26099 3846 781108
LoTTA 403416 81683 25690 673151 12745 8097755 23649 7797 543428
PeLoTTA 521658 82814 34855 661369 13071 2361449 27735 9525 559836
SuperLoTTA 802529 93691 41505 765160 16973 3275662 40023 7412 630984

code size (B)

LatticeMico32 12400 9396 17052 6820 6000 17520 3328 8620 4148
zero-riscy 18292 9254 11660 5328 7290 5724 4472 4712
LoTTA 42979 16445 16372 6100 11851 50500 2597 6161 4269
PeLoTTA 13787 12298 13406 5607 10283 42979 2887 9052 3704
SuperLoTTA 18662 13949 16432 6440 14346 64775 3903 9858 4220

Table 5 Performance and code size results for PeLoTTA core with the improved IRF. Code size did not vary significantly
between IRF entry amounts.

coremark adpcm aes blowfish gsm jpeg mips motion sha

cycle count

8 511517 82728 34783 667430 12938 2397328 27153 7762 557779
16 502962 82728 34783 667560 12938 2389895 27153 7762 557779
32 500691 82728 34756 667560 12938 2477417 27153 7763 557779
64 500864 82728 34891 667239 12864 2508551 27153 7767 557523
128 583237 82728 34906 667239 12852 2583892 27153 7784 555210
256 583304 82728 34600 667986 12987 2578699 27153 8169 553668
512 583304 82728 34600 667986 12914 2581820 27153 8688 553154

code size (kB)

13.2 12.8 13.9 5.7 10.3 42.7 3.0 9.1 3.8

To evaluate our proposed core architecture with

a recent low-power core intended for similar applica-

tion domains, we used zero-riscy [7], a RISC-V core

from the PULP [27] platform, and more specifically

PULPino platform. For evaluation, we matched the

number of pipeline stages, memory access delays and

hardware operations closely in the PeLoTTA-ZR core,

and adopted the latch-based register file used in zero-

riscy. Of the two multiplier choices shipped with zero-

riscy, a fast version was chosen over a slow variant. The

PULPino framework was used to simulate the bench-

marks on zero-riscy and generate switching activity files

for power analysis after place and route. To provide

a reference point of the PeLoTTA core also to Lat-

ticeMico32, we produced another subvariant with data-

path components matching the those of LatticeMico32,

named PeLoTTA-LM32 in the results.

Comparison of the architecture features of the pro-

posed and reference cores is listed in Table 3.

In addition to LoTTA and PeLoTTA being evalu-

ated individually, to evaluate the two IRF design alter-

natives, LoTTA was also evaluated together with the

basic IRF and PeLoTTA with the improved IRF.

All the cores evaluated were synthesized with Syn-

opsys Design Compiler Q-2019.12. The process technol-

ogy was 28 nm FD-SOI with 0.95 V voltage, with typi-

cal process corner and 25◦C temperature. After synthe-

sis, place and route was performed with Synopsys IC
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Compiler II Q-2019.12. Switching activity interchange

format (saif) files were produced with ModelSim 10.5

and used to estimate power for the synthesized designs.

5.1 Code Size

Compiled code sizes are listed in Table 4. As the zero-

riscy core programs include operating system and de-

bug related code, those were removed from the reported

code sizes. Jpeg is not reported as the compiler could

not fit it into the 32 kB instruction memory set in the

PULPino framework.

For the TTA cores with non-byte-aligned instruc-

tion widths, results are reported as total instruction

bits as bytes. On average, LoTTA program size is 1.84x

larger than the LatticeMico32 code. Coremark has the

largest difference, where LoTTA instruction bit amount

is 3.5x larger. When long instruction word processors

cannot fill all of their instruction slots for each cy-

cle, No-Operations (NOPs) are inserted into the code,

bloating the code size. However, in aes, blowfish, mips

and motion, LoTTA code size is smaller than that of

LatticeMico32. This is due to loop unrolling and func-

tion inlining. These allow the wide TTA instructions to

be efficiently utilized. Moreover, LatticeMico32 requires

32 bits for each instruction, whereas in LoTTA, a max-

imum of 3 instructions can fit into the 49 instruction

bit wide instruction word per cycle, in the best case

resulting in 16.3 bits on average per instruction slot.

However, it is to be noted that the instructions in the

two cores cannot be directly compared, as in the TTA

programming model, individual data moves are con-

trolled, whereas in the RISC model, the internal moves

are controlled by hardware based on the input opera-

tions. In this sense, the TTA instructions more or less

correspond to the internal data moves of a RISC pro-

cessor.

Compared to LoTTA, benchmark code size for the

PeLoTTA core is smaller in all but mips and motion

benchmarks. This is mostly due to the smaller instruc-

tion word in PeLoTTA, 43 bits as opposed to 49 bits in

LoTTA. Although only visible in mips and motion, the

conditional branches used in PeLoTTA typically affect

code efficiency as they are not always scheduled in an

optimal fashion. The predicated execution in LoTTA

typically results in more efficient code.

The effect of IRF on the compiled code size was

similar with the basic IRF and the improved IRF. Ta-

ble 5 lists the code sizes for each benchmark on differ-

ent sizes of the improved IRF. Code size with IRF is

slightly larger than without IRF, due to the additional

header instructions required for starting IRF execution.

In coremark, gsm and jpeg the code size is smaller with

IRF. This likely results from a different scheduling re-

sult due to the chaotic nature of tcecc in some cases.

5.2 Clock Frequency

Timing results are presented in Table 6. To evaluate

the potential for maximizing serial performance, the

LoTTA and LatticeMico32 were synthesized with tar-
get clock frequencies at intervals of 0.05 ns in order

to find the maximum clock frequency allowed by the

ASIC technology. LoTTA reached a maximum clock

frequency of 1333 MHz and LatticeMico32 reached

1667 MHz. The ALU output port in LoTTA can be used

directly for predicated execution, and thus reduce need

for branching, but the trade-off becomes visible in the

critical timing path which ended up between the ALU

output and the instruction fetch unit. LatticeMico32

utilizes a six-stage pipeline without predication sup-

port, allowing a shorter critical path and higher clock

frequency in this case.

Between LoTTA and PeLoTTA-LM32, replacing

guarded execution with conditional branching and

splitting the instruction fetch and decode stages allowed

an increase in maximum clock frequency of 25%.

Adding the 3-stage execution pipeline, conditional

branching and the additional ALU delay allowed an

increase of 97% in the SuperLoTTA core maximum

clock frequency in comparison to LoTTA. The maxi-

mum clock frequency of 2630 MHz is enabled by the effi-

cient instruction fetch and decode logic of the TTA pro-

gramming model, the lightweight interconnection net-

work connecting components inside the core, and the

simple register file that still supports the multi-issue

capabilities. The critical path ended up inside the latch-

based register file.

The effect of adding an IRF to PeLoTTA-ZR on

maximum operating clock frequency is presented in Ta-

ble 7. As reading instructions from the IRF ends up

on the timing critical path, increasing the IRF size de-

creases the maximum clock frequency. With the small-

est size of 8, the maximum clock frequency is reduced

by 15%. With size 512, the reduction is 37%.

In our previous work, LoTTA core was synthesized

with two timing constraints: a relaxed constraint to ob-

tain a low-power design point and a tight constraint

for a high-performance design point. Since the 28 nm

technology library includes body-biased variations of

the standard cells, a 10 ns timing constraint was cho-

sen in order to mostly utilize the less energy consuming

but slower standard cells. With the 10 ns constraint,

the LoTTA core reached a maximum clock frequency of

311 MHz after synthesis, with the timing critical path
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Table 6 Timing results for the evaluated cores after place
and route on a 28nm process technology.

max Cf (MHz) result after

LatticeMico32 1667 synthesis
LoTTA 1333 synthesis
PeLoTTA-LM32 1670 place and route
PeLoTTA-ZR 1790 place and route
SuperLoTTA 2630 place and route
zero-riscy 1230 place and route

starting from the ALU predicate output, through RF

read into the instruction fetch unit and ending in the

program counter register.

With the same configuration, LatticeMico32

reached a maximum clock frequency of 351 MHz,

with the critical path in the multiplier unit. LoTTA

including the basic IRF with 256 entries reached a

maximum clock frequency of 221 MHz.

5.3 Execution Performance

Benchmark execution cycle counts for the evaluated

cores are presented in Table 4. The data memory ac-

cesses are scheduled statically in TCE, so the reported

cycle counts are instruction cycles. Due to the zero de-

lay slot branching in LoTTA, its cycle counts are the

lowest in all benchmarks except jpeg and motion. A

large fraction of execution time in jpeg consists of man-

ually written memcpy operations. Due to a chaotic ef-

fect in the TCE compiler between compiling for LoTTA

and PeLoTTA, the latter resulted in a significant im-

provement in execution cycles, as the compiler unrolled

the manual memcpy loop, unlike with LoTTA.

Compared to LoTTA, disregarding jpeg not to em-

phasize the effect of compiler memcpy behaviour, Lat-

ticeMico32 requires a geometric average of 1.29x more

cycles to execute the benchmark set. This is explained

by the 6-stage pipeline as opposed to the 1-stage of

LoTTA, as well as the ILP provided by LoTTA. In ad-

Table 7 PeLoTTA-ZR place & route results with IRF. To ob-
tain the maximum clock frequency, instruction memory tim-
ing characteristics modeled with 0.40 ns hold time for instruc-
tion read and 0.15 ns for address setup time.

IRF entries max Cf (MHz) cell area (�m2)

8 1612 10769
16 1538 12880
32 1515 16121
64 1351 22036
128 1266 33018
256 1266 55098
512 1136 99269

dition, predicated execution from RF and directly from

the ALU output port help in saving clock cycles. In the

control-oriented Coremark, the predicated ALU execu-

tion of LoTTA improved the cycle count by 10%. The

best speedup (2.9x) was obtained in aes. Here the TTA

compiler could exploit the instruction-level parallelism

in the benchmark very efficiently.

Compared to LoTTA, PeLoTTA uses on geometric

average 1.08x more cycles to execute the benchmarks.

This is due to the additional instruction pipelining and

conditional branching added to increase the operating

clock frequency. Zero-riscy uses 1.34x more clock cy-

cles compared to LoTTA. Although otherwise matched

to zero-riscy, PeLoTTA is able to achieve lower cycle

counts due to its multi-issue architecture and aggressive

loop unrolling. Zero-riscy performs better in Coremark

and mips, which are control-oriented benchmarks, and

in the data oriented motion. In Coremark, with IRF

sizes larger than 64 entries, the cycle count increases by

16%. This is caused by an inner loop, that does not fit

into an IRF of 64 entries and its execution always exits

on the second iteration. Due to its structure, this loop

requires 99 instructions to be prefilled into the IRF be-

fore execution can resume. As the IRF block allocation

routine does not in its current form take into account

the loop iteration counts even if they are known at com-

pile time, this inner loop always adds 99 stall cycles to

execution when it is entered.

SuperLoTTA uses 1.35x more cycles compared to

LoTTA. The largest increase in cycle counts is found

in the control-flow-oriented coremark and mips. The

increase is explained by the 3 delay slots in branching,

conditional branches instead of predicated execution,

and the added ALU latency.

On average, SuperLoTTA and zero-riscy consume

close to same amount of clock cycles, although Super-

LoTTA has a longer branching delay. This is explained

by the multi-issue architecture and aggressive loop un-

rolling in SuperLoTTA. SuperLoTTA used less clock cy-

cles in adpcm, aes, blowfish and sha.

Cycle counts for benchmarks when using PeLoTTA

with IRF are listed in Table 5. As the number of IRF

entries grows, the cycle count grows. This is explained

by the IRF prefilling required for instruction presence

assurance, and the stall cycle required when entering

and exiting IRF execution. As the number of entries

grows, the compiler allocates larger instruction win-

dows into the IRF. This typically leads to increased

prefill amount, which increases the cycle count. Also,

the current IRF architecture used in TCE always as-

sumes that there is no valid data in the IRF, when

starting execution. This increases the cycle count, if

prefill is required in an instruction window, that is ex-
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Fig. 7 Cell area (�m2) distribution after place and route.

ecuted multiple times from the IRF, but the execution

switches to instruction memory in between.

Fig. 6 presents relative runtimes for the bench-

marks. In nearly all cases, SuperLoTTA with the high-

est clock frequency is the fastest when measured in ab-

solute time units. Only in Coremark, PeLoTTA with

LatticeMico32 -matched hardware is slightly faster. As

seen from Table 4, even though it requires more cy-

cles than any of the other evaluated core, it performs

the best when measured in absolute runtime. The in-

crease in cycles and achieved clock frequency stem from

the same reason: increased pipelining in the instruction

stream and compute units.

Organized in the order of geometric average of the

runtimes over the benchmark set (excluding jpeg)),

SuperLoTTA is the fastest with 36.7�s, followed

by PeLoTTA-ZR: 45.0�s, LoTTA: 47.7�s, PeLoTTA-

LM32 : 48.7�s, LatticeMico32 : 66.4 �s and zero-riscy :

72.6�s.

5.4 Area

Area comparison for the evaluated cores after place and

route is presented in Fig. 7. LoTTA without IRF is

roughly the same size as the LatticeMico32. When in-

corporatin an IRF, the increment in area is quite linear

in relation to the number of IRF entries. The entries are

implemented as flip-flops in the RTL description. In the

baseline LoTTA, the RF occupies more than half of the

silicon area.
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Fig. 8 Core energy consumption compared to PeLoTTA-ZR.
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Fig. 9 Energy-delay product of cores compared against
PeLoTTA-ZR, lower is better.

PeLoTTA matched with zero-riscy hardware is the

smallest, followed by PeLoTTA matched with Lat-

ticeMico32. The difference between the two is mostly

due to the latch-based RF being smaller than the flip-

flop based, as can be seen from Fig. 7.

SuperLoTTA occupies more area than PeLoTTA

due to the added registers for pipelining in the instruc-

tion stream, load-store unit and ALU. Also, to achieve

the higher clock frequency, the synthesis tool has re-

placed some cells with with more energy-consuming and

larger but faster versions.

5.5 Energy Consumption

Fig. 8 presents the core energy consumption for

the benchmark set relative to PeLoTTA-ZR. Here,
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Fig. 10 Core + instruction memory energy of LoTTA without and with basic IRF at 200MHz. Each benchmark normalized
to LatticeMico32. Instruction memory size is 16k entries (LoTTA: 100 kB, LoTTA + IRF: 102 kB, LatticeMico32: 64 kB).
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Fig. 11 Fraction of instructions fetched from memory and from the basic IRF in LoTTA.

PeLoTTA-LM32 with LatticeMico32 -matched hard-

ware consumes slightly more energy than PeLoTTA-

ZR due to the register-based RF. Zero-riscy consumes

on average 58% more energy on the benchmarks than

PeLoTTA and in the worst case, 175% more. Super-

LoTTA consumes on average 153% more energy than

PeLoTTA and in the worst case 203% more. In motion,

zero-riscy consumes less energy than PeLoTTA-ZR, as

it executes the benchmark in 2.5x less clock cycles.

In order to highlight the execution latency in con-

junction with the energy consumption, Fig. 9 presents

the energy-delay-product (EDP) of the cores relative

to PeLoTTA. Here, PeLoTTA achieves 6.8x better

EDP in the best case compared to zero-riscy and 2.5x

on average. This is due to better overall execution

cycle counts in the benchmarks, smaller power con-

sumption and higher clock frequency. The difference

to LatticeMico32 -matched PeLoTTA is negligible, as

it has a slightly higher clock frequency, compensating

for its higher energy consumption in the EDP results.

PeLoTTA has 2.1x better EDP in the best case over

SuperLoTTA, but on average the difference is not sig-

nificant.

To evaluate the effect of using different IRF sizes on

the instruction stream overall in a processor, we evalu-

ated a system, where the instruction stream hierarchy

consists of an on-chip SRAM instruction memory and

and IRF. Energy consumption for LoTTA core with

different basic IRF sizes is presented in Fig. 10. Here,

the combined core and instruction memory energy con-

sumption is presented with an instruction memory size

of 16k entries. As LoTTA has a 49 bit instruction word

and 50 bit instruction word with IRF, we equalized the

memories between LoTTA and LatticeMico32 not ac-

cording to the amount of bytes, but number of entries.

This takes into account the wider instruction word in

LoTTA for a fair comparison. Here, the energy benefit

of the IRF increases, as the memory size increases. This

is due to the low-power flavour ITRS-LSTP SRAMs

energy consumption consisting mostly of the number of

accesses to them, due to having a low standby power.

The instruction SRAM access energy numbers were

generated with Cacti-P [28].

Comparing the energy consumption of different IRF

sizes with the proportions of instruction executed from

either memory or IRF in Fig. 11, it can be seen that

with small IRF sizes, when the IRF utilization is low,

energy is not saved significantly or not at all. As the

amount of IRF entries grows, so does the IRF utiliza-

tion and the energy savings. Increasing the number of

entries from 128 does not increase the IRF utilization

significantly, worsening the energy saving as the larger,

but less utilized IRF now consumes more energy.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of processor energy consumption with adpcm, aes, blowfish, coremark, gsm and sha. Numbers normalized
to zero-riscy. Instruction memory of 8192 entries, 32kB on zero-riscy, 44kB on SuperLoTTA and 46 kB on PeLoTTA.
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Fig. 13 Instructions fetched from memory and from the improved IRF in PeLoTTA. Instruction memory has 16 k entries

Fig. 12 shows comparison of the combined core and

instruction memory energy consumption for zero-riscy,

SuperLoTTA and PeLoTTA, which is compared with

and without the improved IRF. Compared to Super-

LoTTA, in aes, gsm, mips, motion, gsm and coremark,

zero-riscy consumes significantly less energy. This is

due to the increased cycle count in the benchmarks on

SuperLoTTA due to the added pipelining in conjunc-

tion with the wider instruction word. In other words,

SuperLoTTA reads significantly more bits from the in-

struction memory, consuming more energy as a trade-

off for high clock frequency. At small IRF sizes, as seen

from Fig. 13, the benchmarks mostly execute directly

from the instruction memory instead of the IRF. In-

creasing the amount of entries in IRF also increases it’s

utilization. From size 128 onwards, IRF utilization does

not increase significantly, except in aes. This behaviour

in utilization is translated to energy consumption in

Fig. 12. At large IRF sizes, the large amount of en-

tries starts to result in excessive energy consumption,

countering the benefits gained from IRF. On geometric

average, SuperLoTTA consumes 1.4x more energy than

zero-riscy on the benchmark set.

PeLoTTA without IRF consumes slightly less en-

ergy in adpcm and blowfish compared to zero-riscy. In

motion, PeLoTTA requires 2.5x more cycles to execute

the benchmarks, resulting in the significantly higher en-

ergy consumption. Comparing the geometric average of

energy consumption over the benchmark set, PeLoTTA

consumes 42% more energy compared to zero-riscy.

Although the proposed cores consume less energy

compared to zero-riscy in most benchmarks, the zero-

riscy compiler is able to utilize a high number of com-

pressed instructions in all benchmarks, leading to good

energy-efficiency of the instruction stream. It is left as

a future work for us to add instruction compression to

further reduce energy consumption in addition to the

locality based optimization provided by IRF.

Finally, evaluation of energy-delay product in a

processor system with an on-chip instruction memory

with either zero-riscy, PeLoTTA or SuperLoTTA is pre-

sented in Fig. 14. SuperLoTTA achieved the best in-

dividual benchmark EDP improvement compared to
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Fig. 14 Relative energy-delay product, normalized to zero-riscy with an instruction memory of 8192 entries. Lower is better.

Table 8 Comparison of the proposed cores with related work. † Results for zero-riscy from publication [7].

Technology Max. Cf (MHz) Vdd (V) �W/MHz pJ/cycle

SleepWalker [10] 65 nm 25 0.32-0.48 7.0 2.6
† zero-riscy [7] 65 nm 560 0.8-1.2 2.3-11.0
PeLoTTA-ZR 28 nm 1790 0.95 14.1 4.4
SuperLoTTA 28 nm 2630 0.95 63.6 9.2

zero-riscy in adpcm, where it’s EDP was 3.0x lower.

On a geometric average over the full benchmark set,

SuperLoTTA achieved and EDP within 1% difference

to zero-riscy. In Coremark, mips and motion, Super-

LoTTA had higher EDP compared to zero-riscy, due

to using more clock cycles and, thus, increasing the in-

struction memory energy consumption as more instruc-

tions were fetched. In these cases, the higher clock fre-

quency of SuperLoTTA could not compensate for the

increased energy consumption, leading to higher EDP

than zero-riscy.

PeLoTTA achieved a geometric average of 16% bet-

ter EDP than zero-riscy. Like SuperLoTTA, it had

worse EDP in Coremark, mips and motion. As the IRF

size was increased, the EDP increased, as the maximum

clock frequency decreased as illustrated in Table. 7. Si-

multenously, energy consumption of the IRF increased

and while the IRF utilization improved with larger IRF

sizes, the combined effect was not enough to improve

the EDP.

Finally, a comparison of PeLoTTA-ZR and Super-

LoTTA is presented in Table 8. Although SleepWalker

and zero-riscy have better �W/MHz values, our pro-

posed cores provide similar order of magnitude for

pJ/cycle values, with significantly higher maximum op-

erating clock frequencies.

5.6 Analysis and Effect of IRF

As the IRF header instructions incur a stall of one clock

cycle in program execution while the IRF window size

is read in the proposed cores, there is overhead in ex-

ecution time. Similarly, when entering IRF execution,

there is a stall of one clock cycle. However, the increase

from these stalls in all benchmarks was less than 0.8%

and had no significant impact on performance.

With PeLoTTA and the improved IRF, cycle counts

when using the improved IRF were in many cases

slightly lower than PeLoTTA without IRF. This is

due to the additional instruction pipeline register in

PeLoTTA, that does not exist in LoTTA. If a section of

code executes directly from instruction memory, there

is always a delay of one clock cycle when branching. De-

pending on the program, the compiler delay slot filler

may not be able to fill in useful instruction to these de-

lay slots. If the same section of code is executed from

IRF, branching inside the IRF has no delay. With 8 IRF

entries, only blowfish and jpeg used more clock cycles

with IRF in the design. From IRF size 128 onwards,

also coremark starts using more cycles with than with-

out the IRF.

Due to the code structures in the benchmark pro-

grams, utilization of the IRF is low, when IRF size is

less than 128, as seen in Figs. 11 and 13. In mips, the

IRF is never used, due to a large while loop contain-
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ing all the code in the benchmark. This loop cannot be

split by the TCE compiler to fit into the IRF. As simi-

lar structure is found in adpcm, where an encoding and

a decoding function are executed within a for loop and

do not fit into the IRFs evaluated. An optimization to

improve the utilization and reduce energy consumption,

would be allowing execution of code sequences such as

loops from both the IRF and the next level of mem-

ory hierarchy consequently. In the current IRF design,

if there is a loop that does not fully fit into the IRF,

the compiler does not utilize the IRF at all. Partial ex-

ecution of loops in this manner from IRF would reduce

the energy consumption.

With the smallest basic IRF configuration, eight en-

tries, the IRF is only utilized efficiently in jpeg. This is

due to a heavily executed loop in the code containing

exactly eight instructions. Compared to the basic IRF,

due to replacing predicated branching with conditional

branch instruction and different instruction schedul-

ing, the improved IRF is not used as efficiently in jpeg

with small IRF sizes. Both IRFs are mostly used in the

benchmark set, when it has 128 entries. At this point,

in jpeg and motion nearly all code structures fit into

the IRF. Doubling the IRF size to 512 entries does not

notably increase the IRF utilization.

5.7 Discussion

As previous work [23] has extensively studied the en-

ergy benefits of the instruction register files compared

to small filter caches, and concluded that IRF can save

energy over an already effective filter cache, we did not

make comparisons to caches in this work.

Although an important design consideration for IoT

devices, we left the optimization of standby energy con-

sumption outside the scope of this article, as techniques

such as retention registers and power gating are con-

sidered generic enough to be adapted on top of our

approach as well.

As the IRFs are mapped as registers in the ASIC

technology, and in the synthesis flow we used a simple

clock gating scheme, where all the registers are gated

using the same condition, there is likely room for imple-

menting hierarchical clock gating to the IRF and doing

so, decreasing the energy consumption.

As some of the benchmarks have no or poor utiliza-

tion of IRF, for a processor system it would make sense

to implement power gating to the IRF for these cases.

These benchmarks should be compiled not to use the

IRF, and executed directly from the instruction mem-

ory, powering off the costly registers in the IRF.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed three cores targeting

mixed control flow and data processing applications in

internet-of-things always-on devices. We evaluated de-

sign points targeting maximum clock frequency for high

throughput tasks and energy-delay product for energy

and delay critical tasks. We compared against two RISC

cores, LatticeMico32 and zero-riscy.

The TTA programming model alone saved on geo-

metric average 60% of core energy compared to zero-

riscy. As the most obvious drawback of the transport-

triggered programming model used in the proposed

cores is the larger program size, we designed, optimized

and integrated an instruction register file to act as the

first-level instruction store. This allowed us to miti-

gate the effect of the wide instruction word, allowing

us to combine the excellent data path energy-efficiency

of transport-triggered architectures with an energy ef-

ficient instruction supply.

Even though our proposed cores consumed less en-

ergy compared to zero-riscy, due to their long instruc-

tion word, the energy consumption was higher in a sys-

tem including an instruction memory. However, in the

case of an energy-optimized design point, we achieved

on average 14% better EDP compared to zero-riscy

and a best-case of 68% better EDP in a processor sys-

tem with an on-chip instruction memory. In a high-

performance design point we achieved 2.1x higher max-

imum clock frequency with a similar level of energy-

delay product.

Evaluation of only the processor cores without the

instruction memory hierarchy motivates further re-

search on optimizing the instruction stream, as our

energy-optimized core achieves nearly 2.5x improve-

ment in energy consumption and an 8x improvement in

energy-delay product in the best case. In addition to the

IRF, we plan to investigate instruction compression to

further mitigate the overhead of the instruction stream.

Other plans for future work include moving even more

of the control of the IRF from hardware to software,

and developing more efficient IRF utilization strategies

as these are the low hanging fruits for improvement.
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Abstract—We propose a novel instruction compression scheme
based on fine-grained programmable dictionaries. In its core is
a compile-time region-based control flow analysis to selectively
update the dictionary contents at runtime, minimizing the update
overheads, while maximizing the beneficial use of the dictionary
slots. Unlike in the previous work, our approach selects regions of
instructions to compress at compile time and changes dictionary
contents in a fine-grained manner at runtime with the primary
goal of reducing the energy footprint of the processor instruction
stream.

The proposed instruction compression scheme is evaluated
using RISC-V as an example instruction set architecture. The
energy savings are compared to an instruction scratch pad and
a filter cache as the next level storage. The method reduces
instruction stream energy consumption up to 21% and 5.5%
on average when compared to the RISC-V C extension with a
1% runtime overhead and a negligible hardware overhead. The
previous state-of-the-art programmable dictionary compression
method provides a slightly better compression ratio, but induces
about 30% runtime overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although required for software-based programmability, the
instruction stream of a processor is effectively an overhead
in the big picture; it does not directly contribute to the
processing of data in computation. Since the instruction stream
in programmable processors can constitute up to 40% of total
system energy [1], [2] and up to 70% of processor core power
[3], it is appealing to focus on the minimization of its impact.

Previous work attempts to address the instruction stream
overheads at various design hierarchy levels. In code compres-
sion, the aim is to reduce the bits required by the program.
When minimizing static compression ratio (CR), redundancy
in the program image can be utilized to save storage space
in the instruction memory. On the other hand, if optimizing
dynamic CR, the goal is to reduce the total number of fetched
instruction bits in order to improve the cache hit ratio or to
reduce bit toggling, eventually improving the energy efficiency
of a software programmable processor. In that case, the focus
of the compression is on the most executed instructions.

Previous code compression approaches mainly focus on static
code size reduction with only a few works [4], [5] concentrating
on dynamic CR. In this paper, we propose a code compression
method targeted for energy efficiency by optimizing specifically
for dynamic CR. Evaluated in an embedded system scenario,

our approach achieves an average instruction stream energy
reduction of 5.5% and 21% in the best case compared to RISC-
V C extension [6] with an average runtime overhead of 1%.
Although a state-of-the-art dictionary compression method [7]
produces somewhat better dynamic compression ratios, its
runtime overhead is significantly higher, degrading execution
performance.

We identify the following key contributions in this paper:
• A novel run-time programmable code compression

scheme,
• a static CFG analysis algorithm to group program basic

blocks into code compression regions,
• a heuristic to find most suitable instruction bundles to

place into dictionaries,
• a low-overhead decompression hardware architecture

designed for minimal programming overhead, and
• the first evaluation of a dictionary compression scheme

on the RISC-V ISA.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

overviews the relevant previous work on instruction compres-
sion. Section III introduces background on code compression
and Section IV continues by describing the proposed method.
In Section V, the proposed method is evaluated and results are
presented. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

The proposed method requires design choices on the type of
compression used, the strategies to choose the dictionary entries,
and the granularity of the dynamic control over compression.
Therefore, we review the previous work in these topics in
the following subsections. The most relevant references are
summarized in Table I.

A. Compression Types

The choice of compression type has significant impact on
compression ratios, runtime overhead, area occupation and
energy consumption. Although statistical methods such as
Huffman coding and run length encoding (RLE) typically lead
to better CR compared to dictionary-based methods, they result
in a more complex decompression logic. Wolfe and Chanin [8]
use compression based on Huffman code. During execution,
encoded instructions are fetched into a cache and decoded



type update granularity compression target note year
CCRP [8] Huffman program static CR 1992
Lefurgy et al. [9] dictionary program static CR compresses instr. sequences 1997
Benini et al. [4] dictionary program dyn. CR dynamic profiling 1999
Lin et al. [10] LZW dynamic static CR on-the-fly generated code table 2007
bitmask [11] dictionary + bitmask program static CR 2006
Brorsson & Collin [5] dictionary function call dyn. CR + energy 2006
Thuresson et al. [7] dictionary basic block dyn. CR 2009

TABLE I: Comparison of previous code compression methods.

for execution. Lin et al. [10] use Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) to
compress program basic blocks (BBs). During compression
and decompression, a coding table is dynamically generated
and cleared upon encountering a branch target.

ARM Thumb [12], MIPS16 [13] and RISC-V C extension
(RVC) [6] are reduced instruction sets, where a subset of
instructions are compressed by representing them with 16 bits
instead of the regular 32 bits. For each of the two instruction
modes, a separate decoding hardware is used.

Benini et al. [4] mix uncompressed (32-bit) and compressed
(8-bit) instructions in the memory. A mark of 8 bits is used to
indicate an uncompressed instruction in their dictionary scheme.
Their results indicate that fetching uncompressed instructions in
a single fetch is beneficial, which we adopt to our work. Lefurgy
et al. [9] use dictionary compression to reduce code size. They
form a single dictionary per program and align variable-length
codewords to 4-bit boundaries. Lefurgy et al. [14] split 32-bit
instructions into two parallel 32-entry dictionaries to compress
instructions in the IBM PowerPC. In our work, we also split
instructions to multiple dictionaries based on the instruction
subfields of the target architecture ISA. Seong and Mishra [11]
describe a bitmask scheme on top of dictionary compression.
This allows multiple instructions to share a single entry, if
the differences can be expressed with an XOR bitmask. This
approach is orthogonal with dictionary compression and can
be applied on top of the proposed method.

In the majority of the previous work, the preferred approach
in recent instruction memory hierarchies incorporating instruc-
tion compression is dictionary compression [4], [7], [9], [11],
[14], which we also base our work on.

B. Content Strategies

The method for finding optimal dictionary entries has
been studied as an isolated research problem. Li and
Chakrabarty [15] show that finding optimal instructions for
dictionary compression is an NP-hard problem. Thus, previous
work typically uses heuristics to select dictionary entries.

Benini et al. [4] observe that per program, the majority of
the most executed instructions in their benchmark set fits into
a dictionary of 256 instructions.

Lin et al. [10] analyze program control flow graphs (CFGs)
to identify branch blocks, also referred to as superblocks [16],
which are regions of basic blocks (BB) where a branch is only
allowed to the first BB. Our proposed approach uses code
regions similar to superblocks.

Ishiura and Yamaguchi [17] describe a field partitioning
scheme for a very long instruction word (VLIW) architecture.

They present a heuristic to approximate the best field partitions
to be compressed individually. These are formed in parallel
and iteratively merged in a greedy fashion.

To lower the dynamic cost of programming dictionaries,
Thuresson et al. [7] search for identical entries between BBs
and recursively push dictionary programming instructions to
predecessor BBs, if the programming cost there is lower. The
cost is determined by the amount of BB executions from a
trace profile. The authors do not pack immediate values, which
require fixing after compression. To avoid execution path bias,
our proposed method uses static analysis instead of dynamic.
Also, our algorithm handles immediate values and their correct
execution is verified using RTL simulations.

C. Programming Granularity

While large dictionaries can accommodate more entries,
accessing them is less energy efficient when compared to
smaller ones. This brings a trade-off: How can dictionaries
be kept small and energy-efficient, while maintaining good
static and/or dynamic CR? A solution to this is dynamic
programmability of dictionaries. However, this introduces
additional challenges to the software side: At which point in
the program to change the contents? In addition, the dictionary
contents present an additional architectural state, which must
be preserved across function calls, exceptions and context
switches.

Previous work considers updating dictionaries at differ-
ent levels of granularity during execution. Majority of the
previous work updates dictionary contents at the start of a
program [4], [8], [9], [11]. Brorsson & Collin [5] evaluate
updating dictionaries at different granularities, of which the
most fine-grained is at function-level. Their results suggest,
that dynamic CR and energy consumption can be improved
by updating dictionaries at context switches. However, as their
approach compresses all instructions, loops that do not fit into
dictionaries cause significant overheads in execution time and
energy consumption. Clearly, compressing all instructions is
harmful, when a benchmark exceeds the capacity of dictionaries
whose size is fixed at design time.

Thuresson et al. [7] update dictionaries at the granularity
of BBs. Upon entering a BB, dictionary entries can be
programmed one-by-one. In their approach, all instructions are
compressed, whereas in our proposed method only instructions
considered beneficial for improving the energy footprint are
compressed. Although the authors report execution time over-
heads of 1% from the dictionary programming, our evaluations
show that for loops that do not fit into the dictionary, the



execution time overhead is significant. To address this, our
method updates the dictionaries before loop regions.

Although relatively old, we consider the approach pro-
posed by Thuresson et al. to still be the state-of-the-art
in programmable dictionary compression. It achieves high
compression ratios with a minor runtime overhead. Therefore,
we use it as the baseline in our evaluation. It is also closest to
the proposed method in terms of dictionary control granularity.
Although there are more recent publications on instruction
compression, such as [18], to the best of our knowledge they
do not contribute on fine-grained programmable dictionaries.

III. CODE COMPRESSION FOR ENERGY-EFFICIENCY

In this section, we discuss the effects of dictionary compres-
sion design choices on energy-efficiency. Previous work on
code compression has mostly concentrated on optimizing for
static CR, while the potential for reducing energy consumption
has received less attention. Our proposed method primarily
targets dynamic compression ratio. Compared to previous
work, our approach allows fine-grained dynamic control of
dictionary contents, while keeping the runtime overhead low
by not compressing all instructions. Ideally, in terms of energy-
efficiency, the dictionaries should be as small as possible, while
still providing a good dynamic CR. Compressing instructions
requires fetching from both the main memory hierarchy as
well as the dictionary, resulting in a higher total number of
bits fetched compared to uncompressed instructions. However,
as fewer bits are fetched from the expensive main memory,
improvements in both energy consumption and performance
are possible, since the dictionary accesses are assumed to be
faster and consume less energy.

Here, we consider the dictionary or dictionaries to be pro-
grammable. Even though programmability can add complexity
to the compression software, it can improve the compression
ratio if instruction mixes vary significantly between different
program phases [7].

A. Dictionary Sizing and Instruction Subfields

In order to decrease redundancy in instruction compression,
instruction subfields such as immediate, opcode or register
index fields can be compressed individually. Here, it makes
sense to group together bits belonging to the same subfield [17].
As some subfields are not used in all instructions and some
only use a small number of their possible bit combinations,
these subfields can have good compression ratios even with
relatively small dictionaries compared to the number of total
bit combinations they can represent. For energy-efficiency,
dictionaries should be kept as small as possible while still
maintaining good compression ratios.

B. Should All Instructions Be Compressed?

In addition to programmability, the issue of limited amount
of dictionary entries can be alleviated by allowing both
uncompressed and compressed instructions in program code.
Consider a region of code that is executed only once. If the
entries between instructions in the region are not shared, the

region should not be compressed; fetching and writing the
entries into a dictionary in addition to fetching the compressed
instructions for them only increases execution time and energy
consumption. Another harmful case can be found in program
inner loops: if all of the entries of a loop cannot fit into a
dictionary and uncompressed instructions are not allowed, the
dictionary will have to be programmed at each iteration of the
loop, causing significant overheads.

C. Dictionary Entry Selection

Selecting the set of instructions to store in the dictionary
per program poses a problem: when the total number of
unique instructions in a program increases, a fixed size
dictionary can accommodate a smaller portion of them. If
the target is minimizing static CR, then selecting entries by
their static occurrence is a valid criteria. For minimizing
dynamic CR, the most executed instructions should be chosen
as dictionary entries. Compressing an instruction occurring only
once requires more space than its uncompressed version. In
terms of energy consumption, the overhead of programming an
instruction to the dictionary should not consume more energy
than is saved by executing it as compressed.

D. Bundling

Although allowing uncompressed instructions could be
beneficial for energy consumption and execution time, it raises
a practical issue of laying out varying width instructions in
memory. Fig. 2 compares placement options in a scheme,
where instructions have a fixed amount of different templates.
If the compressed and uncompressed instruction widths are
not divisible by each other, padding bits must be used. As
the instruction fetch word size is fixed at design time, the
instruction template should minimize or completely eliminate
the amount of padding bits.

In Fig. 2a the memory width is aligned to compressed in-
structions and uncompressed instructions are padded. However,
this adds an execution time overhead, as an uncompressed
instruction now requires fetching multiple words.

In another approach illustrated in Figures 2b and 2c, the
instruction word width is selected so that either an uncom-
pressed instruction or a bundle of p compressed instructions
can be fetched in one word. This has the advantage of constant
number of fetches required for both instruction types. However,
it can require padding bits depending on the relationship of
uncompressed and compressed instruction sizes. Moreover, a
full bundle requires p consecutive compressible instructions.
This leads to a design choice: unless p consecutive compressible
instructions are found, the bundle is discarded, or the bundle
size must be somehow indicated.

IV. SUPERBLOCK-BASED CODE COMPRESSION

Since the main objective of the proposed method is energy-
efficiency, the leading philosophy is to keep the decompression
and control hardware simple by moving much of the control
of the decompression logic to software. We also expect
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Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed method. Contributions of this work are coloured blue. Dictionary frames created at compile time are
programmed into dictionaries. Compressed and uncompressed instructions are read from memory during execution.
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Fig. 2: Alignment of memory width with instruction bundles.

compressing inner loops to provide most benefits, as they
are typically program hot spots.

An overview of the proposed method is presented in Fig. 1.
At compile time, a CFG is analyzed for each function. From
the CFGs, our algorithm analyzes BBs belonging to loops and
groups them into compression regions similar to superblocks
[16]. For each region, a dictionary frame is created, if it is
evaluated as profitable for dynamic CR. This is done with a
heuristic algorithm which selects bundles of instructions to
compress based on an occurrence-cost metric.

During execution, the start of dictionary programming must
be indicated. In our implementation, this is a special header
instruction that conveys the number of entries to fill. Although it
uses an unused encoding in the RISC-V ISA, it does not require
modifications to the core itself, as the header is not conveyed



to the instruction decoder, but is handled inside the dictionary
decompressor. The header is followed by the dictionary entries
to be filled. After a dictionary frame is programmed into the
dictionary, compressed and uncompressed instructions can both
be executed.

Next, the compile time algorithm used to compress instruc-
tion binaries is explained. It is followed by a description of
the decompression and dictionary hardware designs.

A. Bundle-Aware Compression Algorithm

As a consequence of allowing uncompressed instructions
in program code and concurrently requiring only one fetch
per instruction, our approach bundles compressed instructions
as shown placed inside the instruction memory in Fig. 1. To
keep the fetch control logic straightforward, instructions in the
memory are aligned to fixed boundaries according to Fig. 2c.
That is, a fetched word can only contain either an uncompressed
instruction or a bundle of m compressed instructions. Otherwise,
its instructions are left uncompressed. As a result, an instruction
can exist both as uncompressed and compressed in different
addresses of a program and even inside a BB.

The proposed compression algorithm is described as pseudo
code in Fig. 3. First, a CFG is constructed for each function in
an input program. From the CFG, nested loops are identified.
Correctness of program execution relies on regions being
entered only from a single entry point. This allows not having to
duplicate the dictionary header code at each location branching
into the region. There can be multiple branches out of the
region, as the end of a region is not indicated.

As a function call can cause the dictionary frame to be
updated, regions with calls in them are not compressed. This
is to avoid programming the dictionaries during each iteration
of loops, if a function is called from them. Even though
all functions are not compressed, we do not assume this
during compression, as we perform region analysis per function
assuming all functions are not available for a whole program
analysis.

We divide full instructions into subfields and compress them
individually, as this seems to allow better compression in our
preliminary estimations. The algorithm first calculates static
occurrences in the region for each instruction subfield defined
by the user. For a bundle, the cost of adding new entries is
defined as

coste =
N

∑
n=1

rn (1)

where N is the number of consecutive instructions for a
bundle and rn is the amount of new entries over all subfields in
the instruction to be added to the dictionaries to compress the
bundle. Next, an occurrence-cost scoreoc is calculated using

scoreoc =
coste

s
(2)

where coste is calculated using Eq. 1 and s is the number of
static occurrences in the whole region for the entry candidates
in the bundle.

Input compression regions
Output dictionary frames
n = consecutive instructions required for a bundle

1: for all region in regions do
2: while dictionaryFrame not full and BBsToHandle do
3: while true do
4: groupValid = True
5: bestGroup = None
6: i, newEntriesRequired, bestScore = 0
7: while i < region.instructions.length do
8: candidateBBGroup = region.instructions[i:i+n-1]
9: for instruction in candidateBBGroup do

10: if instruction not isFirstIn(candidateBBGroup) then
11: break
12: end if
13: for all subfield in instruction do
14: if subfield.encoding not in dictionaryFrame[fieldIdx] then
15: newEntriesRequired += 1
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: if candidateBBGroup.fitsInto(dictionaryFrame) then
20: for all unique entry in candidateBBGroup.entries do
21: numOccurrences += entry.occurrencesIn(region)
22: end for
23: else
24: groupValid = False
25: end if
26: if groupValid then
27: score = numOccurrences/newEntriesRequired
28: if score < bestScore then
29: bestGroup = candidateBBGroup
30: bestScore = score
31: end if
32: end if
33: i += n
34: end while
35: if bestGroup != None then
36: dictionaryFrame.addEntriesFrom(bestGroup)
37: else
38: break
39: end if
40: end while
41: end while
42: end for

Fig. 3: Pseudocode to create dictionary frames

For loop regions, the algorithm starts from the innermost
loops. Since the algorithm assumes to not have information
on loop iteration counts in the general case, all instructions of
an inner loop are placed into the dictionary if they fit. This is
based on the assumption that inner loop levels are likely to be
executed more than outer levels. Upon encountering the first
loop level that does not completely fit into the dictionary, that
loop is partially placed into the dictionary using the algorithm
presented in Fig. 3.

As branch targets can end up in new locations after
compression, branch instructions require fixing accordingly.
Moreover, branch targets are problematic, as their immediates
may have the same encoding as an instruction with another
template. For this reason we always reserve an individual entry
for each subfield when compressing a branch. Moreover, as
RISC-V utilizes PC relative branching, two branches with the
same target address cannot use the same entries.

B. Low Overhead Decompression Hardware

While program binaries are compressed at compile time in
software, hardware is responsible for decompressing instruc-
tions and programming the dictionary entries upon a header
instruction. Fig. 1 illustrates the decompression logic used
in conjunction with the proposed method. The logic is fairly
straightforward, as the complexity of program flow analysis
is moved to the compiler. The instruction fetch unit fetches
instructions and examines the two least significant bits to



dict 2 dict 1 dict 0 dict 2 dict 1 dict 0
width 8b 15b 7b entries 4 64 4

TABLE II: Evaluated dictionary parameters.

check for header and compressed instructions. A header stalls
execution until the dictionaries are programmed, after which
the execution falls through to the next instruction after the last
entry.

C. Design Considerations

For maximizing locality, an option would be to store
the dictionary entries directly in consecutive addresses after
the header instruction. This allows fast programming of the
dictionary as no branching is required to obtain the dictionary
entries. However, this is not optimal for loops. Although
programming the dictionary is fast in this approach, later
iterations of a loop require a branch over the dictionary entries.
We locate the dictionary entries after the header instructions, as
we assume that a loop region is not entered frequently, keeping
the overhead low.

Design parameters for the proposed compressor listed in
Table II are manually selected by observing the different
instruction templates in the RISC-V ISA [6]. In preliminary
evaluations, a bundle size of three instructions provided best
results. This translates to a compressed instruction width of
10 bits, as this allows a bundle of three instructions with no
padding bits, when the two compression bits are concatenated
to a bundle. A large portion of the RISC-V base instruction
set opcodes use very similar encodings, requiring few entries
for a dictionary. This 7-bit opcode field is then compressed
individually. As pointed out by Waterman [19], the majority
of immediates used in RISC-V programs are small. Thus, the
most significant eight bits of immediates, which are also the
most significant bits in the RISC-V immediate encoding, are
compressed as one group. The remaining 15 bits are compressed
together. Dictionary entry amounts are exhaustively searched
from all combinations that result in a compressed width of 10
bits.

V. EVALUATION

We evaluate the proposed compression method by integrating
it to an embedded system consisting of a processor core and
an SRAM-based on-chip instruction memory as illustrated in
Fig. 4. A RISC-V implementation called zero-riscy [3] is used
as the example processor core. Details are listed in Table III.
In all evaluations, the 32 kB instruction memory configured
in the zero-riscy implementation is used. The SRAM energy
consumption is estimated using CACTI-P [20].

In order to evaluate the method in different memory hierarchy
configurations, we compare against a small direct-mapped filter
cache [21]. Filter caches are commonly used to improve the
instruction locality of data oriented workloads with good energy
efficiency due to their relatively simple hardware logic. An
open-source implementation [22] by Saljooghi et al. is used
for this purpose. The instruction memory access time is set to
one clock cycle.

RISC-V ISA IMC instruction width 32 bits
issue width 1 pipeline stages 2

TABLE III: Features of the zero-riscy core used in the evaluation.
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Fig. 4: Evaluation setup.

Benchmark applications from CHStone [23] are compiled
using the GCC-based compiler shipped with the zero-riscy
core. The jpeg benchmark is left out of the evaluation as
its data does not fit into the 32kB data memory in zero-
riscy. Benchmark loop characteristics are shown in Table V.
Disassembled program binaries are used as input for the
compressor and execution traces from RTL simulation are
used to evaluate the dynamic CR and energy consumption.

We compare to the previous state-of-the-art by implementing
the algorithm by Thuresson et al. used in the FlexCore processor
[7] since it has the finest dictionary programming granularity
and is closest to the proposed method. In order to provide
another interesting reference point, we compile the benchmarks
utilizing the RISC-V Compressed (RVC) [6] instruction set
extension.

A. Compression Ratios and Runtime Overhead

Static compression ratios are listed in Table VI. On average,
RVC reaches a static CR of 0.75, whereas the proposed method
results in larger code than the original with a static CR of 1.12
on average. This stems from one of the subfield dictionaries
having significantly more entries compared to the two others.
In our approach, entries are always programmed to the field
dictionaries in parallel. As the entries to be programmed are
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Fig. 5: Dynamic compression ratio. Lower is better.
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Fig. 6: Runtime overhead.
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Fig. 7: Energy consumption relative to baseline. Cache evaluated with 2, 32 and 128 lines.
baseline RVC proposed

no cache L1-2 L1-32 L1-128 no cache L1-2 L1-32 L1-128 no cache
adpcm 91502 109.9 % 64.3 % 28.7 % 84.3 % 91.0 % 48.7 % 6.9 % 83.6 %
aes 24698 100.7 % 18.4 % 5.3 % 85.7 % 85.3 % 12.1 % 4.4 % 70.1 %
blowfish 729960 102.7 % 75.2 % 1.5 % 79.4 % 78.9 % 57.1 % 0.2 % 69.4 %
gsm 14586 110.6 % 15.6 % 7.5 % 81.2 % 69.8 % 11.6 % 5.6 % 84.5 %
mips 25420 124.9 % 47.0 % 1.5 % 84.5 % 107.1 % 15.2 % 1.1 % 91.4 %
motion 2202 114.6 % 22.3 % 21.8 % 92.9 % 110.3 % 18.0 % 17.3 % 71.4 %
sha 689790 105.9 % 7.5 % 0.1 % 73.2 % 85.6 % 4.5 % 0.1 % 44.8 %
avg. 109.7 % 27.2 % 3.3 % 82.8 % 88.7 % 17.4 % 1.6 % 72.0 %

TABLE IV: Memory access amounts.

concatenated into a full instruction words and placed into
memory, the bit indexes for the smaller dictionaries are left
unused after there are no more entries for those dictionaries.

Dynamic CR per benchmark for the evaluated methods is
presented in Fig. 5. RVC achieves the smallest reduction in
fetched dynamic bits, a geometric mean CRdynamic of 0.83. Due
to the instruction prefetcher of the zero-riscy implementation,
there is a small overhead in runtime caused by RVC, as
instructions are sometimes fetched during branches.

The algorithm by Thuresson et al. achieves the best CRdynamic
with a geometric mean of 0.69. However, the runtime overhead
caused by the dynamic dictionary programming is significant:
1.31x compared to uncompressed execution on average. This is
due to large loops whose entries do not fit into the dictionaries,
forcing costly dictionary programming at each iteration of
the loop. The proposed compression achieves on average
a CRdynamic of 0.72. This is somewhat higher than that of
Thuresson et al., but it should be noted that their method
uses dynamic program profiling, whereas our method is based
on static CFG analysis and focuses on inner loops to reduce
compression bias in data-dependent program flows. As the
method of Thuresson et al. compresses all instructions and
partially shares dictionary entries between BBs, it achieves
better compression ratios than the proposed method. However,
the frequent dictionary programming and the requirement to
compress all instructions causes a significant execution time
overhead, whereas the proposed approach allows uncompressed
instructions and hoists dictionary programming code outside of
loops, leading to significantly smaller execution time overhead

instructions instructions
in loops (%) executed in loops (%)

adpcm 11.0 47.8
aes 33.4 80.7
blowfish 21.7 90.3
gsm 33.4 80.1
mips 35.8 63.5
motion 16.0 79.8
sha 25.7 93.7

TABLE V: Benchmark characteristics.
adpcm aes blowfish gsm mips motion sha avg

RVC 0.78 0.71 0.76 0.74 0.73 0.80 0.76 0.75
Thuresson et al. 1.28 1.25 1.11 1.91 1.82 1.23 1.53 1.42
proposed 1.06 1.17 1.15 1.07 1.10 1.10 1.19 1.12

TABLE VI: Static compression ratio. Lower is better.

of only 1% on average.

B. Energy Consumption

In order to evaluate system energy consumption, we obtain
the SRAM instruction memory access energy values from Cacti
[20]. Cache numbers and the overhead from the additional
hardware are evaluated by implementing the proposed method
in SystemVerilog and synthesizing it with the Synopsys Design
Compiler using a 28 nm process. As the cache size is small, it is
implemented with flip-flops instead of SRAM. Power estimates
are obtained for the synthesized design using switching activity
information files (SAIFs) produced with Modelsim.

As the approach by Thuresson et al. results in a 31%
overhead in execution time, we consider this prohibitively
large in terms of performance, even though it reaches a slightly



better dynamic CR on average when compared to our proposed
method. Thus, we do not implement it in hardware and exclude
it from the energy evaluations.

Energy estimates relative to zero-riscy with no RVC are
presented in Fig. 7. Compared to RVC, the proposed approach
reaches on average a 5.5% energy reduction in the instruction
stream. The best reduction of 21% is achieved in sha.

In gsm, the proposed method consumes more energy than the
baseline. This is due to a frequently executed loop containing
a function call. Our algorithm is not able to compress this
loop due to the call, resulting in an overhead from the idling
compression logic. This stems again from the program analysis
being limited to function CFGs and motivates future research on
a whole-program analysis. In mips, our current loop detection
algorithm is not able to identify the complex main loop
structure. Without these cases, the average energy reduction
over RVC is 11%.

The zero-riscy core including the decompressor reaches a
maximum clock frequency of 1.38 GHz, which is actually 5%
better than the baseline, due to the removal of the instruction
prefetcher required by RVC. The chip area used by the
dictionary decompressor is 4100 μm2. The latency of the
dictionary decompressor component was 0.36 ns with its critical
path starting from the dictionary addressing logic and ending
in the instruction out port. Critical path of the whole core is
not in the decompressor, but in the multiplication unit.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a novel programmable code
compression scheme to minimize the dynamic compression
ratio. We proposed an algorithm to divide an input program
CFG into compression regions. As our approach places com-
pressed and uncompressed instructions interleaved in memory,
we proposed an algorithm to greedily bundle compressible
instructions driven by an occurrence-cost metric.

The proposed compression method was evaluated on a RISC-
V processor system with individual dictionaries for instruction
subfields. Compared to RVC, our approach reduced instruction
stream energy consumption by 5.5% on average and 21% in
the best case with only an average 1% runtime overhead.

In the future we plan to investigate whole-program algo-
rithms to more efficiently treat loops with function calls as well
as evaluate the method with static multi-issue architectures.
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Abstract—As performance and energy-efficiency improvements from
technology scaling are slowing down, new technologies are being re-

searched in hopes of disrupting results. Domain wall memory (DWM) is

an emerging non-volatile technology that promises extreme data density,

fast access times and low power consumption. However, DWM access

time depends on the memory location distance from access ports,

requiring expensive shifting. This causes overheads on performance

and energy consumption. In this article, we implement our previously

proposed shift-reducing instruction memory placement (SHRIMP) on a

RISC-V core in RTL, provide the first thorough evaluation of the control

logic required for DWM and SHRIMP and evaluate the effects on system

energy and energy-efficiency. SHRIMP reduces the number of shifts

by 36% on average compared to a linear placement in CHStone and

Coremark benchmark suites when evaluated on the RISC-V processor

system. The reduced shift amount leads to an average reduction of 14%

in cycle counts compared to the linear placement. When compared to

an SRAM-based system, although increasing memory usage by 26%,

DWM with SHRIMP allows a 73% reduction in memory energy and 42%

relative energy delay product. We estimate overall energy reductions of

14%, 15% and 19% in three example embedded systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

While application complexity and requirements for process-
ing performance keep increasing, it is becoming increasingly
difficult to respond to those requirements [1]. While technol-
ogy advances have long relied on improving performance,
silicon area utilization and energy consumption by scaling
down technology nodes, this is getting more difficult due to
phenomena such as the electron tunneling effect. Although
increasing the amount of resources for parallel computation
can improve performance in some applications, it does not
help in applications where parallelism cannot be exploited.
To enable improvements for future processor systems, re-
searchers are looking into emerging technologies. These
utilize fundamentally different technologies or materials
when compared to the “traditionally” used ones.

While processing performance has increased, memory
systems have advanced at a slower rate. This has resulted in
systems being limited by memory latency and bandwidth.
As the amounts of data required to be processed grow,

• J. Multanen, K. Hepola and P. Jääskeläinen are with the Faculty
of Information Technology and Communication Sciences, Tampere
University.

• A. A. Khan and J. Castrillon are with the Chair for Compiler Construction,
TU Dresden, Germany

the severity of this memory wall [2] increases. Similar to
the research in compute elements, recent years have seen
efforts in various emerging memory technologies. The most
notable candidates for next-generation memory systems
include Phase-Change Memory (PCM), Spin-Transfer Torque
RAM (STT-RAM) and Resistive RAM (ReRAM). As each of
these technologies has its own limitations such as limited
writing endurance, there is currently no single technology
that could be deemed superior to others. A comparison of
the most prominent emerging technologies is presented in
Table 1.

Research in PCM, STT-RAM and ReRAM technologies
has reached a stage of maturity, where large-scale demon-
strator devices and commercial products for each have been
introduced in the last years [3], [4], [5]. Domain wall mem-
ory (DWM) [6], [7] is a relatively less researched emerging
memory technology that has recently received wide research
interest due to its extreme density increase and power
reduction promises. The key idea in DWM is its struc-
ture, where costly access ports can be shared by multiple
memory cells instead of having separate access transistors
for each memory location. This is achieved by using thin
nanotapes to store data in magnetic domains. The electron
spin-polarization in each domain can be shifted to the next
domain by passing a current along the tape. The shifting
attribute in DWM is similar to bubble memory technology
introduced in the 1970’s [8], [9], [10]. Bubble memory used
magnetic domains to represent bit values. These were stored
in minor loops of thin magnetic films, where the domains
could be shifted. Bit values from the minor loops could
be directed onto a major loop, which in turn was shifted
to align domains with access ports [10]. However, DWM
differs from previous magnetic memory technologies, such
as bubble memory, as it utilizes spin-polarized current to
shift domains [11].

The expected data density of DWM comes from the
tapes being relatively small compared to the access ports. In
addition, the nanotapes can possibly be 3D-fabricated [6] on
top of them for a high area-efficiency, although this is still far
from realization. While the accessing of multiple domains
per access port allows for a high storage density, shifting
the domains requires time and energy that are dependent
on distance from the access port.

Previous work has shown that using scratchpad mem-
ories in place of caches results in reductions in area and
energy consumption [17]. This is an efficient option if the
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TABLE 1: Comparison of emerging memory technologies [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. †Includes shifting latency.

SRAM DRAM 3D STT-RAM RRAM PCM V-NAND DWM HDD
cell area (F 2) 120-200 4-8 6-50 4-10 4-12 1-5 ≥ 2 0.5
write endurance ≥ 1016 ≥ 1016 4 x 1012 1011 109 103 − 105 ≥ 1016 ≥ 1016

read time 1-100 30 3-15 5-20 3-20 25 x 1013 3-250† 2 x 106

write time 1-100 50 3-15 20 > 30 105 x 106 3-250† 2 x 106

read energy low medium low low medium medium low medium
write energy low medium high high high high low medium
leakage power high medium low low low low low low
non-volatile no no yes yes yes yes yes yes

targeted programs are small enough to fit into the scratch-
pad completely. In this paper, we consider DWM as a
replacement for SRAM instruction scratchpads in embedded
systems. This is due to recent results indicating that DWM
could offer similar access times, lower energy consumption
and better data density when compared to SRAM.

Different memory access patterns result in a different
number of shifts required. Consecutive access patterns, such
as the execution of code basic blocks (BBs), require a single
shift between accesses when a single access port is used
for the reading. On the other hand, sporadic access patterns
such as accessing scarce data can result in excessive shifting.
To address this, previous work [18], [19], [20], [21], [22],
[23] has proposed modifying the memory architecture and
utilizing data placement strategies for different data access
patterns. To our knowledge, there are no methods explicitly
targeting instruction streams before our work, even though
instruction streams constitute up to 27% of energy consump-
tion in embedded processor systems [24], [25], [26], [27].
Compared to data, program code has a structure that can
largely be analyzed at compile-time. This allows reducing
the expensive shift operations by using smart placement
strategies.

In our previous work [28], we proposed a memory
structure and a compiler instruction placement algorithm
to reduce the number of shifts in DWM. This paper extends
that work with the following contributions:

• A proof-of-concept implementation using an open-
source RISC-V processor core.

• Evaluation of energy consumption and energy-
efficiency compared to an SRAM-based memory ar-
chitecture.

• Evaluation of the supporting hardware overhead,
overlooked by previous research.

• An additional benchmark to evaluate behaviour in
control-oriented code.

We evaluate our proposed approach with 12 CH-
Stone [29] benchmarks and EEMBC Coremark [30]. As
a proof-of-concept, our proposed method is implemented
in a processor system and verified with register-transfer
level (RTL) simulations. Compared to a baseline linear place-
ment, our approach reduces the number of shifts on average
by 36% in the best case, with a worst-case average overhead
in memory usage of 33%. The total cycle count averaged
over the benchmarks is reduced by 12%. Energy consump-
tion of three embedded processor systems is estimated to be
reduced by 14%, 15% and 19 %.

Ish

Domain wall Access port

Ish

Horizontal racetrack

Vertical racetrack

IshIsh

Fig. 1: Horizontal and vertical configurations of DWM.

2 DOMAIN WALL MEMORY

Domain wall memory (DWM), also known as racetrack mem-
ory, was first introduced in 2002 [31]. A demonstrator device
was presented in 2008 [6]. DWM utilizes thin nanotapes
as storage elements, and current studies indicate that the
maximum effective length for a tape would be around 100
domains. Here, small notches are used to separate domains,
where the local magnetic orientation is used to represent bit
values. By injecting a current into the nanotape, the values in
the domains can be shifted back and forth in the nanotape.
The structure of a nanotape and an access port in two config-
urations are shown in Fig. 1. For practical reasons of sharing
electronic circuitry, a number of nanotapes are typically
grouped together to form DWM block clusters (DBCs) [18].
All of the nanotapes in a DBC are shifted, written or read
simultaneously.

The domains are shifted by applying a current between
the two ends of a nanotape. Here the direction of the current
dictates the direction of shifting. Shifting domains over the
tape end is destructive, so overhead domains in one or
both ends of the tape have been previously proposed. In
this paper, the amount of accessible domains in a tape are
referred to as effective number of domains.

If density is the most important requirement, one access
port attached to a long tape can be used. The maximum
practical length, however, is determined by the delays and
resulting execution latencies incurred from shifting. Previ-
ous work proposes multiple access ports per tape so that
the number of domains accessed through each access port is
relatively low [32]. This keeps the average number of shifts
low while still sharing shifting circuitry for the entire tape.
However, this decreases the data density, as the access port
transistors are relatively large compared to the nanotapes.
Read-only ports are smaller than write or read-write ports,
as more current is required to write a value to a domain,
requiring a larger transistor.

Although DWM could allow fast, highly dense and
energy-efficient memories in the future, the technology still
has unsolved problems before it can be used to manufacture
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Fig. 2: Comparison of two placement methods for an if-then-
else structure. (a) CFG and corresponding linear placement.
(b) The proposed SHRIMP placement. Inserted branches
highlighted.

large enough memories to be beneficial in processor sys-
tems. Currently the main obstacles lie in 3D fabrication of
the nanotapes and accurate control of domain shifting [33].
Although shifting accuracy is still an unsolved problem, in
this paper, we assume a future scenario where the shifting
can be accurately controlled.

3 THE SHRIMP APPROACH FOR INSTRUCTION
STREAMS

The reasoning behind our proposed shift-reducing instruction
memory placement (SHRIMP) is that since program code
and data access patterns are inherently different, designing
DWM structure for each separately results in better effi-
ciency. Since program code can be described as BBs where
DWM accesses would happen in sequential addresses, and
loops are typically program hot spots, a DWM should be
designed to favour these aspects when used as an instruc-
tion memory. Executing a BB once is ideal in terms of shifts:
accessing the next instruction always requires only one shift
per nanotape.

However, if that BB is executed multiple times during
program execution, the next iteration requires shifting from
the last instruction in the BB to its first, causing unwanted
latency. To this end, we propose to split BBs into two halves
and reverse the instructions in the latter half. Each half
is read sequentially using an access port dedicated to it,
but shifting happens in opposite directions for the halves.
By doing this, the DBC containing the BB is returned to
the initial position after reading all the BB instructions. This
allows the first instruction to be immediately read out again.
The proposed placement is compared to an unmodified
linear placement in the case of a simple if-then-else structure
in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3: Overall flow, supporting hardware and DWM struc-
ture associated with SHRIMP. Contributions of this work
highlighted.

The overall flow, DWM structure and hardware changes
required for instruction addressing are illustrated in Fig. 3.
SHRIMP uses static control flow graph (CFG) analysis to
create an instruction placement, which in conjunction with
dedicated hardware reduces the amount of shifts required
when executing a program. In our proposed approach, a
DBC has m tapes, n effective domains per tape and n/2-1
overhead domains in one end of each tape. Each tape has
one read-write port located at the first effective domain and
one read port at the midpoint of the effective domains. We
adopt the static lazy strategy proposed by Venkatesan et al.
[18]. This means, that each domain has an assigned access
port which is always used to access it. Moreover, the DBC
position is always left as is after reading or writing.

The SHRIMP algorithm starts by analyzing the target
program code. Program BBs and CFGs are constructed for
each program function. Then BBs that have a possibility
to be executed multiple times are identified. In this work,
we refer to these as multi-executed. Single-executed BBs are
placed into the DWM as they are, using the linear placement.
Multi-executed BBs are individually placed into DBCs by
splitting them and reversing the latter half. Each half is
mapped to start at its corresponding access port. As the
DBCs have a fixed amount of effective domains, they may
not be fully utilized depending on the number of BB in-
structions. In this case, unconditional branches are inserted
to jump from the first half to the second and to replace
fallthroughs from the second half to the next BB. Unused
memory locations in the DBCs are padded with no operations
(NOPs).

Fig. 4 contains an example illustrating the execution of a
SHRIMP-placed BB. A multi-executed BB with four instruc-
tions is mapped into a single DBC, where the individual
nanotapes are not drawn for clarity. Due to the BB not
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Fig. 4: Execution example with SHRIMP.

filling the DBC completely, two unconditional jumps J0
and J1 are inserted. The columns represent the DBC at
consecutive clock cycles. Overhead domains are coloured in
dark, effective domains in light colour and the instruction
currently being read is highlighted in blue. Instructions a0
and a1 are first read sequentially from the top access port,
shifting the DBC “up” between each read. No shifts are
required to read a0 as it is initially aligned to the upper
access port. The jump J0 targets the instruction a2. As a2 is
now aligned with the access port, no shifting is required to
read it. Execution continues by reading a3 followed by J1
by shifting the DBC “down”. After reading the BB, the DBC
is left in its original state and if required, the next iteration
of the BB can begin immediately.

The inserted unconditional jumps would cause a sig-
nificant shift amount and delay overhead in short BBs, if
they are frequently executed. Moreover, memory usage can
increase drastically, when the nanotapes in a DBC have
relatively many effective domains: a multi-executed short
BB occupies the full DBC, leaving many memory locations
unused. Thus, we introduce an optional splitting threshold for
the minimum length of multi-executed BBs. When a multi-
executed BB has less instructions than the threshold, it is
treated as a single-executed BB.

The instruction placement pass and the associated hard-
ware are described in more detail in the following subsec-
tions.

3.1 Instruction Placement

Algorithm 1 describes the overall process of SHRIMP. First,
program BBs and CFGs for each function are identified on
Line 1. Here function calls are treated as instructions not
affecting the control flow. In other words, they do not end
a BB. This allows continuing from the location following
the caller and only requiring a single shift, once execution
returns from the function. Next, each BB is categorized as
single-executed, or multi-executed on Line 2. Loops, functions
called from inside loops, and functions called from multiple
locations in the code are placed into the latter category.

Placement groups are constructed on Line 3. These are
groups of BBs, that are placed contiguously into one or
more consecutive DBS. This step is described in detail in
Algorithm 2 and is discussed after the main algorithm.

Algorithm 1 SHRIMP algorithm.

1: identifyCFGs()
2: identifyMultiExecutedBBs()
3: createPlacementGroups()
4: insertSplitJumps()
5: insertFallthroughJumps()
6: insertNOPs()
7: reverseDBCLowerHalves()
8: fixBranchTargets()

Algorithm 2 Placement group creation algorithm.

1: placementGroups = []
2: candidateGroup = []
3: for firstBB in programBBs do
4: if not firstBB.assigned and firstBB.multiExecuted and

firstBB.length >= splitThreshold then
5: candidateGroup = [firstBB]
6: placementGroups.append(candidateGroup)
7: firstBB.assigned = True
8: continue
9: end if

10: for secondBB in programBBs do
11: if firstBB == secondBB or secondBB.assigned then
12: continue
13: end if
14: if secondBB.multiExecuted and

secondBB.length >= splitThreshold then
15: placementGroups.append(candidateGroup)
16: candidateGroup = [secondBB]
17: placementGroups.append(candidateGroup)
18: break
19: else
20: secondBB.assigned = True
21: candidateGroup.append(secondBB)
22: end if
23: end for
24: if candidateGroup then
25: placementGroups.append(candidateGroup)
26: end if
27: end for

After the placement groups have been constructed, the
unconditional split jumps between DBC halves are inserted
on Line 4. As a group can occupy multiple DBCs, only
numInstructionsInGroup%numDomainsInDBC from
the group are examined to find the jump position. To con-
sider even or odd amount of instructions, the first �k/2� are
placed into the first DBC half and the remaining �k/2� into
the second half. Groups with an odd number of instructions
leave the shifting position one off from the initial position
after reading out the group.

For the DBCs that are fully filled by multi-executed BBs,
we do not insert the split jumps to reduce the amount of
incurred overhead shifts. Instead, we implicitly perform a
branch with hardware when the next consecutive instruc-
tion to be fetched is located in another DBC than the current
one. This can be done by examining a single address bit, as
we assume that the DBC sizes are fixed to a power of two. As
SHRIMP may leave unused memory locations between con-
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secutive BBs and break CFG fallthrough edges, fallthrough
jumps are inserted on Line 5. Another solution would be to
insert NOPs after BBs and allow processor execute them to
reach the next BB. However, this would increase execution
time especially with larger amounts of effective domains per
nanotape. Although branching delay depends on the (mi-
cro)architecture, we replace these fallthroughs with jumps
in our proof-of-concept implementation.

To pad the placement groups to DBC limits, NOPs are
inserted on Line 6. This is done in order to simplify fixing
the program instruction addresses later. On Line 7, the
instruction order in DBC lower halves is reversed. This is
done for single-executed and multi-executed BBs. Finally,
on Line 8, branch target addresses are fixed as these may
not be valid due to the inserted instructions and reversed
DBC halves.

The placement group creation is illustrated in detail
in Algorithm 2. Overall, the algorithm iterates through all
program BBs organized by their original address. On Lines
3–8, the potential group’s first candidate BB is inspected.
If it is a multi-executed BB that has more instructions than
the defined split threshold, and it is not assigned yet, it is
defined as a placement group. If it is a single-executed BB
or a multi-executed BB with less instructions than the split
threshold, the algorithm continues to Lines 10–23. Here,
more BBs are added to the placement group candidate as
long as a multi-executed BB meeting the split threshold is
encountered. If this loop iterates through all of the BBs,
Lines 24–26 finish the candidate group.

3.2 DWM Architecture and Supporting Hardware

SHRIMP requires hardware support and an appropriate
DWM architecture due to the “back-and-forth” opera-
tion. These are illustrated in Fig. 3. As introduced with
TapeCache [18], we utilize a head status array to track the
shifting position of each DBC relative to the initial position.
In our approach, the memory peripheral circuits perform
address decoding into DBC and domain, and calculating
the number of shifts required using the head status array.

The following sections describe the decisions behind
the DWM design and the required modifications to the
instruction fetch logic in further detail.

SHRIMP requires at least two access ports per nanotape
due to the reversed BBs and the “back-and-forth” shifting
required to execute them. Because access ports contribute
to total DBC area more than the nanotapes, and read-write
ports are larger than read ports, we use the minimum
amount of access ports required in order to maximize bit
density: one read-write port and one read port, as shown in
Fig. 3. Because we always shift the domains in a ”back-and-
forth” manner, n/2 − 1 overhead domains are required at
one end of each tape.

In contrast to traditional memory technologies where
one access port corresponds to one memory cell, in DWM
the correct positioning of tapes to the access ports must
be ensured. Policies for selecting the access port to use
for an operation and for managing the shift position were
proposed by Venkatesan et al. [18]. In static access policy,
each domain has a dedicated access port which is always
used to access it. In dynamic policy, the access port closest to

the domain to be accessed is decided on the fly by hardware.
Because program code typically translates to sequential
accesses to BB instructions, we adopt the static policy for
SHRIMP.

In addition to the access port selection policy, managing
the shifting positions in DWM is required. Venkatesan et
al. [18] studied eager and lazy policies, where nanotapes are
always shifted back to their initial position or left where
they are after an operation. The lazy policy requires book-
keeping of the DBC shift positions, to which Venkatesan et
al. propose to use a hardware structure called head status
array. We utilize the lazy policy in SHRIMP because exe-
cuting program BBs can be done by accessing sequential
addresses. The lazy policy requires only one shift between
each consecutive instruction inside a BB, whereas the eager
policy would result in excessive, unnecessary shifting.

The size of the head status array is determined by the
amount of effective domains in the tapes of a DBC. For
SHRIMP, the maximum number of shifts is d/2 − 1, when
there are d effective domains in a tape. To store this offset
amount, each DBC adds �log2(d/2)� bits to the head status
array. Here each DBC’s shifting position is independent
of others. As the ”back-and-forth” execution of BBs in
SHRIMP leaves the tapes either in their initial position or
one off, the head status array could be optimized by only
using one bit per DBC. However, the linear placement of
single-execution BBs and those with less instructions than
the splitting threshold still require log2(d/2) bits. To avoid
excessive unutilized memory locations, only multi-executed
BBs are placed in their own DBCs.

3.3 Instruction Fetch Logic

In SHRIMP, the underlying hardware handles changing the
shifting direction depending on the DBC half that is being
accessed. In a typical instruction fetch, the next instruction
is expected to be fetched from the next incremental address.
In SHRIMP, the next fetch address is decided based on
which DBC half the current address is in. Depending on
the required shift direction, the current address is either
incremented or decremented. In our approach, if DBCs
have a tape length of d effective domains, only address
bit log2(d) − 1 is required to decide the direction. The bit
value zero corresponds to the range of the ”upper” access
port and bit value one to the ”lower” access port. This bit
simply controls a multiplexer to select the value to add to
the current program counter as shown in Fig. 3.

4 EVALUATION

For a thorough evaluation, our SHRIMP method is imple-
mented and evaluated on a zero-riscy [34], an open-source
RISC-V processor core intended for embedded systems.
The evaluation setup is depicted in Fig. 5. The baseline in
Fig. 5a features a 64 KiB SRAM as the instruction scratchpad
memory, which is directly accessed from the instruction
fetch unit of the zero-riscy. To evaluate the effect of DWM
without SHRIMP, the baseline SRAM is replaced with a
64 KiB DWM in Fig. 5b, and linear placement is used in
this setup. To control the DWM, a shift control unit and
a head status array are implemented outside the core. To
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Fig. 5: System setup for evaluations. (a) Baseline (b) Linear
placement + DWM (c) SHRIMP placement + DWM.

evaluate SHRIMP, the setup from Fig. 5b is replicated with
the addition of address logic required due to the back-and-
forth operation in SHRIMP. This setup uses the SHRIMP
placement algorithm. For a fair comparison of the two DWM
setups, both had one read-write port and one read port as
required by SHRIMP. DBCs with 8, 16, 32 and 64 effective
domains were evaluated. As results behaved quite linearly
between different number of effective domains, only 8 and
64 are reported in this section.

The head status array is implemented as flip-flops or-
ganized into banks for energy-efficiency. As the size of
the head status array is determined by the maximum shift
amount for each DBC, these are listed for different DBC and
total memory sizes in Table 2. The controller model reads the
head status array and calculates the required shift amount.

TABLE 2: head status array size (B)

effective domains in DBC
8 16 32 64

DWM size 64kB 4096 3072 2048 1280

We evaluated SHRIMP with 12 benchmarks from CH-
Stone suite [29] and EEMBC Coremark [30]. To produce
executables for the zero-riscy, we used a RISC-V GCC com-
piler version 5.2.0. In order not to overly emphasize the
initialization code, identical in each application, only the
actual application code is used for the results presented
here. We evaluate splitting thresholds 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64,
as the benchmarks show different behaviour when placed
using the same threshold, depending on the number, length
and execution amounts of BBs.

As we implement SHRIMP as a post-pass after com-
pilation, we use the -fno-jump-tables option to avoid in-
direct branches in the code. Moreover, as the zero-riscy
implementation assumes function call return addresses as

Fig. 6: Number of shifts with SHRIMP across split thresh-
olds from 4 to 64 compared to linear placement, tape length
8.

Fig. 7: Number of shifts with SHRIMP across split thresh-
olds from 4 to 64 compared to linear placement, tape length
64.

caller address + 4 bytes as defined in the RISC-V specifi-
cation, we place calls only into ”upper” DBC halves, where
return addresses are calculated correctly.

Execution cycles for each benchmark are obtained using
the ModelSim simulator. These RTL simulations are also
used to verify the correct functionality for each evaluation
setup. The RTL-simulated total number of shifts is verified
using RTSim [35], a cycle-accurate simulation framework
that can model the DWM shifting and access port status. For
the verification, instruction memory access traces obtained
from RTL simulations are used as input for RTSim. Shifting
latency of one cycle per shift is assumed.

In order to evaluate energy consumption of the baseline
SRAM and DWM used in the two other setups, Destiny [36]
simulator is used. The parameters for DWM are obtained
from results published by Zhang et al. [32]. As previous
research has overlooked the timing and energy overhead
from adding the head status array and shift control logic, we
create to our knowledge the first RTL implementation of the
control logic required in DWM and synthesize them along
with zero-riscy. ASIC synthesis is performed with Synop-
sys Design Compiler using a 28 nm fully depleted silicon-
on-insulator (FDSOI) process node. For power estimation,
switching activity data from ModelSim simulations is used.
Each system is evaluated with a target clock frequency of
3 ns as this is estimated as sufficient for the DWM read
operation.

4.1 Shift Amounts
Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the total shift amounts per bench-
mark. The results are relative to the linear placement shift
amounts in each benchmark. To estimate the shift reduc-
tion potential, an ideal shift amount for each benchmark
is calculated by assuming a perfect instruction placement
with one shift between each instruction and two instructions
requiring no shift due to initial alignment to access ports.
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Fig. 8: Increase in execution cycles of linear and SHRIMP
placements across split thresholds from 4 to 64 compared to
SRAM baseline, tape length 8.

Fig. 9: Increase in execution cycles of linear and SHRIMP
placements across split thresholds from 4 to 64 compared to
SRAM baseline, tape length 64.

Note that this does not result in the lowest shift amount
possible, but rather the lowest shift amount while having
perfect utilization of the memory. Although it is practically
not reasonable, the shifting could be eliminated by placing
single instructions at the access ports. However, this would
lead to extremely poor memory utilization or require only
a single effective domain per access port, leading to low
memory density.

Using a relatively short tape length of 8, all benchmarks
show similar reductions of 37% on average in shifts when
compared to the linear placement. Results between split
thresholds produce negligible differences in other bench-
marks except for dfmul and mips, where the differences are
small. Overall, the placement groups identified by SHRIMP
contain relatively few BBs and instructions, partly due to
function calls forcing them to be split. In dfmul, forcing
a large split threshold results in increased shifts, as short
multi-executed BBs are forced into the same DBCs. As
the BBs can not be accessed individually via the back-
and-forth operation, excessive shifts are incurred at each
iteration of the BBs. The same behaviour is observed at a
relatively large tape length of 64. However, opposite to this
behaviour, in mips at tape length 8 the amount of shifts
is reduced, when the split threshold was increased. Even
though multi-executed BBs are forced into the same DBCs
due to the large split threshold, shifts are reduced because
the program execution pattern happens to be favourable to
the instruction placement and less jumps are inserted and
executed between DBC halves. As SHRIMP does not per-
form dynamic trace profiling when creating the instruction
placement, applying a split threshold can either increase or
decrease the amount of shifts. On average, reductions in
shift amounts are 25% with tape length 64.

Adpcm, aes and motion achieve a reduction with less
than 10% difference to the ideal shift amount, when using
a tape length of 8. In these benchmarks, BBs are aligned

nicely inside DBC borders, without requiring many inserted
jumps. However, with a tape length of 64, the difference to
ideal grows or remains the same in all of the benchmarks.
This is due to more memory being left unutilized, as the rel-
atively short BBs and placement groups cannot fill the DBCs
completely. This in turn requires additional inserted jumps
between DBC halves and DBCs, resulting in increased shift
amounts.

4.2 Cycle Counts
The amount of clock cycles relative to the baseline setup
are presented in Figs. 8 and 9. At tape length 8, the linear
placement results on average 80% overhead compared to
the SRAM baseline. With SHRIMP the average overhead is
56%. As the tape length is increased, the difference between
SHRIMP and linear placement increases. As expected, the
linear placement shift amounts increase relatively more
when compared to SHRIMP. At tape length 64, the lin-
ear placement results on average 137% overhead in cycle
counts, while SHRIMP overhead on average is 98%. Here,
the small amount of access ports and relatively long tape
lengths emphasize the amount of shifts required to reach BB
first instructions.

SHRIMP results in a clear difference in execution cycles
in all benchmarks except motion a tape length 64. This is due
to two reasons. First, SHRIMP placement is not effective due
to function calls and many small multi-executed BBs that are
treated as single-executed BBs due to the split threshold.
Second, as SHRIMP leaves unused memory locations in
the DBCs while it places multi-executed BBs, branch target
addresses are moved. If the 13-bit branch immediate for
conditional branches defined in RISC-V specification is not
large enough for the PC-relative conditional branch target
after SHRIMP, it has to be replaced with a conditional
branch + unconditional jump pair. The inserted jumps result
in an overhead over the linear placement, where these jumps
are not required.

4.3 Memory Utilization
As SHRIMP leaves some memory addresses unused to
achieve the back-and-forth operation for multi-executed
BBs, we evaluate the effective memory utilization, presented
in Figs. 10 and 11. At tape length 8, memory utilization over-
heads are relatively low, between 2.5% to 10.0% in the worst
cases, sha and coremark. In these benchmarks, the compiler
creates many small BBs that are also multi-executed. These
incur a significant overhead as they are placed into their
own DBCs, which are then padded with NOPs. In adpcm,
aes, dfsin and gsm the number of inserted instructions is very
low, around 1%. However, these benchmarks still achieve a
relatively high shift amount reduction. Here SHRIMP places
the few most critical BBs as multi-executed, resulting in
a low overhead but a relatively high dynamic reduction
in shifts. At tape length 64, the overall memory footprint
of all benchmarks is increased compared to tape length
8. On average, the overhead is 26%. This is again due to
SHRIMP splitting BBs into individual DBCs, resulting in
many unused memory locations. The overhead is relatively
worse in benchmarks with many short, multi-executed BBs.
As the split threshold is increased, aes, blowfish, dfadd, dfmul,
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Fig. 10: Increase in memory usage with basic block splitting
thresholds from 4 to 64, tape effective length 8 domains.

Fig. 11: Increase in memory usage with basic block splitting
thresholds from 4 to 64, tape effective length 64 domains.

motion and sha results improve significantly, as less BBs are
split, resulting in fewer unused memory locations.

4.4 Energy Consumption
The breakdown of average energy consumption over the
benchmarks between SRAM and DWM with different num-
ber of effective domains obtained is presented in Fig. 12.
Leakage energy consumption is the largest component for
both memory technologies, although relatively smaller in
DWM. As the number of effective domains per tape is in-
creased, the proportional amount of shifting energy grows,
while that of leakage energy reduces. This is expected, as
now there are less leaky access port transistors for an iso-
capacity DWM, while shifting the longer individual tapes
consumes more energy.

Energy consumption comparison of SRAM, linear place-
ment on DWM and SHRIMP on DWM is presented in
Figs. 13 and 14. At tape length 8, the linear placement
results on average 70% reduction in system energy, whereas
SHRIMP results in 73% reduction on average. While
SHRIMP results in reduced cycle counts and therefore,
shorter runtimes which result in less leakage energy con-
sumed, it requires more memory reads due to the inserted
jumps. At tape length 64, the corresponding reductions are
66% for linear placement and 71% for SHRIMP. The end
result is a relatively small energy saving over linear place-
ment. The system energy compared to linear placement

Fig. 12: Energy consumption breakdowns of SRAM and
DWM with 8, 16, 32 and 64 effective domains.

reduction is mainly due to less energy consumed by the
DWM and head status array. The largest contributor to
the energy reduction is the smaller leakage energy due to
shorter runtimes, which in turn stem from less shifts. The
head status array consumes relatively less energy at tape
length 64 than at 8 because it is smaller, as listed in Table 2.

As a measure of energy-efficiency, energy delay product
(EDP) relative to the baseline SRAM system is presented in
Figs. 15 and 16. Here, a lower number is better. The EDP
results behave similarly to the energy consumption results,
although emphasizing the difference between linear and
SHRIMP placement due to SHRIMP resulting in shorter run-
times. At 8 effective domains per tape, the linear placement
achieves on average 55% relative EDP, whereas SHRIMP
reaches 42%. For 64 effective domains, the corresponding
results are 80% for linear placement and 60% for SHRIMP.
Similar to energy consumption, the results are better with
less effective domains.

4.5 System Overhead from DWM
The energy consumption overhead of the head status array
and shift control logic required for DWM can be observed
from Figs. 13 and 14. In all evaluated cases, the energy
consumption of the additional DWM logic is 9-10% of
system energy. The contribution of the shift controller to the
overhead is negligible compared to the head status array.
Although the head status array is relatively small, it has to
be read and written for each memory access.

The effect on the area of adding the DWM-specific logic
to zero-riscy core is presented in Table 3. With 8 effective
domains, the head status array occupies 225% more area
compared to the zero-riscy core. At 64 effective domains,
the overhead decreases to 67%, as there are less access ports
in total in an iso-capacity memory when each DBC has more
effective domains.

4.6 SHRIMP at System-level
In order to provide examples of energy savings of SHRIMP
at the system level, we approximate the effects on three
recent embedded processor cores. The estimations are listed
in Table 4. It should be noted that these are rough estimates,
as publicly available results of processor cores with detailed
energy breakdowns are scarce. Therefore, we have selected
references from the embedded domain which more often
report energy or power consumption for the instruction
hierarchy separately. Although the instruction memory hi-
erarchies in the reference cores are not exactly as in our
evaluation setup, we believe that these estimates are accu-
rate enough for estimating the future benefits of DWM. The
estimates are calculated by assuming an average reduction
of 70% for the instruction memory hierarchy, based on the
results in Figs 13 and 14. The resulting instruction memory
energy reductions are then subtracted from total system

TABLE 3: Relative zero-riscy core area (%) with DWM-
specific logic.

num. effective domains
8 16 32 64

325 270 221 167
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Fig. 13: Energy consumption relative to baseline. Basic block splitting thresholds 4 to 64, tape effective length 8 domains.

Fig. 14: Energy consumption relative to baseline. Basic block splitting thresholds 4 to 64, tape effective length 64 domains.

energy. This results in 14-19% reductions in total system
energy.

4.7 Discussion

As the access patterns for instructions and data are inher-
ently different, structures tailored for each separately seem
optimal. In Harvard architectures this is straightforward, as
they typically implement a cache or a scratchpad memory
for each separately. However, Von Neumann architectures
employ a shared bus for instructions and data, and a shared
memory for both. In this case it is not clear what is the
optimal DWM architecture and placement strategy to store
data and instructions. One solution would be to optimize
some address ranges for instructions and others for data.
Also, the DWM can be designed depending on the intended
workload and energy, area and performance requirements.

Moreover, our approach is designed for an embedded
system, where programs are executed directly from an in-
struction scratchpad DWM. Modern processor systems im-
plement memory hierarchy with multiple levels of caches,
where the operation is based on linear placement of data
and instructions. Further research is required to efficiently
utilize instruction DWMs for systems where caches are
required.

SHRIMP is designed to use the minimal amount of
access ports to implement the back-and-forth operation: one
read-write port and one read port. The amount of access
ports per tape could be increased to reduce the maximum
shifting distance to reach instructions, when multiple BBs
are placed in a tape. However, as the maximum tape length
is limited, and the DWM area is dominated by the access
ports, SHRIMP uses two access ports per tape to maximize

bit density of the memory. As a software programmable
processor typically only fetches and decodes a single in-
struction per clock cycle, additional access ports in CMOS
technology per tape would only contribute to leakage power
consumption.

5 RELATED WORK

While the shifting operation in DWM is similar to that
of bubble memory [8], [9], [10], to our knowledge there
are no publications targeting code execution with bubble
memory. Bubble memory was targeted as a high capacity
data memory, and previous work has suggested optimizing
it for specific tasks such as data sorting [37], [38] and
accessing relational databases [39]. These are not applicable
to program code and are not comparable to our method.

Previously, scratchpad memories [19], [22], [23], caches
[18], and GPGPU register files [20] using DWM have been
proposed. However, these primarily target data memories.
Gu et al. [21] proposed instruction scheduling in order to
reduce data memory shifts. in their work instructions were
scheduled based on the data access patterns in programs
to minimize shift amounts of data memory. However, this
work did not consider actually reading the instructions from
a DWM.

Previous work [32] using DWM as a data memory, uti-
lizes multiple access ports per tape. This is done to minimize
the amount of shifting required between accesses to memory
locations. Simultaneously only one shifting circuitry is used
for the entire tape as opposed to using multiple shorter tapes
with fewer access ports.
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TABLE 4: Effect of SHRIMP on example embedded cores.

imem hierarchy, , system energy with imem energy of
year SRAM (% of total) DWM (% of original) total with DWM (%)

Lambrechts et al. [25] 2005 27 81 8
SleepWalker [24] 2013 21 85 6

Gautschi et al. [26] 2017 15 86 4

Fig. 15: Energy delay product relative to baseline. Basic block splitting thresholds 4 to 64, tape effective length 8 domains.

Fig. 16: Energy delay product relative to baseline. Basic block splitting thresholds 4 to 64, tape effective length 64 domains.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Although DWM still has unsolved technical questions be-
fore it can be applied in large scale, it shows potential for
extremely dense and energy-efficient memories in compute
devices of the future. In this paper we extended the eval-
uation of our previously proposed SHRIMP method, the
first instruction placement strategy specifically designed for
DWM technology. The core idea of the method is that using
a static control flow graph analysis, program BBs with pos-
sibility to execute multiple times are split into two halves,
where the latter half is placed in reverse order to DWM.
This allows the reduction of energy and time consuming
shifts specific to DWM technology.

In an evaluated embedded system scenario, the pro-
posed method is able to reduce total shift amounts in 12
CHStone and EEMBC Coremark benchmarks by 36% on
average when compared to a linear instruction placement.
Although SHRIMP incurs at worst an average overhead of
26% in memory usage, compared to a 64 KiB instruction
SRAM scratchpad, DWM with SHRIMP consumes on aver-
age 73% less memory energy. SHRIMP reaches a 42% rela-
tive energy delay product compared to the baseline SRAM

system. Compared to the linear placement, total clock cycles
are reduced by 14% on average. In three example embedded
processors found in literature, we estimate that SHRIMP
allows savings of 14% to 19% in total energy consumption.
These results suggest that using SHRIMP in combination
with DWM has significant benefits for energy-efficiency of
software programmable embedded processors.

Further research on placing multiple basic blocks into
DWM with a SHRIMP-like memory architecture could im-
prove memory utilization. This could also allow additional
reductions in shift amounts and clock cycle counts.
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Abstract Especially in programmable processors, en-

ergy consumption of integrated memories can become a

limiting design factor due to thermal dissipation power

constraints and limited battery capacity. Consequently,

contemporary improvement efforts on memory tech-

nologies are focusing more on the energy-efficiency as-

pects, which has resulted in biased CMOS SRAM cells

that increase energy efficiency by favoring one logical

value over another.

In this paper, xor-masking, a method for exploit-

ing such contemporary low power SRAM memories is

proposed to improve the energy-efficiency of instruction

fetching. Xor-masking utilizes static program analysis

statistics to produce optimal encoding masks to reduce

the occurrence of the more energy consuming instruc-

tion bit values in the fetched instructions. The method

is evaluated on LatticeMico32, a small RISC core popu-

lar in ultra low power designs, and on a wide instruction

word high performance low power DSP. Compared to

the previous “bus invert” technique typically used with

similar SRAMs, the proposed method reduces instruc-

tion read energy consumption of the LatticeMico32 by

up to 13% and 38% on the DSP core.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) [1] era has lead to many

modern devices that are wireless, intelligent and wear-

able. Small devices that can communicate wirelessly,

process data and operate for extended periods of time

without external power source create challenges for bat-

tery lifetime and processor technologies. The increased

level of intelligence in devices often translates to in-

creased battery consumption due to the additional re-

quired digital logic. Moreover, the Thermal Dissipation

Power (TDP) becomes an issue in modern compute

devices [2] with extremely small physical form factor

limiting the size of cooling devices. It is now com-

mon that all the logic on a circuit cannot be switched

on simultaneously in order to prevent malfunctions or

failures. Since battery technology limits the maximum

use time when not connected to an external power

source, energy-efficient and low-power operation is of-

ten a mandatory requirement.

With advances in process technology, compute de-

vices get smaller. Concurrently, the amount of data

being processed is growing, making power consumption

of memories a critical aspect in ultra-low-power com-

pute devices. On-chip memories can consume up to half

of total power in CPU-based digital designs [3,4]. In or-

der to keep memories up to speed with other system

components, new technologies are researched. Possible

replacements for SRAM include Spin-Transfer Torque

RAM (STT-RAM) [5], hybrid Non-Volatile Memo-

ries (NVMs) [6] and Embedded DRAM (eDRAM).

However, these technologies are not yet mature for wide

adoption due to having challenges in cost, durability, or

variability control. They are also dedicated-process [7]

technologies, where the fabrication process used for rest
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of the logic needs to be modified significantly, increasing

design time and cost.

According to ISSCC [8], SRAM is still the most

widely used technology for fast on-chip instruction and

data memories and caches. However, while a replace-

ment technology has not yet emerged, there is room for

incremental improvement within SRAM designs. One

such aspect is that normal, “symmetric” SRAM cells do

not optimize the structure toward storing either high or

low logic values found in instruction and program data.

This bias can be exploited by designing memory cells in

an asymmetric fashion, where power consumption is re-

duced when holding, writing or reading one logic value

compared to the other. Such asymmetric cells have been

designed and fabricated for memories and caches [9–12].

Information from statistical analysis of the data to be

stored in such biased memories can be used to maxi-

mize the preferred values in memory using additional

data encoding, leading to reductions in program power

and energy consumption.

In this paper, an asymmetric SRAM designed and

fabricated by Mori et al. [11] is taken under closer in-

spection. They implemented a chip on a 28 nm Fully

Depleted Silicon On Insulator (FD-SOI) [13] technol-

ogy, containing 8T memory cells, where reading the log-

ical value ’1’ results in a lower energy consumption in

comparison to value ’0’. The SRAM was studied as an

energy efficient data memory for image processors. Im-

age data were stored in the memory, so that dark pixels

contain more ’0’s and bright pixels contain more ’1’s. To

reduce the total energy consumption in data memory,

the authors added a majority voting logic to increase

the amount of logical ones stored, and thus reduced

read energy in their proposed memory. Compared to

a standard 28nm FD-SOI SRAM of the same size, an

87% reduction in write energy and 52% reduction in

read energy were reported.

In this article, we show that this type of asymmet-

ric SRAM can be succesfully exploited also for program

instruction memories in processor cores by utilizing of-

fline program binary analysis, while only adding a very

small hardware overhead. This paper extends our pre-

vious work [14] with the following main additions:

1. Analysis, implementation and evaluation of a scheme

using multiple xor-masks instead of only a single

one,

2. new heuristics for finding a mask set, and

3. evaluation of xor-masking on a wide-instruction

word core, in addition to the small LM32 core.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews

previous methods for low-power instruction and data

encoding. Section 3 introduces the proposed method. It

is evaluated and compared to a previous state-of-the-art

low-power encoding in Section 4. Section 5 concludes

the paper.

2 Related Work

Majority of the previous work on low-power encoding

has focused on reducing instruction address bus power

and program data bus power. Existing methods can be

divided into static and dynamic methods, depending on

when the encoding is done. Static encoding is performed

during program compile time, while dynamic is done on

the fly at runtime, requiring additional hardware.

Bus-invert encoding [15] was introduced by Stan

and Burleson in 1995 as a method to reduce power con-

sumption in off-chip data buses. This has been extended

in later work by further dividing the buses [16,17]. The

bus-invert method dynamically encodes data based on

consequtive data words. If the number of toggling bits

between two consecutive data words (also known as the

Hamming distance) is more than half, the data word is

inverted with a logical NOT operation. In addition, a

toggle bit is added to the data to indicate whether to in-

vert the data at the other end or not. This is performed

by logic connected to the memory block, at the end

of the bus. At the end consuming the data (typically

a load-store unit or an instruction fetch reading from

memory), depending on the toggle bit, logical NOT is

performed again to restore the original word. The ob-

vious drawbacks of the method are the required extra

bit and the power and area overhead of the logic.

Petrov and Orailoglu [18] proposed a static method

where the instruction data bus was encoded with 16

possible data transformation operations. The transfor-

mations were selected using an exhaustive search by

considering two consecutive instruction words in con-

junction. The encoded words were written into instruc-

tion memory when loading the program, and the trans-

formations were communicated to the processor’s de-

code unit either at the start of a program, or before

application hot-spots, such as loops. The performance

of the method depends on frequent execution of the

loops and small basic block sizes. Energy consumption

is reduced due to the reduction in off-chip and on-chip

bus toggling. However, the energy overhead of the ad-

ditional implemented decoding logic was not analyzed

and it is not clear if this overhead would counter the

acquired savings. Moreover, the effect of on-chip bus en-

ergy reduction could be very small in a typical scenario,

where the on-chip SRAM is close to the consumer.

Su et al. [19] used Gray coding and Cold schedul-

ing to reduce the instruction address bus bit switch-

ing activity. Gray coding exploits the spatial locality
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Fig. 1: Calculating the Hamming distance of successive

words for bus-inverting. Left-most bits are toggle bits.

The two words are XORed and the number of ’1’ bits

in the resulting word is counted to make the toggle

decision.

found in memory accesses. That is, instructions are of-

ten fetched from consecutive memory addresses. These

instructions can be reordered so that sequential ad-

dresses are located in Gray coded addresses, reduc-

ing the instruction address bus toggling. The authors

combined Cold scheduling, a compiler energy reduction

techique to schedule instructions depending on their rel-

ative energy, with Gray coding.

Musoll et al. [20] introduced working zone encoding

based on the observation that programs usually operate

on repeating sets of addresses (working zones). Similar

to Gray coding, this allows the address bus toggling to

be reduced. An identifier is given to each working zone

and these combined with address offsets are signaled to

the instruction control logic to indicate which working

zone to use. The drawback of this method can be heavy

hardware overhead, since the decoding and encoding

algorithms are quite complex.

Benini et al. [21] created custom encoder and de-

coder logic for a given processor by analyzing instruc-

tion address traces. The authors claim that the method

is generic and can be applied to various processors.

However, the method showed little savings in total en-

ergy when taking into account the energy overhead of

the additional encoding and decoding logic.

Yang et al. [22] noticed that certain data values on

program data buses constituted a majority of the val-

ues on the buses. By exploiting this, they proposed a

frequent-value encoding, where each end of the data bus

had an identical codebook. If a value to be transmitted

was found in the codebook, it was transported as an

index of the codebook, otherwise as it was.

The previous work can be summarized as follows.

Instruction memory power consumption optimizations

mostly concentrate on address bus power reduction and,

in particular, minimizing its toggling activity. Many of

the reviewed methods focus on reducing off-chip data

bus energy, while disregarding the energy overhead of

the extra encoding and decoding logic. In contempo-

rary compute devices, the instruction data bus energy

consumption might not be so relevant due to instruc-

tion memories or caches integrated close to the con-
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Fig. 2: Flow of the proposed encoding method. Stages

and files for the proposed method are in bold italics.

sumer, the instruction fetch unit. In addition, L1 in-

struction cache miss rates in typical processor systems

are low [23], indicating that when fetching from L2

cache to L1 cache, the bus energy consumption would

not benefit much from encoding. It is very important

to consider the energy and area overhead of the added

logic due to required encoding and decoding. A complex

implementation can nullify the benefits gained.

Compared to previous solutions, the proposed

method, xor-masking, is able to statistically analyze in-

dividual bit positions from instruction execution during

compile-time, resulting in a low-power encoding with

minimal additional dynamic decoding logic.

3 Proposed Method

Many of the existing bus encoding algorithms concen-

trate on instruction address bus and program data bus

encoding, where they aim to reduce the toggling activ-

ity. The proposed method instead tries to maximize the

occurrence of one logical value over the other. For the

instruction address bus, the existing approaches exploit

the fact that instruction addresses are often accessed

in a sequential order, where techniques such as Gray

coding the addresses can help. The fetched instruction

data, on the other hand, is usually less coherent [17] –

the individual bits do not typically correlate with the

instruction word fetched on the previous cycle.

The proposed method, xor-masking, analyzes sta-

tistical information about instruction memory accesses

for individual programs by statically determining one

or more optimal xor-masks to encode the instructions

in each particular program to maximize the appearance

of the desired logical value. However, the methods for

controlling the use of the masks require careful design

to avoid diminishing the benefits from the masking.

The Hamming distance for two words of data is the

number of bits toggled in the successive words. It can

be calculated by taking the logical XOR between the

words, and counting the ’1’ bits of the result. An ex-

ample is presented in Fig. 1. Here the previous (top)
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Fig. 3: Forming the xor-mask for an example instruction

word trace. If the total amount of ’0’s for a given bit

index is more than half (here three) of total bits for

that index, it is xor-masked with a ’1’.

word has been inverted and we calculate the Hamming

distance to the next word, including the added bit. In

this case, we would invert the next (bottom) word, since

the Hamming distance is greater than half of the word

length. Counting the bits can be done with majority

voters. Their implementation cost depends on the width

of the data, and the type of the voter [24]. A word is de-

coded by XORing it with its added bit. For their SRAM

circuit [11], Mori et al., modified the original bus-invert

method by not minimizing the amount of toggles, but

maximizing the amount of ’1’s instead. This approach

corresponds to calculating the Hamming distance with

the other word constantly being all ’1’s. This simplified

the logic, since the previous data value was not com-

pared to the current one, thus saving a register and

a logical XOR between the words. They used this en-

coding for general data. In this paper, this method is

referred to as Majority Voter Encoding (MVE).

Encoding words in this manner is not ideal for re-

ducing the power consumption when the SRAM is used

as an instruction memory. We have found that methods

utilizing statistical instruction analysis can be used to

increase the number of the low read-energy logic values

in the memory. This paper concentrates on single and

multiple mask scenarios, where the required additional

hardware logic is minimized.

Like the static instruction transformation of Petrov

and Orailoglu [18], the proposed method conveys ap-

plication-specific information to the processor. In our

case, this information is reduced to a compact xor-mask,

which is used to decode the encoded words during the

instruction fetch stage. Encoding the words incurs no

additional hardware logic, since the encoding is per-

formed offline as a compilation pass over the instruction

bit image. As a side effect of an encoding that aims to

maximize one logical value over another, the proposed

method often reduces bit toggling between successive

instruction words. Considering a multi-level instruction
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Fig. 4: Implementation of the decoding logic. The first

word after reset is read in as a new mask. Mask is active,

if first bit in instruction is logic ’1’. Instructions are

decoded by XORing them with the mask.

memory hierarchy, this reduced toggling can save addi-

tional energy since off-chip buses can consume notable

amounts of energy.

Decoding the words is done by performing a log-

ical XOR between the mask word and each encoded

word. In addition to incurring extremely little addi-

tional logic, this allows easy implementation of the

method to existing architectures. Fig. 4 depicts the

logic required.

The update of the xor-mask can be integrated with

the program image, so that after reset the first instruc-

tion address holds the xor-mask. This is fetched and

treated as a mask word which is stored to the mask

register. After this, the succeeding words are treated

normally as instructions. For even easier integration

with program compilers, the mask word and a jump

to reset address can be placed to the last addresses in

instruction memory to avoid relocating the program in-

structions.

3.1 Single Xor-Mask

The simpler alternative includes only a single xor-mask

for the whole program. For optimizing the selection of

a single xor-mask, we propose to use static analysis

enhanced with execution profiling data from a typical

program run. The analysis (see Fig. 2) starts by tak-

ing the instruction memory bit image of the optimized

program. An instruction address trace with an unmod-

ified instruction memory image is produced by simu-

lating the targeted program using typical input data.

Then, for each bit index, the total amount of logical

’1’s and ’0’s weighted according to execution count is

calculated. The mathematical presentation for this is

shown in Eq. 1.

ai =

C∑

c=1

bc,i, bc,i ∈ {0, 1} (1)
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An instruction trace is iterated over each cycle c, and

C is the total amount of instructions, and bc,i is ith bit

of the instruction at cycle c. ai gives the average logic

value of the ith instruction bit for an execution trace.

This process is also illustrated in Fig. 3. If the amount

of ’0’s is greater than half of total bits in the word, a ’1’

is assigned to that index of a xor-mask that is applied

to the instruction word. This is described in Eq. 2.

mi = ’1’ if ai > 0.5 else ’0’ (2)

The xor-mask is optimized for each program separately.

For the memory examined in this paper, logic ’1’ reads

are preferred for low energy. However, the method can

equally efficiently be applied to cases, where logic ’0’ is

the preferred value.

3.2 Multiple Xor-Masks

To utilize multiple xor-masks, consideration is required

for the switching granularity, mask storing/fetching,

number of masks, and controlling the use of different

masks.

3.2.1 Mask Switching Granularity

The use of a single xor-mask per program allows mini-

mal decoding hardware overhead. However, this results

in too coarse granularity when the program’s instruc-

tion mix differs greatly across the hot basic blocks in

the loaded program. For finer granularity, multiple se-

lectable xor-masks can be used.

Theoretically, the best granularity in terms of min-

imizing instruction word read energy consumption oc-

curs when each instruction has an individual mask that

causes all the read bits to be flipped to the desired value.

However, this would in the worst case require as many

masks as there are instructions. For coarser granularity,

groups of instructions withing the program should be

masked with a single mask.

Basic Block Level Granularity Program basic blocks [23]

are sections of code that execute in a sequential manner

from start to end. There can be branches only to the

beginning of the basic block, or from the end. Thus,

they offer sequences of instructions that are grouped

together naturally with a feasible point of switching

the mask in the beginning of the block. When changing

the mask only at the start of each basic block, there

is no risk of accidentally decoding words with wrong

masks. Thus, basic block level granularity is a logical

choice for exploiting multiple masks.

Loop Level Granularity Programs typically consume

most of their time in loops. Especially embedded ap-

plications tend to spend 90 percent of their execution

time in only 10 percent of the code. This is known as

the 90-10 rule. Of those 10 percent, approximately 85

percent are inner loops [25]. Of course, this depends

highly on the nature of the program. This motivates

masking a subset of program code, loops.

3.2.2 Mask Storing and Fetching

One possible storage scheme is storing the masks di-

rectly in the instruction memory. Since the masks have

the same width as the instruction words and instruc-

tion memory depth may not need to be increased due

to program length, this can be a convenient solution.
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Fig. 5: An implementation of decoding logic using mul-

tiple masks.
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However, this masking scheme increases the program

execution time, since a stall is required when reading

a mask from the instruction memory. Furthermore, the

mask changing has to be identified somehow. In this

scheme, there is no advantage in limiting the number

of possible masks, as a new mask needs to be read in

the beginning of each basic block in any case.

If loop level granularity is utilized for mask switch-

ing, a loop-specific mask could be used when executing

the loop and a generic one otherwise. This mask could

then be changed when entering the loop and when ex-

iting it, possibly incurring only a small overhead in ex-

ecution time and control energy in contrast to the in-

struction energy reduction. This scheme requires the

instruction set of the architecture to have room for a

custom instruction to indicate that the next instruction

word is a new mask.

In this loop-specific masking scheme, a total of four

instruction words are added to a loop. Two words are

added before the loop: one to indicate that the next

word is a mask for the loop and immediately after it the

mask itself. When leaving the loop, this is repeated, but

now the mask is the generic mask to be used outside

loops. The instruction word indicating the mask change

is architecture-dependent and is limited by the available

bit combinations in the instruction set architecture.

In another scheme, the masks could be stored in

the data memory of the processor. This could result in

a smaller overhead in execution time, since a new mask

could be fetched concurrently with the next instruction.

For this paper we evaluated a scheme where a num-

ber of masks are stored in mask registers in the instruc-

tion fetch component of the processor core. Storing the

masks is done during reset, and during execution, mask

changes are indicated by mask control bits added to

each instruction word. This approach allows the mask-

ing of the words to be performed as a post-pass after

the compiler’s code generation. Each basic block’s first

control bits indicate the mask to be used, even if it is

equal to the previous one. For the rest of the block’s in-

structions, a no-mask-change bit sequence is used. The

amount of control bits nmbits, can be calculated with

Eq. 3

nmbits = �log2(m)�, m � 3, (3)

where m is the amount of masks. In our approach, there

are m sequences that include m − 2 sequences for ba-

sic blocks whose energy can be reduced the most, one

sequence indicating a generic mask for the rest of the

basic blocks, and a no-mask-change sequence.

A hardware implementation using multiple masks is

illustrated in Fig. 5. In this case, logic ’1’ is the preferred

value in terms of least SRAM read energy consumption.
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Fig. 6: For the use of xor-masks, our implementation

adds a toggle bit and mask control bits to the instruc-

tion word.

A mask change is indicated by nmbits Most Significant

Bits (MSBs) of the current instruction word. When all

MSB bits are ones, the last set mask is used. This im-

plementation adds the mask control to the instruction

words as depicted in Fig. 6. For the sake of clarity, the

toggle bit and mask control bits are moved to the MSB

indexes as opposed to the toggle bit being in the LSB

end in the single xor-mask implementation. The nth bit

is now the toggle bit.

In order to support pre-emptive multitasking or

other hard interrupts, xor-masking requires additional

hardware support for saving and restoring the masks

during a context switch. This was left as a future work.

3.2.3 Multiple Mask Search Algorithm

Finding the best masks per program is not trivial. Ex-

haustive search eventually produces the optimal masks,

but for an n-bit instruction word, there are 2n cases to

search. For a 32-bit instruction word, this already be-

comes unfeasible with the current computer technology.

Our proposed method for finding multiple masks per

program is depicted in Algorithm 1. On lines 1–3, a

single xor-mask is searched for each basic block. Next,

absolute energy reduction for each block is calculated

and the blocks are sorted by the most energy reduced.

This sorting is described in Algorithm 2. The best m−2

blocks and their masks are assigned on line 6. For the

rest of the blocks, a single generic mask is now searched

and assigned on line 7. This is the same as finding a

single mask for the whole program, but now the already

assigned blocks are not included. Execution amounts of

each basic block were counted on line 4 and are now

used to sort the control word sequences on line 8. To

minimize the energy consumption, the most executed

block is assigned the least energy consuming sequence

and so forth.

The generic mask may not be optimal for each of the

blocks using it. The energy consumption can in some

cases benefit from using the already assigned m − 2

masks. Therefore, on lines 9–21, we next try each of the

assigned masks for each of the blocks that the generic

mask was previously assigned to. After the possible re-
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assignment of these blocks, the generic mask is again

searched on line 22 for the remaining blocks, since the

previous one may not be optimal anymore. This may,

however, still result in the previous generic mask. Fi-

nally, the input data is masked and returned along with

the corresponding control words and masks.

Algorithm 1 Multiple mask search
Input: user-defined number of masks m, number of basic
blocks numBlocks, execution trace
Output: controlWords, maskedData, masks

1: for each basic block do
2: Find mask by statistical analysis of trace
3: end for
4: Count executions for each basic block from trace
5: Sort masks by block energy reduction (Algorithm. 2)
6: Assign m masks for m−2 blocks with best energy reduc-

tion
7: Find and assign genericMask for rest of blocks
8: Assign controlWords according to block executions
9: for each numBlocks−(m−2) basic block in energy-sorted

blocks do
10: bestReduction = reduction(genericMask)
11: bestMask = genericMask
12: for each mask in m− 2 best masks do
13: if reduction(mask) > bestReduction then
14: bestReduction = reduction(mask)
15: bestMask = mask
16: end if
17: end for
18: if bestReduction < reduction(genericMask) then
19: Assign bestMask to basic block
20: end if
21: end for
22: Find new genericMask for rest of blocks
23: Mask data in basic blocks
24: return controlWords, maskedData, masks

Control bit sequences add to the instruction read en-

ergy. To minimize the control bit energy overhead, dif-

ferent sequences are sorted by their execution amounts.

The result is used to determine the order of masks in

the mask register. The indexing should be done so, that

the occurrence of the preferred logical value in the index

field is largest in the most executed instruction/block,

and smallest in the least executed instruction/block.

As mask change control sequences only occur at the

beginning of each basic block, the no-mask-change se-

quence is assigned the least energy-consuming bit se-

quence, since all the rest of the instructions in the block

use it. That is, all bits are of the favoured value. The

control bit sequences for the generic mask and the best

masks are then sorted and assigned.

Algorithm 2 Basic block sorting by energy reduction
Input: basic blocks, execution amounts executions for each
basic block, masks, energy zeroEnergy for reading a zero,
energy oneEnergy for reading a one
Output: basic blocks sorted in descending order of energy
reduction

1: for each block in blocks do
2: for each instruction in block do
3: blockEnergy += ones*oneEnergy*executions
4: blockEnergy += zeroes*zeroEnergy*executions
5: end for
6: mask block
7: for each instruction in masked block do
8: maskedEnergy += ones*oneEnergy*executions
9: maskedEnergy += zeroes*zeroEnergy*executions
10: end for
11: reductions[i] = blockEnergy-maskedEnergy
12: sort reductions
13: return basic blocks sorted by energy reduction
14: end for

4 Evaluation

Xor-masking was evaluated on two architectures. The

first is LatticeMico32 [26] RISC architecture. It is an

interesting choice for evaluation due to its open licens-

ing agreement, freely available program compiler and

generation of RTL code, and its use in a number of pub-

lications and projects [27,28]. Detailed specifications of

the evaluated processor are listed in Table 1. The eval-

uation platform was a minimal setup, where instruc-

tion and data memories were scaled to be large enough

to accommodate all of the individual bechmark pro-

gram instructions and data at a time. The benchmark

programs were chosen to represent typical applications

in microcontrollers in low-power scenarios. The bench-

marks are listed in Table 2.

Secondly, xor-masking was evaluated on a larger low

power high performance DSP core designed by the au-

thors for an Image Signal Processing (ISP) use case [29]

and features a wide instruction word architecture. This

core was implemented with TTA-based Co-design En-

vironment (TCE) [30], a software toolset for design and

programming of programmable processors based on the

Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) model. TTAs

Table 1: LatticeMico32 features.

Clock frequency 18.2MHz
Instruction set architecture RISC
Instruction width 32 bits
Instruction memory On-chip SRAM, 32kB
Data memory On-chip SRAM, 400kB

Dedicated hardware

Hardware multiply unit
Hardware divide unit

Pipelined barrel shifter
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Table 2: LatticeMico32 benchmark programs.

Suite Programs

CHStone [32]
adpcm, aes, blowfish,
gsm, jpeg, mips, sha

DSPStone [33] matrix
Coremark [34] coremark

exploit instruction-level parallelism found in programs

by using a wide instruction word. They can also lever-

age Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) opera-

tions. These qualities make them highly applicable to

signal processing purposes. Xor-masking is applied to

the DSP core to demonstrate the effectiveness of the

method not only on RISC architecture, but also on sig-

nal processing cores.

Although the TTA core was designed for ISP pur-

poses, it performed well with Software Defined Ra-

dio (SDR) programs with only minor modifications to

the interconnect network and using a larger program

data memory. The benchmark programs used were two

SDR-specific programs, Layered ORthogonal lattice De-

tector (LORD) [31] and Minimum Mean Square Error

(MMSE). They are used in modern wireless telecom-

munication, specifically in Multiple-In, Multiple-Out

(MIMO) channel detection.

The energy consumption was evaluated by calcu-

lating energy costs for reading a single ’1’ and ’0’

based on the previously published measurements for

the original SRAM [11]. In the original 64kB SRAM,

for a 16-bit word, energy consumption for reading all

’0’s and reading all ’1’s was 1440 fJ/cycle and 148.5

fJ/cycle, respectively. To calculate read energy per bit,

these were divided by 16 resulting in 90.00 fJ/cycle and

9.28 fJ/cycle for the cost of reading a single ’1’ bit and

a ’0’ bit, respectively. Next, instruction address traces

for the benchmark programs were produced from Mod-

elsim simulations. Using the calculated read energies,

instruction traces and instruction memory bit images

encoded according to each of the two methods, the

total SRAM energy consumption for each benchmark

program was calculated.

Considering the write energy consumption is rele-

vant especially for designs including dynamic instruc-

tion caches. Cache misses translate to writing cache

lines. However, the difference in energy reduction for

writing all ’0’s and all ’1’s to the referred SRAM, com-

pared to a regular SRAM, was reported as negligible,

1%.

The proposed method does not affect the time of

replacing cache lines compared to the referred method.

In this sense, write energy evaluation is not interesting,

since the difference between the proposed method and

the reference method is not significant.
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Fig. 7: Proposed method’s instruction memory energy

consumption for benchmark programs, normalized to

the corresponding consumptions with MVE.

If both the instruction memory and the instruction

cache are implemented with the referred SRAM tech-

nology, the total energy reduction depends on the com-

bined energy consumption of the two. In this case, the

decoding logic would be implemented after the instruc-

tion cache.

In the case of the proposed method, the results also

include the energy consumed by the majority logic pro-

posed with the referred SRAM technology. In our case,

this majority logic is not used and instead, the decod-

ing logic would be implemented in the instruction fetch

unit. This overhead is present in our energy numbers

for the proposed method. The improvement in energy

consumption of our proposed method compared to the

referred method would, therefore, be better than the

results presented in this paper. However, this overhead

is difficult to estimate, since the authors did not re-

port the majority logic energy consumption individu-

ally, but rather the overall SRAM’s. Moreover, the ma-

jority logic relies on a pull-down network and a sense

amplifier. However, regardless of this overhead, our pro-

posed method still achieves lower energy consumption

in all 11 benchmark programs on the LatticeMico 32

and both benchmarks on the DSP core.

4.1 LatticeMico32 Results

Energy consumption normalized to MVE for the bench-

mark programs is presented in Fig. 7. As is expected,

the energy consumption depends on the dynamic in-

struction mix in each of the benchmarks. The more

there are instructions resembling each other on the bit

level, the more the proposed method can save energy.

The worst case is when the occurrence of ’1’ and ’0’

at each bit position is exactly the same. In this case,

inverting the bit index results in no savings in energy.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of total CPU energy for MVE and

the proposed method. Normalized to the level of CPU

with unencoded instructions in SRAM.

The energy overhead of the added logic is small

compared to the overall energy, on average 1.0% of the

SRAM energy. The best energy reduction, 13.3%, was

achieved in matrix benchmark and the lowest reduc-

tion, 1.5%, in coremark. On average, the reduction was

6.2%.

In order to estimate the CPU total energy consump-

tion, the described LatticeMico32 was synthesized on

a 28nm ASIC standard cell technology. The instruc-

tion memory consumed 37.7% of the total energy after

synthesis for this particular implementation. Using this

number, the effect on the total CPU energy was calcu-

lated. This is presented in Fig. 8. The largest total en-

ergy reduction, 24.8%, was achieved with fir. In matrix,

total CPU energy consumption was 5.0% less compared

to MVE. On average, this reduction was 2.4%.

The reduction in bit switching activity is compared

to the majority-voter-encoded words, and the results

are presented in Table 3. Both of the encoding meth-

ods add a toggle bit to the unencoded words, increasing

the total amount of bits read. The proposed method re-

duces the bit switching activity in all but three bench-

mark programs compared to the MVE. The reductions

are small and in the best case 3.3%. In a realistic im-

plementation in an ultra-low-power IoT device, off-chip

memory would be unlikely to be used for storing in-

structions and the effect in energy reduction for an on-

chip bus would be negligible. The decoding logic size

for LM32 was 377 equivalent NAND2 gates with the

single mask scheme.

With the proposed multiple xor-mask scheme, LM32

results for the implementation presented in this paper

are depicted in Fig. 9. X-axis values are the number of

masks used, and translate to x − 1 basic blocks with

the best energy reductions masked and a generic mask

for the rest of the blocks. Y-axis is the reduction com-

pared to using a single xor-mask. Some benchmark

Table 3: Bit switching activity.

Benchmark MVE Proposed
Δ(%)

adpcm 764 000 3.3
aes 413 000 -0.3
blowfish 6 257 000 0.1
coremark 4 798 000 -0.7
matrix 2 996 000 0.0
fir 5 000 -1.4
gsm 231 000 0.4
jpeg 25 016 000 1.0
lsm 8 000 0.2
mips 213 000 1.1
sha 5 819 000 2.9

programs have less basic blocks than the maximum X-

value, hence the missing values in some of the lines.

Negative values indicate, that the overhead of mask-

ing was not beneficial to the energy consumption, but

instead increased it.

In two benchmark programs, matrix and mips, the

reduction over a single xor-mask is notable, 8-9% with

3 and 14 masks. Rest of the programs either gained

small reductions in energy (up to 1.6% in jpeg), or

did not benefit from multiple masks (at best 1.2% de-

crease in fir). Depending on the benchmark, the bene-

fit of multiple masks is reduced in steps as the number

of masks surpasses a power of two. At these points,

this is expected, since the number of control bits is

increased. Some benchmarks show more sporadic be-

haviour, which seems to result from re-assigning the

generic mask as described in Algorithm 1.

4.2 DSP Core Results

For the DSP core, the instruction memory energy con-

sumption is reduced by 38.1% in LORD and 38.4% in

MMSE. This is illustrated in Fig. 10a. As listed in Ta-

ble 4, both of the the benchmarks have a high propor-

tion of No Operations (NOPs) of all instructions, 74.6%

in LORD and 69.6% in MMSE. When searching for the

masks, the instruction slots in basic blocks that mainly

contain NOPs heavily affect the mask. In the case of

the DSP core, the instruction set encoding is such that

NOP encodings naturally contain mostly non-preferred

Table 4: DSP core benchmark programs.

Benchmark Instructions
Basic
blocks

NOPs
per all
instruc-
tions

LORD 975 36 74.6
MMSE 1136 16 69.6
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Fig. 9: LatticeMico32 instruction memory energy reduction as a function of number of masks. Improvement over

xor-masking with a single mask. Positive numbers indicate a reduction in energy consumption.

bit values, reducing energy consumption notably. Area

overhead of xor-masking with a single mask was 1544

equivalent NAND2 gates.

For the DSP core, results of using multiple masks

are shown in Fig. 10b. The energy reductions compared

to using only one mask are small, less than 1% in all

cases. This is due to the high proportion of NOPs. Be-

cause of the NOPs, many of the different basic blocks’

masks are very similar. In this case, using multiple

masks does not provide energy reductions. The control

bit overhead is still added, however, since the amount

of control bits per word is small compared to the in-

struction words, and the control bits mostly contain

the preferred values, the added energy consumption is

quite small.

If the NOPs do not dominate the mask search, the

efficiency of xor-masking when using multiple masks

and our proposed implementation seems to depend on

the distribution of energy per basic block. If the energy

is distributed evenly among all basic blocks, overhead

from the mask control seems to counter the benefit of

masking. If the best basic blocks consume majority of

the total energy, using multiple masks seems more ben-

eficial.

4.3 On the Optimality of the Proposed Method

Theoretical best-case scenario for any given instruction

trace occurs, when all bits in the trace are of the pre-

ferred value. To estimate the remaining energy saving

potential of our proposed technique on the two cores,

we calculated the instruction memory energy consump-

tion for each benchmark when all bits in its trace are

of the less energy consuming logic value. Because using

multiple masks only brought significant improvements

in two benchmarks, this evaluation was done using a

single mask per benchmark.

Comparison to energy consumption achieved with

the proposed method per benchmark is presented in
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(b) DSP core instruction memory energy reduction as a function of
number of masks. Positive numbers indicate a reduction in energy con-
sumption.

Fig. 10: Energy reduction with xor-masking for DSP core.

Fig. 11. For LM32, coremark was closest to its mini-

mum, consuming 17% more energy. Worst benchmark

was matrix, consuming 164% more energy. On aver-

age, the 11 benchmarks consumed 61% more energy

compared to the minimum. The DSP core consumed

94% and 92% more energy with LORD and MMSE, re-

spectively. On average they consumed 93% more energy

than the minimum.

This suggests that there is still potential for fur-

ther energy savings. However, additional improvements

depend on the instruction mixes of the benchmark pro-

grams. If the instructions utilized by a benchmark differ

greatly on the bit-level, it is hard to gain additional re-

ductions in energy.
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Fig. 11: Increase in energy consumption of benchmark

programs compared to the optimal case.

4.4 Limitations in Evaluation

As the results obtained with xor-masking are depen-

dent on the program execution and individual instruc-

tions, programs whose control flow is data-dependent

can perform worse with other input values than the

ones that were used to form the xor-masks. In cyclic

applications, where the amount of loop iterations is

not known at compile-time, it is difficult to conclude

the optimal masks. Estimating these worst-case scenar-

ios shares similar issues with Worst-Case Execution-

Time (WCET) analysis [35]: if the amount of loop it-

erations is not constrained or the program execution

time depends on the input data, it is very hard to ac-

curately estimate the WCET. In our case, this leads

to estimating the worst-case energy consumption being

difficult.

4.5 Estimation of Loop Masking

In this evaluation, we consider loops with exit points

only at the end of the loop found in the LM32 bench-

marks. This is to simplify the mask changing by only

allowing it at entering and exiting the loop and, there-

fore, avoid accidentally decoding instructions with the

wrong mask.

In order to estimate the savings, a mask was searched

for each loop similar to the multiple mask case, but us-

ing only one control bit to indicate whether a word

in memory is masked or not. Then, a generic mask

was searched for the rest of the instructions. The cal-

culated results are presented in Table 5. The energy

consumption is compared to the single xor-mask case.

The largest energy savings were reached in lms, fir and
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Table 5: Energy reduction with only loops masked.

Benchmark
Avg.
loop

length

Avg.
loop

execu-
tions

Loop
cycles

per
total

cycles
(%)

Energy
reduc-

tion
(%)

adpcm 2.2 95.7 0.3 0.8
aes 2.3 124.6 0.6 1.0
blowfish 2.6 187.4 0.1 0.1
coremark 3.3 33.0 0.0 0.0
matrix 5.0 2769.0 4.5 0.4
fir 5.0 101.0 71.8 1.8
gsm 2.8 123.2 1.3 -0.6
jpeg 2.5 7912.6 0.7 1.5
lms 5.0 101.0 47.8 3.8
mips 5.0 70.0 1.5 0.2
sha 3.7 52.7 0.0 0.0

jpeg enchmarks, 3.8%, 1.8% and 1.5%, respectively.

Overall, the savings were small. The saving depends

somewhat on loop lengths and number of iterations,

but more on the amount of cycles executed inside loops

compared to the overall cycles.

4.6 Impact on Memory Size

The masking schemes introduced in this paper each

have a different effect on the instruction memory size.

When using a single mask per program, the effect is

minimal: if a mask is stored as a first instruction in the

memory, the memory size only increases by one. In the

multi-mask scheme, a mask is required for each basic

block in a program and the instruction memory size is

increased by the amount of basic blocks. For the loop

masking scheme described in this paper, changing the

mask for a loop requires four extra instructions. Thus,

for the loop masking scheme the memory size overhead

is obtained by multiplying the amount of loops by four.

For the multi-mask and loop masking scheme applied to

LM32, the effect on memory size is presented in Table 6.

The relative memory size increase in multi-mask scheme

depends on the amount of basic blocks in a program in

relation to its original instruction amount. The largest

overhead, 26.9%, was incurred in coremark, which had

624 basic blocks in relation to 2320 instructions. This

is explained due to coremark being quite program con-

trol oriented. Fir and lms had the smallest overhead,

3.2% and 3.3% respectively. The loop masking scheme

incurred only slight memory size overheads, with a max-

imum of 2.3% in adpcm and a minimum of 0.5% in lms

and mips. This is due to the scheme only selecting loops

that only have exit points in the end. Therefore, the

Table 6: Impact on LM32 instruction memory size when

using multiple xor-masks.

Benchmark num. multi-mask loop masking
instructions Δ(%) Δ(%)

adpcm 2949 +6.4 +2.3
aes 4212 +10.0 +1.1
blowfish 2306 +6.5 +1.2
coremark 2320 +26.9 +1.0
matrix 603 +9.8 +0.7
fir 472 +3.2 +0.8
gsm 1912 +13.0 +1.0
jpeg 4308 +12.7 +0.7
lms 764 +3.3 +0.5
mips 819 +7.8 +0.5
sha 1638 +7.5 +0.7

amount of loops that a mask is applied to is typically

small.

5 Conclusions

Energy consumption of on-chip and off-chip memo-

ries offers optimization opportunities in pervasive com-

pute devices. In this paper, a novel statistical method,

xor-masking, was proposed to reduce the instruction

fetch energy consumption in asymmetric SRAM tech-

nologies. The proposed method was evaluated on Lat-

ticeMico32 RISC soft-core with 11 benchmark pro-

grams, and a wide instruction word architecture DSP

core with two typical programs for software defined

radio use.

Including the energy overhead of the decoding logic,

the proposed method consumes up to 13% less energy

compared to the state-of-the-art majority voter encod-

ing on the same SRAM. The total CPU energy reduc-

tion is up to 5% compared to majority voter encoding.

The energy consumption with the proposed method

was smaller in all benchmark programs compared to

the majority-voter-encoding. In addition, the proposed

method reduces instruction data bus toggling up to

3.3% compared to the referred method. When using

multiple masks, there were notable energy savings of

7-9% compared to the single xor-mask scheme in two

benchmarks, and minor improvements in majority of

the benchmarks. Instruction memory read energy re-

duction for the DSP core was 38.4% in the best case

when using one mask.

Future work involves researching methods for ap-

plying xor-masking to dynamically linked code, system

calls and context switches. Different schemes, imple-

mentation and its logic overhead need to be carefully

considered.
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